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SlMWlY 
A computer program is developed which predicts the distribution of 
air pollutants from multiple sources in a complex atmospheric 
structure. The dispersion of the pollutant is simulated by 
sequentially released puffs in an Eulerian reference frame. These 
puffs are divided into horizontal layers and the distribution within 
each layer is described by a bivariate normal distribution using the 
zero'th, first and second order moments (Coo, C 1 0' C20 , Co l' CO2 , 
C
ll
). The moments are obtained by numerical solution of the 
advection-diffusion equation employing the method of fractional 
steps . Vertical diffusion is treated with an explicit finite 
difference numerical scheme. First-order chemical reaction, washout 
in rain, and dry deposition of the contaminants are accommodated. 
The rise of buoyant plumes and sedimentation are also included. 
A mass-consistent three-dimensional wind field, including distortions 
due to topography and temperature anomalies, is constructed using a 
diagnostic model. This wind field produces key parameters describing 
the wind and diffusivity profiles used in the solution of the 
advection-diffusion equation. A pre-meteorological module computes 
the initial parameters of the wind field from available sparse 
measurements. A variety of meteorological measurement opt ions are 
allowed as input to the package. 
A high resolution puff-based (as opposed to grid-based) isopleth 
drawing routine supplies the concentration distribution at any height 
for any time interval. The wind field is represented in output plots 
by vectors drawn at a specified height and grid interval, together 
with curves for the wind and diffusivity profiles at a single chosen 
position in the study area. 
The model is tested using measurements for two complex source 
configurations. The Durban Bluff area (13 x 4km) contains two 
relatively low hills and is situated on the coast. Excellent 
( iv ) 
Agreement between the predicted and observed concentrations is 
obtained. The second case study (Eastern Transvaal Highveld), 
covering a much larger area (120 x 84km) , and containing nine 
elevated and twenty-four ground-level sources, gave acceptable 
results. These applications illustrate the enhanced horizontal 
spreads resulting from the interaction of wind-shear and vertical 
diffusion, particularly under unsteady conditions. The considerable 
value of high-resolution contour plots in distinguishing multiple 
sources is also apparent. 
The program is easily adaptable to run on any medium-sized computer. 
The source code involves 15000 lines of FORTRAN 77 code 
(Burger 1986 ) , and in a typical application requires 93K RAM for 
execution. It has been run on Sperry Univac llOO 
(-lhr CPU/hr simulation), CDC Cyber 750 (-%hr CPU/hr simulation) and 
IBM 4341 computers. The software is designed to be relatively 
independent. of the output device, with HP2623 and Tektronix 4105 
presently supported, and other graphics terminals easily added. An 
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INTRODUCTION AND BRIEF OUTLINE 
Air pollution is an inevitable offshoot of industrial progress. The 
question is: to what extent can we control the effect of these 
harmful and sometimes dangerous effluents? Strict control provides a 
solution, but seldom gives any economic advantage. Off-line 
simulation of the dispersion process under typical atmospheric and 
plant operation conditions allows decisions on plant sitings and 
stack dimensions. The objective is to maximise dilution of effluent 
gases before it effects urban areas. Real-time model prediction 
allows prompt responses to accidents involving the escape of 
dangerous gases (e.g. nuclear power plants). Dispersion modelling is 
obviously important in estimating the environmental impact of air 
pollution. 
Many off-the-shelf dispersion packages assume greatly simplified 
atmospheric conditions e.g. Gaussian Puff and Plume models are 
derived under uniform wind and diffusivity profiles. Nonetheless, 
these models have found wide application and have shown reasonable 
accuracy under near neutral atmospheric conditions, and when applied 
in relatively flat terrain. The main advantages of these models are 
that they are fast and require little computer memory. Some models, 
on the other hand, are complex and often specifically designed for a 
particular application (dispersion down a valley, dispersion at a 
land/sea interface, dispersion under convective conditions, etc.). 
1 
Numerical techniques, applied to the dispersion equations, are 
normally capable of handling compl ex atmospheric structures. The 
majority of these, however, require large computer storage and are 
slow to run. In addition, spatial and temporal resolution is often 
lost as a result of discretisations. It is evident that a model, 
capable of simulating complex atmospheric conditions without large 
speed and memory requirements, and applicable to the majority of real 
situations, is desirable. This model should also exhibit 
sufficiently high spatial and temporal resolution. 
Advection forms a major part of the dispersion process. An accurate 
discription of the wind field is therefore essential. Relevant 
background necessary to construct a wind field (under different 
atmospheric stabilities ) in complex terrain, is presented in 
Chapter 2. The basic structure of the lowest part of the atmosphere, 
and the equations describing the heat and momentum transfer, are 
given. A review of three-dimensional wind field construction 
techniques is included. 
Diffusion occurs through the action of turbulent eddies. As a 
result, a great deal of research has gone into establishing 
representative models to describe the nature of the turbulent eddies 
and how they affect the dispersion of gases. The basic equations 
describing these ideas are reviewed in Chapter 3. Additional factors 
affecting the dispersion of gases are ground retention, washout in 
rain, and chemical reactions. 
Chapter 3. 
A brief review is included in the 
Chapter 4 contains the development of the dispersion package. This 
includes the submeteorological package, the three-dimensional wind 
and diffusivity fields, the diffusion process and the output package. 
Numerical validation essential to indicate the accuracy of the model. 
This is done in Chapter 5. The ultimate test is to observe how the 
model predicts in real situations. Three case studies are included 
in the second part of Chapter 5. 
2 
2. TRANSPORT OF AIRBORNE MATERIAL IN THE A'lM>SPHERIC BOUNDARY LAYER 
The ultilaate objective of this study is to be able to predict the 
rate of dispersion of conta.inants once they are introduced into the 
ataosphere. To achieve this objective it is essential to describe 
the nature of the transporting .ediua as accurately as possible. 
The at.aspher ic bouIxlary layer (ASL) or planetary boundary layer 
(PBL) is the lowest layer of the ataosphere under direct influence of 
the underlying surface (Figure 2.1). The turbulence wi thin this 
layer is responsible for the transport of heat, water vapour, and 
pollutants. A great deal of work has already been done in describing 
the .ation of air in this layer, with attention focusing on the .are 
accessible lowest few .etres. The lowest layer usually exhibits 
little change, ' with height, in the horizontal shearing .tress and 
vertical turbulent fluxes of heat and vapour. It is this layer which 
is often referred to as the' surface layer (SL), the constant-stress 
layer or the surface-stress layer, and is about ten per cent of the 
at.aspheric boundary layer. It is the .are ca.plicated outer layer 
(OL) (or Ebitm layer) above the surface layer that still re.ains to 
be described JIOre accurately and IIOst .ethods rely on par8lletric 
relations based on surface layer a.e&8ure.ents. These two layers are 
described in IIOre detail in Sections 2 . 1 and 2.2 • 
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(BLH) , but generally two approaches are taken (Section 2.2): 
( i) diagnostic models, which give a direct relationship between 
the BLH and parameters characteristic of the surface layer. 
( ii) prognostic models, which describe the BLH as a function of 
time by means of a rate equation. 
The prediction of this height is particularly important since it is 
within this layer that all pollutants are trapped. The sources and 
sinks of turbulent energy which characterise this layer of variable 
depth all result directly or indirectly from the interactions between 
the atmosphere and the surface. The boundary layer can be ei ther 
unstable if the sources of energy outweigh the sinks, or stable if 
the converse is true. During unstable conditions the PBL extends 
between 300 and 2000m, whereas during stable conditions this height 
extends from tens of metres to about 300m. 
The wind and diffusion profiles also differ for different stability 
conditions. Methods for determining the stability condition of the 
atmosphere are numerous and are summarised in Section 2.3. 
The prediction of the wind flow over smooth surfaces is easily 
estimated; however, in complex terrain, predicting the wind pattern 
remains a difficult task. For an accurate description of a wind 
field, closely spaced velocity and temperature measurements are 
necessary, but as this i s not always possible, estimates from sparse 
measurements must often be used to model the flow. Diagnostic and 
prognostic models to construct three-dimensional wind fields are 
discussed in Section 2.4.1. 
To construct a three-dimensional wind field from sparse measurements 
necessitates the use of numerical methods. Interpolation methods are 
required to interpolate measured data to grid locations which provide 
an initial estimate. The interpolated wind field is normally not 
mass consistent and errors (anomalous divergence) need to be reduced. 
Various objective analyses to minimise the anomolous divergence have 
been proposed. A selection of these are discussed in Section 2.4.2. 
5 
2.1 THK SURFACE LAYER AND THE f«>NIN-oBUKHOV SIMILARITY THEORY 
Mean wind (u) and te.perature (1) profiles in the fully developed 
region of the surface layer, well above the aerodynBllic roughness 
elE!llellts, are considered to be well established fro. 
aicra.eteorological observations at hOllOgeneous sites. The condition 
of the at.oaphere can be neutral, .table or unstable depending on the 
vertical temperature gradient. This phenOllOnUil is well treated in 
other texts (e.g. Seinfeld 1975, Sutton 1953). 
DiJleDSional analysis, along the lines which have been used by 
Seinfeld (1975), leads to the flux-gradient relation for the neutral 
case 
au u. 
(2.1) az = kz 
where - Ile8D wind speed u = 
u. = Tip = friction velocity 
, , 
k = von KarIaen constant 
T = shear stress 
p = density of air 
Integration of (2.1) leads to the well-known logaritn.ic wind profile 
for the neutral, constant flux, surface layer 
-u = (2.2) 
where the boundary integration constant, z., called the roughness 
length, is the level at which the Ile8D wind speed is presuaed to 
, I 
vanish. The von Kan.en constant has been evaluated variously between 
0,35 and 0,41. 
When the surface layer is non-neutral, the sillilarity theory of Monin 
and Obukhov (1954) suggests that the vertical shear in the surface 
6 
layer .ay be represented by a .adification of (2.1), na.ely, 
(2.3) 
where ,.(r) is an e.pirical universal function and L is the Monin-
Obukhov length, which depends on the turbulent fluxes as follows: 
'f u2 
L * (2.4) = 
gka, 
* 
where , = average te.perature 
g = gravitational acceleration constant 
'* = -H/(pcpku*) = scaling ta.perature 
H = sensible heat flux to the atmosphere 
c = specific heat of air at constant pressure p 
p = density of air 
I L I l18y be interpreted as the height at which the l18.gDi tudes of 
aechanical and theril8l production of turbulence are equal. It also 
provides a .eaaure of the stability of the surface layer, i.e., 
L > 0 
L = • 




A siaUar fora is obtained for the potential t~rature profile; 
(2.5) 
where 'h is an e.pirical universal function and , i.a the potential 
ta.perature, defined as the te.perature exhibited by a parcel of air 
if it were brought adiabatically to a standard pressure at ground 
level. for a horizontal ha.ogeneous at.asphere it follows that 
a, ;; ~Tz + r 
az u (2.6) 
where r is the adiabatic lapse rate and T the temperature. The dry 
7 
adiabatic lapse rate is 0.00986 K .-'. 
Integration of (2.3) and (2.5) leads to the expressions for wind and 
potential ta.perature profiles : 
- ~ ., (z) u = K .t (2.7 ) 
8 = '* z K "h(t) + '0 (2.8) 
z/L • (t) 
., (~) = J ~dt • L zo/L t where (2.9) 
and 
z/L • (t) 
z J _h_ dt "h(Y;) = 
zo/L t 
(2.10) 
assuaing that u(zo) = O. 
The surface layer is considered to be about l~ of the PBLj however 
Zeaan (1979) suggested a relationship for stable conditions 
h = s 
0,3h 
p 
1 + L n 
p 
(2.11) 
where h is the height of the boundary layer and h the surface layer 
p s 
height. For unstable and neutral layers Tennekes and Lu.ley (1972) 
.aintained that 
h ;iI& O,lh s p (2.12) 
Kaiaal et al. (1976) liaited the depth of the surface layer to a 
height range less than IL I during convective conditions (very 
unstable conditions). 
8 




Carl et al. 
YEAR LIMITS (t=I-) 
1970 0 ~ ( < 1 
1970 1 ~ ( ~ 6,2 
1973 « 0,08 
f«)MKNT(IIf, • • 
6,2 
1 
Pruitt et al. 1973 0 ~ Ri ~ 0,3 O,8(1+lSRi)· 
1 
Kondo in Yaaamato 1975 0,3 < ( < 10 (1+22,8()1 
Carson & Richards 1978 0,5 < ( < 10 8- 4,25 + ~I 
t • t 
Lettau 1979 1 S ( ~ 2,5 (1+5()~ 








Arya & Plate 
Ito 
1960 
1961 o ~ ( 
1964 o ~ t 
1965 o ~ ( 
1969 0 ~ t < 0,4 
1969 o ~ ( 
1970 0 ~ t ~ 1 
Webb 1970 0 ~ ( ~ 1 
Businger et al. 1971 0 ~ t ~ 1 
Badgley et al. 1972 0 ~ t ~ 1 
Carl et al. 1973 0,08 ~ ( 
Kondo in Yamaaoto 1975 0 ~ ( ~ 0,3 
Hicks 1976 0 ~ t ~ 3 
Sethur8118 & Brown 1976 {O, 25 ~ Ri 
Ri ~ 0,25 
Yelagina et al. 1978 0 ~ t 
Munro & Davis 1978 o ~ ( 
Wieringa 1980a 0 ~ t ~ 1 
-- -
1 + Pf. 
P 
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2.1.1 Universal Functions 'a and 'h 
During the last twenty years, nUllerous researchers have derived 
relationships for '. and 'h for different stability conditions and 
set out the l~itations of these functions. 
Since Menin and Obukhov (1954) introduced the fora 
•• = 1 + P(r) (2.13) 
for stable conditions, various workers have sought to establish a 
value for the constant p. 
A summary of the proposed p values and equations other than the above 
fOnl for '. and 'h' is given in Table 2.1. When direct aeasure.ent 
of eddy fluxes (e.g. eddy fluxes of x-ao.entu. -pu'u', pu'v', and 
-pu 'w' (Section 2.2.1» are unavailable, these relationships are 
expressed in teras of the Richardson nUMber, Ri. 
( 1973) proposed 
1 
• = 0,8(1 + IBRi)' • 
for 0 ~ Ri ~ 0,3 where the definition of Ri is 
Ri = g (a9/az) 'T (aU/azp 
Pruitt et al. 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
The universal function of the potential tellperature profile was 
suggested to be 
(2.16) 
for stable conditions. Equation (2.16) is only true for the ratio 
~/K. = 1 (Dyer and Hicks 1970), where ~ and K. are the eddy 
diffusivity teras for heat and aa.entu. respectively 
(Section 2.2.1.). Other workers, notably Businger et al. (1971), 
10 
have found that ~/K. = 1,35 and proposed 
(2.17) 
where a = 0.74. For very stable conditions Webb (1970) proposed 
· -. -• - h- 1 + p for 1 ~ t < (1 + p) (2.18) 
which is a deviation to the log-linear prediction postulated in 
equation (2.13). According to Y8118.da (1979) up to 10 per cent or 
more of the PBL may be represented by log-linear profiles. A more 
recent study by Skibin and Businger (1985) showed that deviations 
fro. log-linear profiles occurred at and for 
per) > 15 all the profiles deviated from the log-linear profile. The 
transition frOil turbulent to laminar flow in this range is still 
poorly understood. 
transition regime by 
Carson and Richards (1978) approximated the 
• • __ 1 __ 2 , for 0,5 ~ ~L ~ 10 (z) r 
Garrat (1983) describes the transition layer by 
{l + Per)} z • = exp {-a,(l- - )} z ~ z* • , z* 
where a l = 0,7 
z* = transition height 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
Various forms exist for •• and .h under unstable conditions (r < 0), 
but generally 
. (~) z p = (1 - 'Y (I» (2.21) m L 
and either (Kh/K. = 1, Dyer (1974» 
z .2 (!) ·h(r) = (2.22) • L 
11 
or (~/K. = 1,35, Businger et ai. (1971» 
(2.23) 
where typical values for ~, ~1' ~2' P and q are given in Table 2.2. 
These foras predict the velocity profile well for .oderately unstable 
conditions, z i.e. 0 ) t > -1. For very unstable (convective) 
conditions the friction velocity, u*, is expected to be less 
Uiportant and the regiae of "forced convection" will give way to a 
reg~ of "free convect ion" . 
TABLE 2.2. A summary of universal functions for unstable conditions 
CONTRIBUTOR YEAR LIMITS (t4) l«)MENTUM t • HEAT, ·h • 
Swinbank 1964 t < 0 t{l-explt P-l 
_1 -, 
Pandolfo 1966 -0,04 < t 0,25(-0 i" O,25(-t) i 
_1 _'I - --
Swinbank 1968 -2 < t< -0,1 0,613(-0 • 0,227(-t) at . _. 
- -Businger et ."-9t.- = 1 al. 1971 -2 < t < 0 0,74(1+4ltl") -· · -, -, 
Pruit et ai. 1973 Hi < 0 (l-lGRi) • O,86(l-lGRi) • 
p q 
THE FOHM : (1 - "t) "1 (l--....t) 
~ p ", ~2 q 
Webb 1970 -0,03 < t < 0 4,5 1 1 4,5 1 
Dyer & Hicks 1970 -1 < t < 0 16 -1/4 1 16 -1/2 
Businger et al. 1971 -2 ~ t 15 -1/4 0,74 9 -1/2 
Carl et ai. 1973 -10 S t < -1 16 -1/3 
Kondo 
1975 -10 < in Y8JI8IlOto t 16 -1/4 1 16 -1/2 
Lettau 1979 -2,5 < t 15 -1/4 1 22,5 -1/3 
Dyer & Bradley 1982 -4 <t< 0,004 28 -1/4 1 14 -1/2 
12 
The KEYPS equation (an acronym deri ved fro. the nlDles of the 
scientists who, in different ways, for.ulated the equation : Kazinzki 
and Monin (1956), Ellison (1957), YaJI8IIOto (1959), Panofsky (1961) 
and Sellers (1962» is essentially an interpolation scheme for the 
known behaviour of equation (2.3) in free convection.. The equation 
is 
where 
," - 1St'" = 1 • • (2.24) 
Siailarity theory predicts that for free convection (Egan and Mahoney 
1972 and Pandolfo 1966) the non-diaensional universal functions can 
be expressed by 
_1 
'h(t) = ~ (Itl) ; (2.25) 
where Pandolfo (1966) estimated c ~ 0.75, and 
Pandolfo shows that this is true for t ~ -0,04. Egan and Mahoney 
z (1972) used the above equations for -3 < t < -0,8, although 
Businger et ai. (1971) suggested that the relation (2.23), for values 
z 
of L as small as -2, fits the data more accurately. 
Car 1 et al. (1973) used 
1 
'. = (I-1st) i, z -10 ~ t ~ -1 (2.26) 
for unstable conditions. This formulation agrees well with the KEYPS 
form and approaches the free convection limit for = ~ ~ (Lualey and 
L 
Panofsky 1964). Reporting on the findings of the analysis done on 
the 1976 International Turbulence Comparison Experiment, Dyer and 




• (z) (1-28(r» = .. .t (2.27) 
and 
_1 -Z (l-l~) 'h(t) = a (2.28) 
fit the average observations to within a few per cent for 
z -4 < t < -0,004. 
Webb (1982) extended the flux-gradient profile relationships to the 
superadiabatic (unstable) surface layer and presented relations for 
". and "h (the integral fonlS of '. and 'h) to fit four defined 
regions 
region 1 A,B 5 1 
" = l{ - (~)(~ - 1) • 
"h = " • 
region 2 1 < A,B ~ 8,505 
region 3 8,505 < A,B 5 17,01 
region 4 A,B > 17,01 
-1 1 .. 
" = 3,5266A i[ {l - <:)i} - (28A)-1{1 <:) i}] • -1 1 .. 
"h = 1,92A ;[ {I - (:);} - (28A)-'{1 - (:);}j 
2.29) 
where A = ~o 
Z • 
B z = -z • 
14 
and z. = I~! (the transition height) 
with a = 4,5 
The gradient profiles of velocity and te.perature described in 
equation (2.29) initially pass from Z_l dependence, through a smooth 
~ 
transition at r ~ -0,03, towards z ; dependence. 
Reviews of these functions can be found in Dyer (1974) and Yaglom 
(1977). Garatt and Brost (1981) give a summary of p values, with the 
suggestion that these may be influenced by radiative cooling effects. 
Viswanadham (1982) examined the curvature of the profiles, proposed 
by Swinbank (1964, 1968), Webb (1970), Dyer and Hicks (1970), 
Businger et ai. (1971), Kondo (Yamamoto 1975), Lettau (1979) and 
Hicks (1976). The curvatures were compared with the Richardson number 
and the lUiiting fonlS for the curvatures were determined. 
Viswanadha. (1982) proposed that the forms given by Webb (1970), 
Businger et ai. (1971), and Kondo (Yamamoto 1975) for stable 
conditions, and Dyer and Hicks (1970), Businger et al. (1971), Kondo 
(Yama.oto 1975), and Lettau (1979) for unstable conditions, were the 
most realistic. 10 and McBean (1978) considered the relative errors 
in determining the flux relations from data. Significant differences 
between flux estimates computed using the flux-gradient relationships 
proposed by Businger et ai. (1971), Dyer and Hicks (1970), and 
Pruitt et ai. (1973) were observed. For unstable conditions, the 
differences were calculated to be between 20 and 40 per cent and 
considerably larger for stable conditions. The following possible 
sources of errors were proposed 
(a) 
, , 
the uncertainty in the von Kanaen constant; a difference 
between k = 0,35 and 0,42 resulted in a difference of 17% in 
the value of u* 
(b) that turbulence under stable conditions is greatly 
suppressed which results in a shallow surface layer, 
consequently neglected effects such as radiative flux 
divergence, nonstationarity and inhomogeneity, become IlOre 
Ulportant 
(c) the relative siaplicity of the theory 
(d) the imperfections in the .easureaent sites or equipment. 
10 and McBean (1978) also found a wide deviation of the relationships 
15 
proposed by Pruitt et ai. (1973) from the Businger et ai. (1971) and 
the Dyer and Hicks (1970 ) forms and suggested that the latter two 
proposals be used. 




= 1 + fJ~ 
= 










under unstable conditions, are presented in Table 2.3. 
TABLE 2.3. A summary of the universal functions ~m and ~h as defined 
by equations (2.9) and (2.10) using the forms given by 
equations (2.13), (2.17), (2.21) and (2.23). 
STABLE NEUTRAL UNSTABLE 
Momentum : 
In{~J + ~ ( z-zo ) In{~J 2( tan- 1b - tan-lbo )- ln{~~i . ~::i} 
Heat: 
aln{t} + t2(Z-Zl) aln{~J 1 e2-l b 1 +1} '" 1 n o.:+r D.'=I 2+ 1 
where 1 1 
for momentum ! b '" - and heat 1 "'2 ); = (1--z) .. b 1 = (1-L L Zl 1 1 
bo 
'" - '" -= ( l--zo)" bz = (1 __ 2 Z) 2 L L 
Source McRae et ai (1982) 
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2.1.2. Effect of Tall. Dense Vegetation and Closely-Spaced Buildings 
The effect of dense vegetation or closely-spaced buildings has been 
observed to impose an upward-displacement on the characteristic 
profiles. This is accounted for by introducing a zero-plane 
displace.ent, d, which is characteristic of the surface. This 
zero-plane displaceJIent is incorporated into the previous set of 
equations describing the wind and ta.perature profiles by replacing 
"zIt with "(z - d)". The boundary condition then becOlleS u(z) = 0 for 
z 5 d. So, for instance, the neutral velocity profile will be 
described by 
U(z) 
u * z - d = r-ln(--) 
K Zo 
(2.30) 
The dependance of Zo and d on wind speed above forests is uncertain; 
Allen (1968), Belt (1969) and Leonard and Federer (1973), however,. 
found little dependance between these variables and wind speed. 
Various analytical least-square error llethods (e.g.. Lo 1977) have 
been used to deteI'lline d and zo. Molion and Moore (1983) have 
described a llethod using a ".ass conservation technique" IleDtioned by 
TajcbJaan (1981). With this technique, the zero-plane displace.ent 
could be associated with the upward displace.ent in the llean airflow 
trajectory as the flow responds to the transition fra. short to tall 
vegetation. 
In recent years, with the recognition of anOllalies in the 
flux-gradient relationships, controversy has begun to surround the 
interpretation of the zero-plane displace.ent height and its physi~l 
significance (Raupach 1979. Garrat 1980). 
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2.2 THE OUTER LA YBR 
Outside the surface-stress layer the shape of the wind profile is 
affected by the pressure gradient, the Coriolis effect (rotation of 
the earth), and gravitational forces. The earliest atte.pt to 
develop an analytical solution for the JIe8D PSL flow was by Ekaan 
(1905), who solved a st.plified version of the Navier-Stokes 
equations for the balance between geostrophic pressure gradient, 
Coriolis forces and eddy viscous forces. 
2. 2. 1. Malyi; ical Approaches 
Treat.ent of the Navier-Stokes equations for inca.pressible fluids is 
given in texts such as Sutton (1953) and Seinfeld (1975). The 




p = density 
~ = dyna.ic viscosity 
p = pressure 
X = x-ca.ponent of external acceleration per unit 
The three equations of this fol"ll (x, y and Z cOllpOnents) are the 
Navier-Stokes equations of IIOtion. The wind COIIpOnents u, v, w and 
the tellperature II can be represented as 
-u = u - u' 
-v = v - v' (2.31) 
-w = w - w' 
i = II - 8' 
18 
where li, v, w and i are the ltean values while u, v, w, and 9 are the 
instantaneous aeaaureJIents (deter.inistic) and u', v', w' and 8', the 
fluctuating (stochastic) ca.ponents. The averaging period IlU8t be 
large relative to the periods of turbulent fluctuations and Sllall 
relative to the variations of the aean .otion. Further.ore, it can 
be shown that u' = v' = w' = o. By substituting these into the 
Navier-Stokes equations and introducing the CorioUs force teras, 
four sets of equations result. After soae siaplifications and 
averaging we get 
du ..u. el - el -- el ----~~ + pfv + --(-pu'u') + --(-pu'v') + --(-pu'w·) Pat = elx ax ely elz 
and si.ailar equations for the y- and z-directions. Here f is the 
Coriolis paraaeter, given by 2nsinA, where n is the angular velocity 
of rotation of the earth (7, 29xlO-·s- 1 ), and A the latitude of the 
observat ion site. The covariances -pi'iiT, -pu'v', and -pu'w' (and 
those for the y- and z-directions) constitute the Reynold stresses. 
Siailar covariancee arise when treating the energy equation. These 
stress ter.s are additional dependent variables, and the so-called 
c1osure-Jroblea is concerned with establishing a closed systea of 
equations, either by expressing the fluctuations directly in teras of 
the average flow variables (flrst-order closure), or by providing 
additional equations for the fluctuations derived frOil equations of 
action (second order closure). It can be shown (Sutton 1953, 
Seinfeld 1975) that the covariances -pi'iiT. -p~, -pu'v', -pu·'· and 
-pC Vi'i' are negligible cOllPared with the covariances -pu'w', -pu'w' p 
and -f£ WiF. It therefore re.ains only to specify the latter p 
covariances. Following the notation used by Seinfeld (1975), the 
Reynold stresses are denoted by 
-pu'w' = T zx 
-pv'w' = T zy 
According to the first-order closure assuaption, the shearing stress 
ca.ponents can be substituted by the I-theory foras 
T zx 
elu 




= pK av 
JB az 
where K is the eddy viscosity of momentum. 
m 
(2.32b) 
Ta}( ' du 1Dg at = 
dv 
at = o the Navier-Stokes equations can be simplified 
to : 
du -Pat - pfv = 
dv -Pat + pfu = 
_ap + ~(T ) 
ax az zx 
_ap + ~(T ) 
ay az zy 
(2.33) 
Analytical solutions of the above equations are scarce. The cases of 
K = constant (Ekaan spiral solution) and K a z· with 0 ~ • S 1 have 
been solved and the results are given in Sutton (1953). More 
z z 2 
recent ly the cases K = ~z ( 1 - Ii) and K = ~z ( 1 - Ii) have been 
treated by Nieuwstadt (1983). 
Solutions using the "two-layer" approach (Haltiner and Willi811S 1980) 
are obtained by aatching the surface layer wi th known profi les, to 
the upper layer solution of equation (2.33). This was developed by 
Rossby and Montga.ery (1935) for neutral cases, and only recently 
applied by Yardanov (1975) to nonneutral cases. 
2.2.2. Power-Law Profiles 
The ca.plicated behaviour of the outer layer is difficult to predict. 
However, it is often approxiaated by e.pirical .adels. 
Power-law profiles have been used in aany air pollutant diffusion 
studies. Although power-law profiles are eapirical in formulation, 
20 
nUllerous experiJlental studiea have shown thea to be effecti ve in 
covering a wide range of conditions when the para.eters are correctly 
evaluated. The velocity profile is given as 
u = (2.34) 
where u and z are the reference velocity and elevation selected for 
r r 
the particular application. The value of p generally increases with 
stability and surface roughness. De Marrais (1959) and Jones et a1. 
(1971) have shown variation in p to reverse at high instabilities. 
1 
For neutral conditions, the "one-seventh law", na.ely p = 7' is often 









Gee (1965) developed a Jlethod by which the Monin-Obukhov length is 
incorporated in the exponent p: 
p = 0,1340 + 0,244L-l + 0,22L-a 
1 for -0,2 < t < 0,2. Gee (1965) pointed out that, rather than be 
treated as quantitatively accurate, this equation should be viewed as 
a qualitative approxillation. De Marrais (1959) coapleted an 
extensive study on the effect of averaging tiJle and the dependence of 
p on elevation range over which it was evaluated. 
Values for the exponent p listed for a range of conditions, collected 
fra. several sources, are gi ven in Tab Ie 2.4. Qui te often the 
reference height is the planetary boundary layer height, and the 
reference velocity, the geostrophic wind speed (Davenport 1965). 
Ragland (1973) and Ragland and Dennis (1975) deviated fra. equation 
(2.34), representing only the outer layer with a power-law profile. 
The velocity profile in the surface layer is described by the 
Monin-obukhov siailarity functions. In the outer layer, on the other 
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TABLI 2.4. p - values for the exponential velocity profile given by 
u = u (~)p (equation (2.34) in text) 
r z 
r 
for different surfaces and stability conditions. 
SURFACB CONFIGURATION & STABILITY 




Rural - varying roughness & 
terrain : Daytu.e 
Nighttime 
Urban (Liverpool) : 
Unstable, M < ° 





0,1 - 0,3 





jDe Marrais (1959) 
Stable, 0<~<0,75 0,21 + 0,33M lJones et ~l.(l97l) .4B = • (16211)-9 (911) 
Geostrophic wind form : (neutral) 
Flat open country, h = 27411 0,16 
P 
Woodland forest, h = 300. 0,28 
P 
Urban erea, h = 51BII 0,40 p 
lnBvenport (1965) 
hand, it is described by a .edified power-law relationship 
[Z - h r u(z) = (u -u(h» h
p
- h: + u(hs ) (2.35) g s 
with u = geostrophic wind g 
u(h ) = windspeed at the surface layer height s 
h = top of the surface layer 8 
h = top of the boundary layer p 
q = function of at.ospheric stability 
Ragland (1973) used q = 0,20 for unstable and neutral conditions, 
q = 0,35 for slightly stable conditions, and q = 0,5 for stable 
conditions. 
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2.2.3. Parametric Relationships 
Several different schemes have been used for parametrising the 
boundary layer. The simplest scheme employs the bulk transfer 
relationship with all transfer coefficients assumed equal and 
prescribed a priori. These parameterisation schemes are very crude 
and are normally used only in global weather forecasting models. 
Better schemes have been formulated from similarity considerations of 
the PBL. Arya and Sundarajan (1976) give a detailed and critical 
review of various similarity theories. 
The present discussion will be confined to parameterisations on the 
matching of surface and outer layer similarity theories. The basic 
assumptions underlying all similarity theories are that the PBL flow 
is (a) horizontally homogeneous and (b) quasi-stationary. These 
assumptions are obviously restrictive when applied to many real 
situations, but they provide, nonetheless, a basis for further work. 
As Arya (1977) indicated, the drag and transfer relationships, based 
on matching of surface and outer layer theories, can be stated in 
three different ways: 
or 
or 
= In Zo - A 





In Zo - Ao 
-Bo sign f 
In Zo - A 
m 
-B sign f 
m 
(2.36) 
where ;0 = normalised roughness parameter, and Zo = h or Zo = u* 
Zo rrrz;' 
?1 
A, Au A and B, Bo' B are the well-known sillilarity functions II • 
corresponding to the relationship based on the velocity components at 
the boundary layer height (u(h ), v(h », the (surface) geostrophic 
p p 
wind components (u , v ) and layer averaged wind components (u , v ), g g m .. 
respectively. 
Two similarity theories most often used are the Kazansk i-Mon in , or 
the Rossby nuBber, similarity theory (Kazanski and Monin 1960), and 
the generalized similarity theory (Deardorff 1972). The two theories 
differ in the formulation of the PBL height, h. In the 
p 
Kazinski-Monin model, hp is deterJIined by ~, f, and L, whereas in 
the generalized model it is considered as an independent variable. 
Similarity theories, however, do not give actual forms for A and B. 
Various attempts at deriving A and B were made (Yamada 1976, Brown 
1982, Garrat et a1. 1982). Arya (1977) provide a review of eapirical 
fol"llS for the similarity functions. These functions vary greatly, 
even when re-analysed using the sa.e technique. Less scatter occurs 
when layer averaged velocity co.ponents (u , v ) are used (Arya 1977; m • 
1984, Hess et a1. 1981). 
The functions beca..e universal constants in neutral conditions. As 
reported by Hess et a1. (1981) for neutral conditions, 
A ali 1,1±0,5 • 
B ali 4,3 ± 0,7 • (2.37) 
Under non-neutral conditions the following suggestions (Yamada 1976) 




A = 1,855 - 0,3aof II 
h 
for 0 ~ 
p 
~ 35 r 
h 
B = 3,020 + O, 3oof m 
24 
h -~ 
8m = 2,85 {~ - l2,47} a 
h 
for 35 < J!. 
UNSTABLE 
Here Zo 
A • = 
h _1 
10,0 - 8,145{1,0 - 0,00837sJt-} ; 
h -~ 
8. = 3,020{1,0 - 3'2~} a 
h 




k(ln - - A ) • Zo m 
u* 
v = - K 8.(sign f) • 
(2.38) 
For stable conditions, Arya (1984) rec~nded a linear interpolation 
between the surface layer wind and the geostrophic wind. 
Observational evidence supports this type of profile (Wetzel 1982, 
(Figure 2.2(a»). 
Under unstable and convecti ve conditions the velocity profile is 
considered to be aore or less unifora, independant of height and with 
negligible directional change. Under these conditions the outer 
boundary layer is usually di vided into two layers: a .ixed layer 
beneath an entraiDDent layer (Figure 2.2(b». Garratt et ai. (1982) 
suggested the relationships 
u h 
1 h. } 
h 
u = ~ln(~) - ~1nlr-1 - 2,3 , -1 > L· ~ -200 • Zo 
(2.39) 
and v :i! 0 • 
where u and v are the layer-averaged velocity ca.ponents, and • • 
h 










figure 2.2(0.) Wind prof'lle f'or stable conditions 















figure 2.2.(b) Wind prof'lle f'or unstable co.ses as 
suggested by Garratt et o.l (1982), 
Aryo. (1978) and Wyngo.o.rs et o.l (1974). 
Arya ( 1978) obtained a similar set of equations 
u 
m 
u* L f':"""""lnl-I + a 
K Zo 
v = 0 
m 
where the constant a ~ 0 
(2.40 ) 
The mean profiles in the entrainment layer are often assumed to be 
linear between the mixed layer values and the geostrophic winds at 
the top of the layer (Garrat et al. 1982). The entrainment layer 
extends up from h to h and generally h ~ 1,3h . m ppm
2.2.4. Boundary Layer Height 
Various forms exist for the definition of the boundary layer height. 
These definitions also differ for different stability categories. 
So, for instance, during stable conditions, the boundary layer height 
is the top of the surface temperature inversion, or it is the height 
of the lowest discontinuity in the temperature profile, or the height 
to which significant cooling extends. During unstable and neutral 
conditions, on the other hand, it i s the height at which the momentum 
flux has reached a minimum or the height of the low-level wind speed 
maximum. 
Early estimates of the boundary layer height include the methods 
suggested by Davenport (1965) (Seinfeld 1975», where h is presented 
p 







for Zo :z O,03m 
for Zo == 0,3m 
for Zo - 3m 
Alternat i vely, the PBL height is often expressed in terms of the 
u* {U*L}~ scaling heights r and l1T . It is widely accepted that the 
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boundary layer height during neutral stratification can be described 
by the diagnostic equation suggested by Zilitinkevich (1972), 
h = p (2.41) 
I I 
where usually a 1 = k (von Kanlen's constant). Zilitinkevich (1972) 
also proposed an equation for the stable boundary layer height, 
(2.42) 
where aa = 0,37. Brost and Wyngaard (1978), and Garrat (1982) 
recoDlllend aa = 0,4. In general, equations (2.41) and (2.42) agree 
well with observations. Correlation coefficients are often of the 
order of 0,7. 
Based on the analysis of data collected during the Prairie Grass, 
Kansas and Minnesota experilltmts, Yenkatr811 ( 1980) proposed an 
empirical relationship for stable conditions, 
L = 1100 u~ (2.43) 
Substituting this relationship into equation (2.42) (Zilitinkevich 
1972), Yenkatr811 (1980) obtained 
(2.44) 
Predictions by the .are complex prognostic equations are often worse 
than those obtained by diagnostic equations (Yu 1978). This is 
generally only true for stable and neutral cases. The height of the 
boundary layer during unstable conditions changes fairly rapidly, and 
prognostic equations should then be used. 
Maul (1980) developed the following prognostic .adel to estimate the 




I 2Q(1+C' )~t 2.M(t)hp(t)]% AB(t+~t) 
h (t+~t) = h (t) + rpc - r + r 
p p p 
(2.45) 
where 
AB(t) = t~:t}" 
and r = potential te.perature lapse rate above h p 
~ 0,0001 KJrl 
~t = tille step 
C' = constant .. 0,15 
Q = sensible heat flux 
M = temperature discontinuity at the top of the 
.ixing layer 
Van Dop et 81. (1982) proposed the following approxt.ate solution 
c· L I 
~p] 
1+2Cl+2kl~ h (t» 
h (t+~t) = 
1 P 
~t + h (t) 
p 
g hp(t)[l-k~: hpttl] p 
(2.46) 
where C1 = constant :5 0,2 
Ca = constant :5 2,5 
Both these diagnostic forms assume horizontally homogeneous 
conditions. Consequently, large errors .ight occur in situations 
near the coast. 
Other Jlethods for determining the boundary layer height include 
measurements of the temperature profile, using radiosonde, or fra. 
the intensity of the vertical signal fram acoustic soundings. 
Studies have shown that an acoustic sounding systell is capable of 
providing infor.ation about the te.perature profile and the inversion 
height (Wyckoff et 81. 1973, Parry et 81. 1975, Hall et 81. 1975, 
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Goroch 1976, Prater and ColIs 1981). The inversion height is that 
height at which the maximum return of the vertical signal occurs. 
2.3. DETERMINING THE PARAMETERS zo' d, ~, AND L 
2.3.1. Establishing the Roughness Length. Zo 
and Zero-Plane Displaceaent Height. d 
There are three acceptable Jlethods for detenlining the roughness 
length. 
(a) From tabulated values of zo' for known surface 
configurations, 
(b) from empirical equations, and 
(c) frOil measureaents of wind speed at various heights. 
The literature is replete with tabulated values for aerodyna.ic 
roughness lengths. Figure 2.3. is an att~t to su..arise JROSt of 
these published values. 
Cowan (1968) derived a relationship between the zero-plane 
displace.ent level, d, and vegetation height, h*, 
d = 0,64 h* (2.47) 
This relationship is st.ilar to the one suggested by Tho. (1971), 
d = 0,76 h* (2.48) 
Stanhill (1969) derived a slightly different relationship using 
nineteen different vegetation types (.ainly agricultural crops) at 
different stages of growth. A linear regression of the observed 
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shrub. ( < 5'~) 
(-thick) 
CU't gr .... 











Jensen o.nd Kro.nck (1963) 
Myrup o.nd Ro.nzlerl(1976) 
Counlhan(1975) 
_ Hulhollo.nd(1977) Slo.d4r(1969) 
_ Counlhan(1975). Hyrup and Ranzl4frl(1'76) 
_ Hyrup o.nd Ro.nzlerl(1976) COunlho.n(1975) 
-} COunlho.n(1975) = Hyrup o.nd Ro.nzlerl(1976) 
- flch-tl o.nd HcVehll(1970) 
}Wel:l4rr e-t o.l(1975) 
_ Hyrup and RanzltrrICl'76). Toul"laCl977> 
T QUl"la (1977> 
Toul"la(1'77> rlch-tl o.nd HcVehll(1970) 
Hyrup o.nd Ro.nzlerl(1976) 




Ducon(1949) o.nd Golder(1972) 
Hyrup o.nd Ro.nzlerl(1976) 
- Hulhollo.ndC1977> 




_ Hyrup o.nd Ro.nzlerl(1976) 
_ Drl41nko(1970) 
- D41o.con(t949), HYI"up o.nd Ro.nzlerl(1976) 
rlAT ap.n .... frich ai least 5CI'I 
REllEr 
Snow 





_ HcRo.e e-t o.l(1982) 
_ Deo.con(1949), Hyrup o.nd Ro.nzlerl(1976) 
Hyrup o.nd Ro.nzlerl(1976) 
D41o.con(1949). Hyrup o.nd Ro.nozlerl(1976) 
Su-t-ton(1953) o.nd Prles-tley(1959) 
Figure 2.3. Roughness lengths for different surfo.ce conflguro.tlon 
co.tegorles o.S estlMo.ted Io~ vo.rlous reseo.rchers. 
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deviation of 0,06 and correlation coefficient of r = 0,97) 
d = o 702 h O,HU , * (2.49) 
where both d and ~ are in centt.etres. 
Hicks et a1. (1975) inferred roughness lengths and zero-plane 
displace.ent data collected over a plantation of pine trees (P1nus 
rad1ata) • 
For trees with average height of 12,4m, 
d = 0,8 ~ 
zo = 0,13 (h* -d) 
For trees with average height of l3,3a, 
d = 0,9 h* 
zo = 0,39 (h*-d) (2.50) 
According to Hicks et a1. (1975), the second prediction is the .are 
reliable one. 
Relationships of the for. 
= (2.51) 
are nUlierous; Table 2.5. sm.arizes SOlIe of the values for a and b 
that have been published. 
Lettau (1969) deviated slightly from the above forBS when he proposed 
the following expression, 
where 
= (2.52) 
A = silhouette area (i.e. the area .easured in the s 
vertical-crosswind-lateral plane seen by the 
wind in its approach towards the obstacles) 
A = total plan area 
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TABLE 2.5. Sa.e well known empirical formulations for predicting the 
roughness length Zo and zero-plane displaceaent height, d 
I ESTIMATION REFERENCE 
u2 
* Zo = 0,014 g (ocean surface) Charnock (1955) 
A 
s 
Zo = 0,5 r h* 
Zo = (1,08 ~ - 0,08) ~ 













Sceicz et ai. (1969) 
Thom (1971) 
Plate (1971) 
Hicks et ai. (1975) 
0,025-0,15 1,0 (uniform forests) } Kondo & Yamazawa (1986) 
n The general form of d = • hi where, 
• n 
0,64 1,0 Cowan (1968) 
0,7021 0,9793 Stanhill (1969){~itS} 
1n c. 
0,76 1,0 Tho. (1971) 
0,85 1,0 Hicks et al. (1975) 
{all units in .etres unless specified otherwise} 
h* = obstacle height 
A = total plan area 
A = silhouette area s 
u* = friction velocity 
g = gravitational acceleration 
Ao = obstacle plan area 
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Both Kung's (1963) (Sellers 1965 ) and Lettau's (1969) fonmlae 
coapared favourably against the r esults frOll the Pinus resinosa 
plantation experu.ent of Leonard and Federer (1973 ) . 
In wind tunnel tests, Counihan (1971) evaluated Zo for various 
distributions of roughness ele.ents. The experimental results were 
represented by 
where 
= (1,08 ~ - 0,08) h* 
Ao = plan area of the roughness elements 
A = total plan area 
(2.53) 
This relationship holds only for 0,10 5 !o 5 0,25. At roughness 
densities below 0,10, the measured Zo is significantly dependent on 
the spacing, while for densities above 0,25, a linear variation is 
unacceptable. 
Davis (1970) : 
This expression agrees with the one fOnl1llated by 
(2.54) 
for density ratios of the order of 0,15 only. 
Roughness lengths for grass and water surfaces are strong functions 
of wind speed. As wind speeds increase, grasses bend over, resulting 
in a lower value for zo. In contrast, as the wind blows stronger 
over sea, Zo increases. Charnock (1955) proposed that the roughness 
length for the sea be described by the relationship 
(2.55) 
where a ~ 0,014 
The third method for detenlining roughness lengths is by lIeans of 
wind profile measure.ents. Roughness length and zero-plane 
displacetlent were calculated by 10 (1977) using an 
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analytical-eapirical method that draws on weighted residuals. The 
method requires that u and i be measured at various heights j then, 
using an iterative procedure that eaploys the flux-profile 
relationships for wind and temperature described by the KEYPS 
formulae (Panofsky et al. 1960) , Zo is solved. In a subsequent 
paper, Lo (1979) gives an alternative approach which is based on the 
least-square error method (Robinson 1962, Stearns 1970, and 
Nieuwstadt 1978). The velocity profile is the only input. 
Nieuwstadt and De Bruin (1981), i n a short correspondence referring 
to the work of Ling (1976) and Nieuwstadt (1978), pointed out that, 
unless the value of Zo is specified beforehand, a profile .ethod does 
not yield an accurate estiaate of the surface layer parameters. 
Further.ore, it was shown that the confidence interval 3zo for Zo may 
be approximated by (Nieuwstadt 1978) 
where t.u is the average difference between the windspeed and the 
profile relation. Quite often t.u is of the order of ~ which shows 
that the estt.ate of z. is inaccurate. If, on the other hand, the 
velocity profile is used, u* and 8* are obtained with fair accuracy. 
Nevertheless, Lo's (1979) .ethod is a helpful alternative when only 
one of the profiles is available. 
A mass conservation technique that uses wind profiles for estiaating 
the zero-plane displace.ent is described by Molion and Moore (1983). 
It was found that, in contrast to the traditional least-square 
methods, this technique is far less sensitive to instrumental errors. 
Wieringa (1976j 1980) discussed the practical difficulties that 
accrue fra. deter.ining roughness lengths with an extensive network 
of stations. A model, which relates the surface roughness length to 







1,00 sampling period of T = 10 min 
1,10 sampling period of T = 1 hr 
gust factor 5 uaax/UT 
where, UT = average wind speed 
U 
JD8X 
= aaxi.u. gust of duration t 
1,42 + 0,30ln([1000/UTt] - 4) 
height of Jleasureaaent 
2.3.2. Techniques for Calculating the Friction Velocity, u~ 
Temperature Scale. '*' and the Monin-obukhov Length, L 
Just how accurately flux profile parameters can be calculated depends 
on the maer of aeteorological aeasureaents taken at the time. 
Hence, a profile Jlethod (1.e., wind and temperature measurements at 
different heights) will give better results than a Jlethod requiring 
one wind Jleasuretlent, a te.perature Jleasureaent, and cloud cover. 
2.3.2.1. Given : Wind Velocity at One Height, Cloud Cover, and 
Roughness Length 
A now widely used .ethod for determining u*, '*' and L frOil the 
Pasquill stability classification scheae (Pasquill 1962) is 
attributed to the work of Golder (1972). Golder (1972) proposed the 
relationships between the Pasquill stability classes, the 
Monin-obukhov length, and the surface roughness. Wind speed at low 
levels (wi thin the surface layer) and cloud cover are used to 
establish the stability class (Table 2.6.). Shir and Shieh (1974) 
represented the discrete function of this acheae (stability classes A 
to B) by stability classes -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, and interpolated with 
respect to wind speed to get a continuous function (Table 2.6.). 
Golder's (1972) data were then approxtaated by the expression 
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as deteI1lined in Table 2.6 and s = stabihty class 
a = constant = 4 
b = constant = 1,3 
c = constant = 0,85 
d = constant = 0,216586 
Goodin and McRae (1980) represented Golder's (1972) nomogr811 by 
straight-line approxiaations using Pasquill's stability 
classification sche.e : 
1 (2.58) = r 
where the coefficients a and b are described in Table 2.7. 
Various other methods exist for classifying the atJlosphere into 
different Pasquill classes (Sedefian and Bennett 1980). Table 2.8. 
is a description of a method using the wind direction (azilruth) 
standard deviation (08) JleasurelleDts at 10. and 50. heights (U.S. 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 1974). 
The aziJlUth standard deviation decreases with height (Slade 1968). 
Sedefian and Bennett (1980) introduced the correction fOrJIUla 
P 
o,(za) = 0, (Zl) {~:} , (2.59) 
where Zl = 10m 
za = 50.. 
P, = -0,06; -0,17; -0,23; -0,38; -0,53 for classes 
A to F, respectively. 
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TABLE 2.6. Estimation of the Pasqui11 stability classes and the 
corresponding values for the Shir and Shieh para.eter 8 
Mean wind DAYTIME 
speed Incoming solar radiation 
(II/s) Strong Moderate Weak 
Pasquill s Pasquill s Pasquill s 
< 2 A -3,5--3,0 A- B -3,0--2,2 B -2,5--2,0 
2 - 3 A-B -3,0--2,2 B -2,2--2,0 C -2,0--1,0 
3 .... 5 B -2,2--1,5 B - C -2,0--1,0 C -1,0--0,5 
5 - 6 C -1,5--1,0 c- D -1,0--0,3 D -0,5--0,2 
6 - 8 C -1,0--0,3 D -0,3--0,1 D -0,2- 0,0 
8 < C -0,3 D -0,1 D 0,0 
Mean wind TRANSITION PERIOD 
speed Daytime to nighttime Nighttime to daytu.e 
(_/s) 
Pasquill s Pasquill s 
< 2 C -1,5--0,5 E - F 0,5-1,5 
2 - 3 C -1,0--0,3 E 0,5-1,0 
3 - 5 C - D -1,0--0,3 D- E 0,3-0,5 
5 - 6 C - D -0,4--0,2 D - E 0,2-0,4 
6-8 C - D -0,3--0,1 D - E 0,1-0,2 
8 < D 0,0 D 0,0 
Mean wind NIGHTTIME 
speed Cloud fraction > 5/10 Cloud fraction ~ 4/10 
(m/s ) 
Pasquill s Pasquill s 
< 2 1,5 2,5 
2 ... 3 E 1,5-0,6 F 2,5-1,6 
3 ... 5 D 0,&,0,3 B 1,&,0,5 
5 ... 6 D 0,3-0,1 D 0,5-0,3 
6- 8 D 0,1-0,0 D 0,3-0,1 
8 < D 0,0 D 0,1 
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TABLI 2.7. Coefficients for the straight line approximations of 
Goodin and McRae (1980), equation (2.58) 
Pasquill classification Class Coefficients 
a b 
Extr~ly unstable A -0,096 0,029 
Moderately unstable B -0,037 0,029 
Slightly unstable C -0,002 0,018 
Neutral D ° ° Slightly stable E 0,004 -0,018 
Moderately stable F 0,035 -0,036 
TABU 2.8. Determining the Pasquill stability classes using azilluth 
(wind direction) standard deviation 
Pasqui11 classification Class Azi.uth standard deviation 
at heights 10 and 50. (deg) 
Extre.ely unstable A 22,5 < 0, 
Moderately unstable B 17,5 < 0, S 22,5 
Slightly unstable C 12,5 < 0, S 17,5 
Neutral D 7,5 < 0, S 12,5 
Slightly stable E 3,75 < 0, ~ 7,5 
Moderately stable F 2,0 < °9 ~ 3,75 




2.3.2.2. The Energy Budget Method 
Various atte.pts have been aade to estimate the sensible heat flux H. 





















land use constant ... 0,3 
incoming solar radiation 
950 r sinv c 
radiation reduction factor due to the 
presence of clouds (Appendix B.l) 
solar elevation angle (Appendix A) 
the heat flux in the absence of incoaing 
solar radiation 
2,4N - 25,5 
opaque cloud cover fraction 
De Bruin and Holtslag (1982) derived an expression that includes the 
surface te.perature for determining the sensible heat fluxi 
H = (1 - 12 )5 + ~(H* - G) - 1, 5 + , (2.61) 
where , and 5 are empirical te.perature dependent functions, 12 and 
1, are constants that dependens on terrain type, and G is the soil 
heat flux (= O.lH*). H* is the net radiation; it is a function of 
teaperature, cloud cover, and solar elevation. These parameters are 
discussed in .ore detail in Appendix B.2. 
VenkatraJI (1980) observed that during stable conditions H can be 
approximated by 
H = -93u 
* 
(2.62) 
Once the sensible heat flux is known, u* and L can be calculated 
iteratively using the universal functions for wind and teaperature 
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profiles, together with the definition of L (equation (2.4». 
2.3.2.3. Using the Richardson Number to Estimate Flux Parameters 
The Ricardson number is defined by equation (2.15) and is 




and 9 1 , 9z 
u1 , ua 
= g J Z'l z'z 
t; t.u In(z /z ):11 






U z - u 1 
.ean potential te.perature at heights z9l and 
z,2' respectively 
.ean wind speed at heights zul and zu2' 
respectively 
Following Businger et al. (1971) the Ricardson number is related to 
the Monin-obukhov length by 
z 
= t (2.64) 
where z = JZ;Z; (i.e., the geometric mean height of Zl and zz). 
L is then obtained by iteration of equation (2.64). Berkowicz and 
Praha (1982) proved that for unstable conditions, the iteration 
procedure is always convergent, whereas for stable conditions, 
non-trivial solutions exist only for 
Ri < 0,215 
when the Businger et al. (1971) forms for • were used. Other forms 
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for. may result in different criteria. 
By basing his work on the results of Businger et al. (1971), 
Binkowski (1975) obtained the approximations 
Z l,35Ri 
= r; 1 - 4, 7Ri (2.65) 
for stable conditions, with an error less than 2 per cent in the 
range 0 S Ri S 0,19, and 
1 
Z = L 
, [ 1 - 9Ri ]2 
l,35Rl 1 - 15Ri (2.66) 
for unstable conditions, with an error less than 1 per cent for the 
entire unstable range. 
The bulk Ricardson number is defined as 
Ri = 
B (2.67a) 
which, when the wind speed and the top temperature are measured at 
the same height za, becomes 
Ri = 
B 
The relationship between the Monin-obukhov length and RiB is 
.,a 




Joynt and Blackaan (1976) suggested a useful alternative to solving 
equation (2.68). Using the data of Lu.ley and Panofsky (1964), the 
following approxtaations were obtained : 
Z 
L = (2.69) 
for stable conditions, and 
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-z 
r = (1 - IBRi ) 0 , U 
B 
(2.70) 
for unstable conditions. 
The solution of L follows by substituting the appropriate forms for 
..,. and "'h into equation (2.68), and solving by iteration. For 
unstable conditions, Schultz (1979) suggested the following 
approxiaated forms: 
~ = In(z!zp)-X 
m 
z Error for - = 500 to 5 
Zo 
x = -0,472(2 - 1,64( 3 to 10% 
X = -0,352t- - 1,43t a - 2,22t 1 to 5 , 
X = -0,312(4 - 1,54(- - 2,81(2 - 2,69t 0,5 to 3 , 
(2.71) 
Barker and Baxter (1975) discussed how the bulk Richardson m.lllber can 
be related to the Monin-obukhov length using the integral fonlS of 
Paulson (1970). The derived expressions are : 
where 
1 
kCN[RiB - {;.;:} + {Cl -cx"l)RiB + i<i
lt fJ 
? = --------------- (2.72) 
1 - aRiB 
CN = drag coefficient for neutral conditions 
1 = J( In(za!zo) 
for stable conditions, and the approximation 
(2.73) 
for unstable conditions, where 
z 
for ~ ~ -0,05 and CN ~ 10 
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The error in calculating u* by this approximation is less than 2 per 
cent, and decreases with higher values of CN' For the interval 
-0,05 < ~ < 0, equation (2.72) may be used. 
In a technical note, Irwin and Binkowski (1981) showed how the 
inherent restrictions in the expressions of Barker and Baxter (1975) 
can be removed when the exact integral fonas of Benoit (1977) is 
used. 
2.3.2.4. Flux Parameters from Wind and Temperature Profiles 
By fitting .easured wind and teaperature profiles to the e.pirical 
profile relationships discussed in the previous sections, an est~te 
is obtained for the surface layer flux parBJDeters u*, and L. Klug 
(1967) found the surface layer para.eters fra. a least-square fit of 
only the wind profile to the KEYPS equation for unstable conditions 
with a pre-specified value of zo' 10 (1978) developed a sailar 
.ethod for deteraing the flux parameters in the absence of 
temperature profiles. His predicted values of u* and L agree well 
wi th the values obtained fro. measureaent. Details of this method 
are discussed in Appendix C. In a subsequent paper, 10 (1979) 
extended this idea and proposed a method whereby the parameters are 
evaluated without, beforehand, specifying a roughness length. The 
results were reasonably accurate when tested. 
Paulson (1970) used both the wind and temperature profiles to 
estimate the surface-layer parameters. The friction velocity is 
derived primarily fro. the wind profile; and the temperature scale is 
derived pri.arily frOll the tE!llperature profile. Nieuwstadt (1978) 
presented a least-square aethod which uses both profiles 
simultaneously to estimate these parBJDeters. He found that, by 
incorporating the roughness length into the procedure beforehand, the 
quality of the estiDltes is improved. 
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2.4. AIR MOVEMENTS OVER COMPLEX TERRAIN 
2.4.1. Theoretical Background 
In recent years, the aodelling of mesoscale flows over complex 
terrain has received considerable attention. Three principal avenues 
have been pursued : 
• Diagnostic aodels (Anderson 1971, Dickerson 1978, Sherman 1978, 
Yocke et al. 1978, Endlich et al. 1982) generally consider mass 
conservation or other simplifications of the equations of motion 
while optimising towards a minimum error between the computed and 
observed wind values. Interpolation methods are used to 
interpolate sparse measurements to the horizontal grid locations 
in order to provide the initial guess for the wind field (Goodin 
et al. 1979). Several objective analyses have been proposed 
(Endlich 1967, Sasaki 1970) to Ilinimise anomalous divergence 
resulting fra. the interpolation .ethods. 
• Prognostic models predict wind flow based on a Jl8thematical 
representation of relevant physical processes such as the air 
flow over hills (Hunt and Richards 1984), land and sea breezes 
(Estoque 1961, NeUll8Iln and Mehrer 1971), or the developJlent of 
mountain and valley winds (Manins and Sawford 1979, Hao and 
Snodgrass 1981, Y8118da 1981). The two aain ca.putational methods 
are the hydrostatic aodel of Mahrer and Pielke (1975) and the 
.ethod by which the full dyn8llical equations are solved. 
• A cOliprOilise between the hydrodynSBIic lIOdel and objective wind 
lIOdel, such as the that proposed by Lee and Kau (1984), fonlS the 
third group. 
The present review is restricted to diagnostic models only. In an 
analysis by Anderson (1971) of mesocale influences on ground level 
wind fields, it was indicated that the topography and the thermal 
cells associated with mesoscale ground temperature anomalies (e.g., 
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urban heat islands and land-water contrasts) were the llajor causes of 
horizontal trajectory perturbations on the scales appropriate for air 
pollution studies. 
Anderson (1971) proposed a si~le two-di.ensional surface wind field 
model which included the perturbations in the wind field due to 
topographic relief and surface temperature anomalies. His adjustaent 
procedure involves the solution of Poisson's equation 
= (2.74) 
where the potentilJ.l function, " is defined in u = :: and 
For this application, the potential function is the sua 
a. 
v = oy· 
of the 
velocity potentials due to topography, lake, heat island, and .ean 
wind, respectively, i.e., 
, 
= 'topography + 'lake + 'heat island + 'aean wind 
and ,,(x,y) is the forcing function based on the layer thickness, 
terrain gradients, and te.perature ana.olies, i.e., 
where 
"(x,y) = 
h = upper bound of the perturbed air 
u = 
= 
unperturbed mean velocity vector 
local surface altitude 
(2.75) 
= experimentally deterained proportionality 
constant 
T g = ground tellperature 
if = spatial aean ground te.perature 
The net wind field is calculated by 
v = w u = (2.76) 
where V is the total perturbed velocity vector in the horizontal 
plane, averaged over the depth h-ht , and U is the !lean unperturbed 
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wind speed. 
In order to accaa.odate topography, Anderson (1971) made the 
following assu.ptions : 
(a) (h - h
t
) ;& h 
(b) w(h);& 0, (vertical wind speed at height h), 
in other words, topography effect is not felt above the height h, 
and, 
Scholtz and Brouckaert (1978) argued that the above assumptions were 
applicable only to unstable at.ospheric conditions (h
t
« h); they 
modified Anderson's (1971) method for stable conditions. In their 
approach, the continuity equation was averaged through the surface 
layer thickness; the following assumption was then made : 
It was therefore assumed that the stable surface air is constrained 
to flow between the topography and surface layer height, h. The 
s 
resulting forcing function is then given by 
where h. is the te.perature inversion height. 
1 
(2.77) 
Determining appropriate boundary conditions for solving Poisson's 
equation .ake it difficult to apply these .ethods. These 
difficulties are discussed in Anderson (1971) and Scholtz and 
Brouckaert (1978). 
The wind field in three dimensions has to satisfy the continuity 
equation. Mass-consistent wind field models, such as those proposed 
by SheI"Jl8Il (1978) and Goodin et a1. (1980), sol ve the continuity 
equation. For an incOllpressible fluid, the continuity equation in 
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three dimensions is 
where 
a(uAh) + a(vAh) + a(wAh) = 0 
ax ay az 
Ah = h.(x,y,t) - ht(x,y) 
h (x,y,t) = mixing depth (boundary layer height) 
m 
u, v, w = velocity components in the x, y, z 
directions 
(2.78) 
Introducing terrain-following coordinates (Goodin et al. 1980), the 
continuity equation is rewritten as 
a(uAh) + a(vAh) + aW = 0 
ax ay ap 
(2.79) 
where W, the vertical velocity in the new coordinates, is given by 
[aht aAh] [aht aAh] dAb W = w-u-+p;;::- - V - + P;;::- - Pay ax ax ay ay 
and 
z - ht(x,y) 
p = h.(x,y,t) - ht(x,y) 
Solving either equation (2.78) or (2.79), 
mass-consistent wind field. 
then, gi ves a 
2.4.2. Numerical Methods 
2.4.2.1. Interpolation Schemes 
Numerical computations involving data from randomly spaced 
meteorological stations may be conveniently done by applying an 
objective interpolation scheme to obtain meteorological parameters on 
a regularly spaced grid. The inverse square weight i119 method 




l '\ ::r---rk . . k=l ' ~J -u . . = N IJ (2.80) 
2 1 I rk . . k=l ' ~J 
The formula takes the sa.e form for the v-ca.ponent. Here uk is the 
x-cOllPOnent of the wind at station k and at a distance rk .. away , ~J ' 
fro. grid point (i,j). N is the number of stations. This type of 
interpolation technique belongs to the so-called welghted 
lnterpolatlon aethods where the weighting function W(r) in this 
instance, is 
W(r) 1 (2.81) = ?' 
Equation (2.80) can in general be rewritten in the fora 
N 
2 ,\W(rk .. ) ,~J 
- k=l (2.82) u . . = 
~J N 
2 W(rk .. ) ,~J 
k=l 
Goodin et a1. (1979) summarised the JIlOst frequently used weighting 
functions. A slightly different fora to the one used by Wendell 
(1972) was proposed by Cress.an (1959). Cressman (1959) defined the 
radlus of influence, R, as that distance at which the following 
weighting factor becoaes zero; 
W(r) = (2.83) 
For a two-dimensional domain of area A with N stations randomly 
distributed over the plane, the average separation between stations 
is given by d =~. Stephens and Stitt (1970) have shown that 
the opti.u. radius R for large signal-to-noise ratios is R = l,Sd. 
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An interpolation function frequently cited in the literature is the 
Gaussian weighting scheme that was applied by MacCracken and Sauter 
(1975) • This scheme eliJIinates the complete dominance of a Jleasuring 
station near a grid point; 
W(r) = exp(-O,lr2) (2.84) 
Drax1er (1979) introduced a .adification for any directional 
influence at a grid point: 
W(r) 
where a s 






alignment weighting factor 
1 - 0,5lSinfsl 
the angle between the observed wind 
direction and the line fro. the surface 
station to the grid point (i,j). 
(2.85) 
Goodin et al. (1979) reviews two additional interpolation techniques; 
these are the least-squares polrno-ial interpolation technique 
(Gilchrist and Cress.an 1954) and the opti.u. interpolation technique 
(Gandin 1963). These .ethods are complex to L.p1e.ent and .oat often 
not JaOre accurate than the IlOre sL.plistic approaches discussed 
above. 
2.4.2.2. Divergence Reduction Techniques 
A wind field interpolated fro. a liaited supply of observed data 
often L.plies a specific field of divergence, in other words, a 
violation of the conservation of mass. To .iniJIise this divergence, 
several objective analyses have been proposed. 
important are 
The three .oat 
(a) the variational for.ulation of Sasaki (1970), in which the 
residual error in the continuity equation is .iniaised. 
This .ethod has been used successfully by Dickerson (1978) 
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and SheI"II8D (1978); 
(b) the fixed vorticity .ethod, where divergence is miniaised, 
but the original vorticity is kept the same, and, 
(c) the fixed station method, where measured winds are held 
fixed while winds at adjacent points are adjusted in order 
to minimise divergence. 
These methods are briefly discussed below. 
2.4.2.2.1. Variational for.ulation (Sasaki 1970) 
Consider the vertically integrated continuity equation 
(2.86) 
where h is the mixing depth or boundary layer height. This equation 
holds only for a mass-conservative wind field. If the initial wind 
field, obtained fra. observation, is denoted by the subscripts 
then the continuity equation is 
" " o , 
aho a(uoho) a(voho) 
-+ + = E. (2.87) 
at ax ay 
where ~ is the residual error. The residual error has to be 
miniaized. Sasaki's (1970) .ethod, which estimates the adjusted wind 
field with equation (2.86) as the strong constraint, is based on 
miniaisation of the functional, I: 
I(u,v,A) = f f [all(u-uo)1 + all(v-vo)1 
S 
+ A [ah + a(uh) + a(vh) _ ~]]dS 
at ax ay (2.88) 
where A is the Lagrange IlUltiplier and a l and a l are weighting 
para.eters related to the scales of the standard deviation of the 
respective velocity components. Sherman (1978) suggested that for 
real wind fields al/ex l :: 0,01. Under the constraint that E. = 0, 
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Sasaki (1970) found that for the condition A = 0 at the boundary 
(2.89) 
Once A is calculated in equation (2.89), the adjusted values of uh 
and vh are obtained from 
uh = uoho +~ ax 
(2.90) 
vh = voho 
+ aA 
ay 
2.4.2.2.2. Fixed vorticity technique (Endlich 1967) 
Endlich (1967) gives an iterative Jlethod for constructing the wind 
field on a regular net frOJll corresponding arrays of divergence and 
vortici ty values. The desired wind fields are obtained by a point 
iterative Jlethod, analogous to the well-known Gauss-Seidel method for 
solving elliptical partial differential equations, applied to the two 
si.ultaneous linear partial differential equations 
au + av = D(x,y) 
ax ay 
au 
ay = «x,y) 
(2.91a) 
(2.91b) 
where D(x,y) is the divergence, and Hx,y) the relative vorticity. 
The solution begins with a guess of the values u and v. :I.proved 
values are then obtained by iteration to converge on D(x,y) and 
t(x,y). 
Writing the above two equations in finite for.s with colu.ns denoted 
by i and rows by j, Endlich (1967) proceeded to show that the new 
adjusted wind components are given by 
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ufffi(i.j-l) = ~(i.j-l) - t;m(i.j) 
u;ID(i. j+ 1) = ~(i.j+l) + t;m(i,j) 
vlill(i+l,j) = vtm(i+l,j) + vRR(i,j) 
vtffi(i-l,j) = vtm(i-l.j) - vRR(i,j) (2.92) 
where 
urm(i+l,j) = uo(i+l,j) + 'im(i,j) 
~(i-l,j) = uo(i-l,j) - 'iID(i,j) 
vtm(i,j+l) = vo(i,j+l) - vRD(i,j) 
vtm(i,j-l) = vo(i,j-l) + vRD(i,j) 
This reduces the divergence D(i,j) at grid point (i,j) to zero with 
'iID(i,j) = -~(~) D(i,j) 
vRD(i,j) = -i(6Y) D(i,j) (2.93) 
These changes alter the vorticity to new values tt(i,j), and in order 
to restore the original vorticity at point (i,j), the coaponents ~ 
and v
RR 
are applied to the neighbouring points, where 
~(i,j) 
I 
= -2 (6Y) [tt (i,j) - t(i,j) ] 
1 
= -2 (llX) [tt (i,j) - Hi,j) ] (2.94) 
Stephens (1967) exaained the Endlich .athod through discrete Fourier 
transfor.s of the error fields and showed that this Jlethod always 
converges. 
2.4.2.2.3. Fixed station velocity (Liu and Goodin 1976) 
The fixed station velocity method differs slightly from the fixed 
vorticity Jlethodj here the wind components at the grid point closest 
to the observed wind, are held fixed. The divergence, D(x,y), of the 
wind field is 
3(uh) + 3(vh) = D(x,y» 
ax ay (2.95) 
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Applying a finite difference approxiaation to this equation in a 
four-point grid systs., the divergence is expressed by 
= [un(i+l,j)h(i+l,j) - un(i-l,j)h(i-l,j)]/26x 
+ [vn(i,j+l)h(i,j+l) - vn(i,j-l)h(i,j-l)]/26y 
(2.96) 
(Liu and Goodin (1976) also considered the divergence in an 
eight-point grid syste..) 
Velocities at the (n+l)th iteration (Endlich 1967) are obtained from 
the following set of equations, 
where 
un+l(i+l,j) = un(i+l,j) + f(i+l,j)un(i,j)h(i+l,j) 
n+l(" 1 ' ) u 1- ,J = un(i-l,j) - f(i-l,j)un(i,j)h(i-l,j) 
n+l(, '+1) v l,J = vn(i,j+l) + f(i,j+l)vn(i,j)h(i,j+l) 
n+l(" , 1) v l,J- = vn(i,j-l) - f(i,j-l)vn(i,j)h(i,j-l) 
un(i,j) = -nP(i,j)Ax/(f(i+l,j) + f(i-l,j)] 
vn(i,j) = -Dn(i,j)Ay/[f(i,j+l) + f(i,j-l)] 
(2.97) 
The para.eter f (i , j), which defines whether or not the grid point 
(i,j) is the location of a wind station, BSSuaes the following 
values : 
f(i,j) = 0 
= 1 
at a station grid point 
at a non-station grid point (2.98) 
Rather than keeping wind JleBSurelients fixed, Liu and Goodin (1976) 
suggested that a .ore realistic approach would be to allow 
wind-station velocities to vary within prescribed limits, in order to 
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account for uncertainties in the wind measurements. 
The methods derived by Endlich (1967) and Liu and Goodin (1976) are 
satisfactory for the objective reduction of wind divergence. 
Enlich's .ethod yields the saoother wind field of the two. The 
strong constraint method of Sasaki (1970) fails to reduce the 
divergence to the extent that the other methods do. Sasaki's (1970) 
method also fails to hold the station wind vectors reasonably 
constant, whereas the fixed station velocity method allows wind 
vectors at measuring points to be altered. 
2.4.2.3 Constructing Three-Dimensional Wind Fields 
Goodin et al. (1980) proposed a method of constructing a 
three-dimensional urban-scale objective wind model. The algorithm 
employs terrain-following coordinates and variable vertical grid 
spacing. Initial estilaates of the velocity field are developed by 
interpolating surface and upper level wind aeasurements. Anderson's 
(1971) terrain adjusblent aethod (Section 2.4.1) is used to establish 
the horizontal ca.ponents of the surface layer wind field. The 
technique of Liu and Goodin (1976) (Section 2.4.2.2) is applied to 
remove divergence which exists within each layer. Using the 
terrain-following coordinate systes and equation (2.79), the 
divergence, given by 
o(uAh) + o(vtJl) + oW = 
ox oy op D(x,y) 
D(x, y) is lIinUiized. Vertical velocities, W, 
successive solutions of the continuity equation. 
(2.99) 
are developed frOll 
This is followed by 
an iterative procedure which reduces the anomalous divergence of the 
cOlllplete field. The reduction of the divergence follows after an 
initial smoothing using an empirically-deterained number of smoothing 
passes. These smoothing passes are based on the local atmospheric 
stability. Goodin et ai. (1980) assuaed a siJlple five-point filter 
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for smoothing, viz., 
n+l 
u .. = 
1,J 
n n n n n )( O,20(u . .+u. 1 .+U. 1 .+u. ·+l+u. . 1 l-ak) 1,J 1+,J 1-,J 1,J 1,J-
n 




is a parameter which keeps the measured velocity at station 
k fixed (a
k 
= 1), or lets the velocity retain only sOlIe of its 
original influence (a
k 
< 1). Interpolated wind fields are smoothed 
5, 10 and 20 times corresponding approximately to the Pasquill 
stability classes B, D and E. 
A comparison of the Goodin et al. (1980) model with the models of 
SheI'Jl8ll (1978) [MATHEW] and Dickerson (1978) [MASCON], which are 
based on the Sasaki's (1970) variational .ethod, shows that in the 
former model boundary values need not be specified a priori, and in 
contrast to MATHEW and MASCON, boundary values are allowed to adjust 
in response to interior flow. 
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CHAPTBR 3 
3. MODELS FOR DESCRIBING THE DISPERSION OF GASES IN THE ATMOSPHERE 
Most models that depict the dispersion of air pollutants in the 
atmosphere can be classed into one of three .ain groups : 
Eulerian grid models 
Lagrangian trajectory models 
Statistical trajectory models 
The Eulerian grid .adels express the geographical location in a two-
or three-dimens ional array of grid cells. In each grid cell, the 
advection, diffusion, transformation (che.ical decay), and the 
ra.oval (deposition, washout in rain) of pollutants are si.ulated by 
a set of .athe.atical expressions. Few analytical solutions are 
available, and then these few are generally derived for conditions 
which are not always realised. Instead sa.e sort of 
finite-differencing technique is used in the nUlllerical solution of 
these equations. A novel solution introduces a series of 
one-diaensional, tt.e variant, differential equations describing the 
aoments of the probability density function (Saffman 1962) (Section 
3.1.1. 2. ) . The complex three-dt.ensional, tillle variant, partial 
differential advection-diffusion equation need not be solved in this 
approach . 
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The deterministic approach to turbulence, via the Navier-Stokes 
equations (Section 2.2.1) of motion, leads to the classical closure 
proble.. A si.ilar proble. arises when diffusion, in teI'1lS of the 
advection-diffusion model, is treated. To circumvent this proble., 
suggested semi-empirical closure approximations have been summarised 
by Monin and yaglom (1965). First-order closure is based on the 
analogy between turbulence and molecular diffusion, and it leads to 
an eddy diffusivity (Section 3.1.1.1.). Attempts have also been made 
to include higher-moment statistical interactions of turbulence 
(higher-order closure methods; Wyngaard 1982), but these fol"llS are 
not often used. 
Prandtl (1925) introduced a mixing length that represents the aean 
distance a turbulent eddy with excess .a.entum travels before 
blending with the environment, and therefore also the average scale 
of motion in turbulent flow. Mixing-length theory foras the basis of 
many local closure models (Section 3.1.1.3.). 
More recently, aethods treating the entire spectrum of scales of 
motion have been considered. These are known as non-local closure 
methods and cover large-eddy (Deardorff 1972), integral (Spiegel 
1963), spectral (Berkowicz and Prahm 1979), and transilient (Stull 
1984) approaches. The basic concepts underlying the above ideas are 
covered in Section 3.1.2. 
An important consideration in the numerical treatment of the 
advection-diffusion equation is the artificial (pseudo-) diffusion 
effect inherent in conventional finite-differencing techniques for 
the advection part of the equation. This has led to the develop.ent 
of various JBethods for minimising this effect. A su..ary of the 
numerical .ethods approxu.ating the advection-diffusion equation is 
given in Section 3.1.3. 
The fra.e of reference distinguishes the Lagrangian approach fra. the 
Eulerian approach. In the Lagrangian approach, calculations are 
performed in a IlOving fr8lle of reference in accordance with an 
observed or calculated wind field (Section 3.2). Continuous or 
instantaneous pollutant eaisaions are sillulated by a 
serially-released sequence of puffs or segments, superposition of 
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these puffs approaches the siJrulation of a continuous plUlle. The 
segJllented pluae representation is disadvantagous because convolute 
plume geometries may result during calm conditions, or under variable 
wind fields. In contrast to the Eulerian approach, the Lagrangian 
trajectory approach is well suited to determining contributions from 
indi vidual sources. It is also relatively inexpensive to run on 
computer. On the other hand, nonlinear chemistry is difficult to 
incorporate. Horizontal and vertical diffusion are represented by 
empirically determined coefficients (Section 3.2.2.) which could give 
erroneous results. 
In the third group of models, a statistical trajectory approach is 
taken. This model requires large quantities of simultaneous emission 
data, climatological wind data, and air quality aeasurements. Air 
trajectories are calculated, and the results are statistically 
analysed to give, amoung other things, average pollutant 
contributions and horizontal diffusion. Dispersion and 
transformation processes are usually eapirical. 
not be discussed further in this review. 
This approach will 
The for.ulation of a descriptive and predictive mechanism for 
cheaical reactions in air pollution studies requires an 
identification of all the important reactions contributing to the 
chemical dynamics. Air pollution cheaistry is difficult to 
investigate experimentally because a large number of reactions take 
place in the atmosphere . Where possible, these reactions are 
linearised for ease of usage in the dispersion models. Wet and dry 
deposition also plays an important role and can affect the 
distribution over large distances. The Eulerian grid approach, in 
contrast to the Lagrangian approach, handles nonlinear chemistry, and 
it is capable of sophisticated three-dimensional physical treatments. 
On the other hand, considerable amounts of ~uter time and storage 
are required. A quantitative treatment follows in section 3.1.4. 
Section 3.2.6 deals with buoyant plumes. To ensure that gases 
eaitted from the stack will rise above the top of the stack, gases 
are often released at temperatures higher than the ambient air and at 
a high efflux velocity. Prediction of the effective height of the 
plUDle due to buoyancy is obviously very iaportant. Analytical 
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treatments exist, but because of the nu.erous assuaptions aade during 
the derivation, these fonlS are seldOil any better than empirical 
relationships. 
3.1. EULERIAN GRID MODELS 
With the Eulerian grid models, the behaviour of a species is 
described relative to a fixed coordinate system. The concentration 
of a species must satisfy the diffusion equation 
where 
and 
ac + ~.C 
3£ ax. J 
J 
a2 c = D + R(C,T) + S(x,y,z,t) ax .ax. 





the j-th component of the fluid velocity 
(j=1,2,3) 
D = the molecular diffusivity 
(3.1) 
R = the rate of generation or reDOval by che.ical 
reaction 
T = the fluid te.perature 
S = the rate of addition at the location X,y,z 
and at tUie t. 
As the fluid is turbulent, fluid velocities, u., are randOll variables 
J 
in space and time. As demonstrated Chapter 2, it is custOlml'Y to 
represent wind velocities, u., as U. + u~. The same idea is adopted 
J J J 
for concentration, and C is expressed as <C) + C', where, by 
definition, the aean of the stochastic tera <C') = O. Substituting 
these fonlS into equation (3.1) yields, after averaging over an 
infinite ensemble of realisations, 
a<c) a - a 
+ a-(u .<C» + -<u'.C') -ar- Xj J aXj J 




The term ~(u .<C» is known as the advection part and ~<u'.C') as aX
j 
J aXj J 
the turbulent diffusion part. By introducing the fluctuating te~ 
u'. and C', 
J 
a new set of dependent variables <u'.C' > is generated, 
J 
leading to a closure problea. Sa.e of the .are valued atte.pts to 
solve this problea are discussed in the next few sections. 
3.1.1. Local Closure Models 
3.1.1.1. K - Theory (First-order Closure) 
In first-order closure, the solution sets out to relate the variables 
<u '.C· > to <C). 
J 
The JaOSt c~n Jlethod (s~ in Pasquill (1974» 
is based on the .ixing length lIOdel, as for heat and .a.entum fluxes 
(Section 2.2.1.) 
<u'.C') = -I{ a<c) 
J k a"k (3.3) 
where I{k is the eddy diffusivity. This quantity is essentially a 
3 by 3 tensor (Calder 1965, Seinfeld 1975), i.e., 
<u'.C' ) 
J 
= -K (HC) _ K (HC) _ K a<C) 
xx ax xy ay xz az 
The other co-ordinates are expressed in si..ilar fol"llS. 
(3.4) 
The tel"llS K 
xy 
and I{ .ay only be neglected if there is no correlation between xz the 
horizontal and vertical ca.pDnents of turbulence. In such instances 




J ax . 
J 
(3.5) 
i.e., the coordinate axes X,y,z coincide with the principle axes of 
the eddy diffusivity tensor. In addition, three JIOre asstmptions, or 
approxt.ations, are introduced, 
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On 





(b) the atmosphere is incompressible, 
(c) the reaction rate is not influenced by the concentration 
fluctuation, 
<R«C>+C',T» = R«C>,T) 
substituting these approxill8tions into the lIOdified 
advection-diffusion equation (3.2), the following is obtained 
a<C> - a<C> 
~+u.-­a"(. J ax . 
J 
= k;{K.a<C>} + R«C>,T) + S(x,y,z,t) 
ax. J ax . 
J J 
(3.6) 
Two basic conditions IlUSt be satisfied for the application of the 
above equation (Lallb 1973, Seinfeld 1975) j 
(a) that t~ral variations of S(x,y,z,t) and R be gradual 
(b) that spatial variations of S(x,y,z,t) be gradual 
For convenience, C will be used instead of <C). Various analytical 
for.a exist for special cases of the diffusion equation. A s~ 
of soae iJIportant investigations is given in Table 3.1. Yardanov 
(1968) obtained asYIIPtotic formulae describing the diffusion in the 
surface layerj results fro. the si..ilarity theory of Monin and 
Obukhov (1954) were used as diffusion coefficients. The 
investigation of asYIIPtotic representations provided an opport1.mi ty 
for estiaating the range of applicability of the approxiaated 
for.ulae of Roberts (1923) and others. 
Three ~ters IlUSt be specified when solving the diffusion 
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equation 
(a ) The nature of the source (i. e., physical properties, such as 
point, line, area and height ) , and whether the source is 
instantaneous or continuous. 
(b) Specific for.s for the diffusion coefficients 
(c) Velocity profiles 
In addition to the above specifications, the boundary conditions .ust 
be specified (elevated inversion, reflection or retention at ground 
level). The specification of the source type often leads to a 
st.plification of the diffusion equation. So, for exa.ple, Walters 
(1969) considered the case of a continuous, ground-level, cross-wind, 
line source with a constant JIeaD wind speed independent of height, 
and the diffusion coefficients defined by 'u = Koz and Kv = K,x. 
Ass-.ing that diffusion is horizontally ha.ogeneous, the diffusion 
equation reduces to 
(3.7) 
and the solution for this case is 
C(x,z) 
Cll exp[-Atan-'(~z/x)] (3.8) = 
K,(l-e-A1r ) j Xi + ~iZi .. 
where ql = pollutant flux for a continuous line 
source (g .-'s-' ) 
It = u/~" 
~ = ~ .. 
Liu and Seinfe1d (1975) used this equation to show that when dealing 
with a line source, horizontal diffusion aay be neglected with little 
error. 
Dilley and Yen (1971) considered a continuous, ground level, 
cross-wind line source including vertical winds. The two-diaensional 
advection-diffusion equation was solved, ignoring horizontal 
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diffusion 
-<lC -<lC a (K ac ) uax + waz = az v az (3.9) 
- (ul z • with u = - ax)(- ) 
Zl 
W = az (=-)_ .-+1 Zl 
K = Kl (=-)n v Zl 
Liu and Seinfield (1975) used this equation to study the effect of 
vertical winds occurring typically in urban envirou.ents and 
concluded that the neglect of vertical winds can grossly distort 
predictions of pollutant concentrations. 
Quesada (1971) considered the conditions for an instantaneous point 
source and solved the three-dt.ensional, tille-dependent, 
diffusion-advection equation in unbounded shear flow for u = u.+az 
and K. = constant (i = x, y, z). 
1 
Liu and Seinfield (1975) considered the effect of wind shear for a 
cross-wind, continous line source and a continuous area source using 
• • 
U = u 1 (=-) and K = Kl (=-) and found that neglect of shear could 
Zl v Zl 
result in errors over 50~. 
Peters and Klinzing (1971 ) investigated the dispersion of pollutants 
frOil both an infini te line source and a point source under the 
condition of a diffusion coefficient expressed as a function of the 
downwind position of the source (i.e. u = uoz· and K = Koxn). These 
v 
forms were introduced to account for the effect of larger eddies as 
the cloud expands in its travel downwind. The relationships were 
developed for sources located at ground and elevated levels. 
More recently, Nieuwstadt (1980 ) indicated that, since K IlUSt 
approach zero both at the surface and at the top of the boundary 
layer, conventional power-law for.s for the K-coefficient were not 
realistic. An analytical solution of the tiJle-dependant. 
one-dt.ensional, diffusion equation for the profile K = cu z(l-z/h ) 
v * p 
was presented. In a co.parison with the more classic forllS for K, it 
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was found that large differences occur only in the upper region of 
the ABL. r.portant differences were however also found in the ground 
level concentration. 
TABLE 3.1 References to some t.portant analytical expressions 
derived for the wind profile (u), the horizontal 
diffusivity profile (18) and the vertical diffusivity 
profiles (I ) as given in the table. v 
Reference - 's K Source configuration u v 
• n ground level release Roberts (1923) uoz 0 Ilz continuous point 
source 
elevated release 
SIIith (1957) • 0 Ilz n continuous point uoz 
source 
ground level release 
Walters (1969) Uo loz Ilz continuous cross-wind 
line source 
Peters and • n ground level and 
llinzing (1971) uoz 0 Kox elevated line and point source 
instantaneous point 





Seinfeld (1975) 0 line and area 
source 
Heines and • continuous point Peters (1973) Uo 0 Ilx source in inversion 
capped atllOSphere 
• instantaneous release De.uth (1978) 0 0 cu.z bounded by ground and 
boundary layer height 
z instantaneous area Nieuwstadt (1980) 0 0 cu.z(l-Il) source bounded by 
p ground and boundary 
layer height 
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3.1.1.2. The Method of Moments 
A change in the wind vector with height has a marked effect on the 
diffusion of tracers (Ty1des1ey and Wallington 1965). Pasquill 
(1969) concluded that wind-shear effects were insignificant at 
distances below l2km, and dominated diffusion at distances beyond 
25km diffusion . Csanady (1972) found that during a medium range 
(about 30km) experiment, wind-shear effects were significant at 
distances of 15km and more. Corrsin (1953), Saffman (1962) and 
Hogstrom (1964) have shown that at large distances from the source 
• 
the along-wind spread of the cloud varies with time according to t 2 , 
1 
compared with the normal prediction of t 2 • Early attempts to model 
the diffusion in shear flow include the model of Barad and Fuquay 
(1962) in which the tracer dosage at a point downwind from a source 
is given by the normal frequency function of the lateral and vertical 
co-ordinates and the correlation coefficient between the lateral and 
vertical co-ordinates of the tracer particles. The model predicted 
the experimental results reasonably well. 
Taylor (1953; 1954) introduced the idea of shear-diffusion when he 
studied dispersion in both laminar and turbulent flow in a tube; he 
clearly demonstrated the importance of the shear effect. An 
important relationship resulted from Taylor's analysis : the 
longitudinal dispersion due to the shear effect is inversely 
proportional to the rate of the lateral diffusion. The flow in pipes 
was also treated by Aris (1956) using the "concentration moment" 
method. By this method of moments, Saffman (1962) derived some 
important results for the expansion of an instantaneous ground level 
source in bounded and unbounded atmospheres. The horizontal moments 
of the concentration at a level z are defined by 
C (z,t) mn = (3.10) 
(n ~ 0 and m ~ 0). The equations describing the moments of an 
instantaneous puff were found by multyipling equation (3.3) by xmyn 
and integrating by parts (Saffman 1962). Assuming w = 0 and applying 
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the initial condition 
1 · • nC lJIxy = o 
X ~ ±-
y ~ ±-
and the boundary conditions 
oC 




1· • na-1.. X Y Y = 0 
x ~ ±-
y ~ ±OO 
(. = 1,2 and n = 0) the following expressions were derived 
oCoo = ~[I oCoo ] 
1 
dt dZ v dZ 
dC u = ~[K dC,,] + \icoo (3.11) dt dZ v OZ 
+ ~oo J oCao = ~[I dCzo ] + 2UC ar dZ v dZ 10 
where C. o is the zero-order .a.ent, C10 the first order mo.ent and, 
Cao the second order .a..ent. Coo is the total aass per unit height 
at height z. Similar relationships are obtained by JlUltiplying 
equation (3.3) by y, KY, and y2, before integration. Lupini and 
Tirabassi (1983) derived the general for. 
~[I dCmo] + .tic + nVc 
dZ v dZ .-l,n .,n-l 
+ IH{·(.-l)C 2 + n(n-l)C 2} .- ,n .,n- (3.12) 
for a + n ~ 0 and m-l, .-2, n-l, n-2 ~ o. 
It follows that the centroid of the asterial at height Z lies at 
= [
C10 (Z,t) C01(Z,t)] 
Coo(z,t) , Coo(z,t) 
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(3.13) 




The cross-correlation at this level is 
SaffJl8I1 (1962) solved the equations (3.11) for various fonlS of Kv 
and u. In the case of the unbounded layer with K constant. Coo is 
v 
easily solved for unit release at t = 0 and z = 0 to give the well 
known Gaussian fOnR 
(3.17) 
Using Laplace transfol'1l8. Saff.an (1962) also solved the first .a.ent 
for u(z) = az and for the two foI'llS of~. (a) ~ = constant and (b) 
~ = Koz. He showed that the x centroid and variance of the ground 
level distribution are 
1 
J.I (O,t) 
1 -= -:(l(uK t·)2 x 4 v 
2K t for (a) 
02(O,t) = [7 u ] 2K t. + { H x ~ - IS a v %Ko(uK t-)% for (b) v 
(3.18) 
SaffJl8I1 (1962) showed that the asymptotic value of C. o (the 
indication of skewness) is given by ~ a·Kvt4 plus sll8l1er tel'1l8 
involving 'u. He pointed out that. in the case of a linear wind 
profile, the ground level skewness approaches unity. Hence the 
distribution would not be asYIIPtotically Gaussian. SaffJl8I1 (1962) 
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also considered the distribution in a layer of finite height and 
suggested asyaptotic foras for the first few .a.ents. 
Okubo (1967) derived the para.eters for describing the distribution 
of a tracer in both a bounded and unbounded sea. In the case of an 
unbounded sea, the advection-diffusion equation is transforlled by 
introducing a .a.ent-generating function. 
r(l,.,n, t) = 
+00 III __ elx+Jry+nz C(x, y,z, t) dxdydz 
(3.19) 
Kullenburg (1971) used this function for aodelling tracer dispersion 
in fjords. The transfonaed advection-diffusion equation is 
~+l-ar+ -ar = ::>.t u - av-'" an an (3.20) 
Horizontal diffusion is neglected, and the vertical diffusivity 
coefficient, K , is taken to be constant (K1 ). The initial condition v 
is 
where Mo is the total aaount of asterial introduced at t iae t = O. 
Equation (3.20) was then solved by the aethod of characteristics. 
The centroid and variances are obtained from 
1 ar 
I 
~x = R;3I l=a=n=O 
1 ar 
~y = R; a. (3.21) l=a=n=O 
1 ar 





- Ji2 = MoW x l=m=n=O x 
0 2 
1 a2r 




- Ji2 = R:" ani z z 0 l=m=n=O 
Mulholland (1977 ; 1980) used moments as high as the second order to 
model the horizontal "across-wind" distribution of serially-released 
Gaussian puffs. The numerical solution of these moments accounted 
for spatially- and temporally-variant velocity and diffusivity 
profiles. A series of field experiments showed evidence of extensive 
wind-shear. The proposed model (Dynamic Puff Model) provided 
significantly better predictions than an equivalent Gaussian puff 
model. 
Using the moments method and taking the height and the depth of the 
mixing layer into account, Maul (1978) derived expressions for the 
ground level trajectory of a diffusing cloud. These were used to 
observe the effect of a change in wind direction. Lupini and 
Tirabassi (1983) solved the diffusivity equation on the basis of a 
truncated Gram-Charlier expansion of the concentration field, and 
derived a set of equations for moments. 
applied to the case of continuous plumes. 
Fourth-order moments were 
3.1.1.3. The diffusivity profile in the boundary layer 
3.1.1.3.1. Surface layer 
Vertical diffusivity. Earl i er treatment of the atmospheric 
boundary layer considered the turbulence flux of momentum, pU'W', to 
be analogous to molecular diffusion . Substituting K (eddy viscosity) 
for ordinary viscosity gives 
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-pu'w' = T 
ZX 
(2.32) 
This .odel yields a set of ca..only used rudt.entary closure 
relationships for the transport of heat and .ass in turbulent flow. 
The aixing length theory was introduced by Prandtl ( 1925) • The 
mixing length, 1, is defined as the )lean distance that a turbulent 
eddy, with excess DlOIIentum u' , travels before integrating with the 
environment. Hence, 
u' = u(z+l) - u(z ) ~ (3.23) 
where z is the original level of the eddy. Furtheraore, it can be 
written (Seinfeld 1975), 
(3.24) 
COIIParing equation (2.32) with equation (3.24), 
K = l,au 
a,z az (3.25) 
Similar expressions hold for T and K For a surface layer of 
xy a,x 
neutral static stability, the aixing length aay be approxiaated by a 
linear function of the distance fro. the surface, that is, 1 = kz. 
Hence 
(3.26) 
The aixing length for the non-neutral surface layer is then 
1 = (3.27) 
which follows frOil equations (2.3) and (3.25). Thus, in a Jl8DDer 
analogous to wind shear, for the non-neutral layer K is aodified 
a,z 
K = a,z (3.28) 
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Siailarly for the heat transfer process, 
(3.29) 
The vertical I188S eddy diffusivity, I , and the eddy viscosity for v 
heat, I
h
, are often assUJled to be equal. Iv in the surface layer is 
z therefore well described by one of the suggested fol'1l8 for 'h(t) 
discussed in Chapter 2. 
Yardanov (1968) based the following .adels for K in the surface 
v 
layer on the observations of Manin and Obukov (1954) : 
Unstable conditions 
shear-da.inated (z ~ -o,05L) 
buoyancy-dominated (z > -0,05) 
_4 4 
K (z) = K
I
(-O,05L)n i zi 
v 
Stable conditions 
shear-d<.inated (z ~ O,3L) 




(1 < n ~ ~, 0 < • 5 1). Manin and Obukhov (1954) found the following 
as~totic behaviour in the surface layer: 
when z c: ILl 
when z > -L for unstable cases 
when z ~ L for stable cases 
(3.31) 
The transition frOil shear-dOilinated to buoyancy-dOilinated sublayers 
occurs at 0,03 ~ - t ~ 0,05 for unstable cases and at 0,05 < t ~ 0,3 
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for stable conditions. 
Horizontal diffusivity. Less research has been done on 
Most horizontal diffusivities, KH, than vertical diffusivities. 
workers have st.ply assumed a constant value (- 500.2 S- 1 ). Somett.es 
the horizontal diffusivity is expressed as a function of the vertical 
diffusivity, 
2 JD8X(K (z» 
v z 
or, as used by Ragland and Dennis (1975), 
KH(Z) = pi. (z) v 
where p = 2 for unstable conditions 
p = 5 for neutral conditions 
p = 6 for stable conditions 
Sutton (1953) gave the following relationships 
~ :: 
1 C2 - 2-n 
{ y u t 
I-n 
and 
K 1 C2 - 2-n I-n = u t v { z 
hence, 





provided that the ratio C/Cz is reasonably constant with height. 
Venter, Halliday, and Prinsloo (1973), in their lIeasureaent of the 
Sutton parameters (Sutton 1953), n, C , and C , under conditions 
y z 
existing on the South African Highveld, found that these para.eters 
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C = 0,57n + 0, 106 
y 
C = 0,38n + 0,112 
z 
n = 0,0004 i + 0,37 
9 = mean potenti al temperature gradient 
= 
Az 
3.1.1.3.2. Outer layer 
(3.36) 
(3.37 ) 
Considerably less is known about the behaviour of Kv(z) and KH(z) in 
the planetary boundary layer above the surface layer. Most of the 
empirical models, cited in literature, fall into one of four groups 
(a ) power-law profiles 
(b ) parameterisations based on surface layer theory 
(c ) interpolation schemes 
(d ) curve-fitting techniques 
The simplest representation of the eddy diffusivity coefficient is 
the power-law form. This representation has been used often (Smith 
1957, Walters 1969, Peters and Klinzing 1971, Dilley and Yen 1971, 
Heins and Peters 1973) . 
conjugate power law, 
K ( z) 
v 
One of its forms is known as Schmidt's 
(3.38) 
It corresponds to the power law wi nd profile for q = I-p. A more 
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theoretically sound form was proposed by Gee (1965) 
K (z) 
v 
= 2 1 1 Z p Zl-p u p- u-* r r 
where the exponent p is given by (Section 2.2.2) 
p = 0,1340 + 0,244L- 1 + 0,22L- 1 
(3.39) 
(3.40) 
Ragland (1973) suggested that, above the surface layer, Kv(Z) be 
taken as a constant, equal to its value at the top of the surface 
layer. If the height of the surface layer is given by 
h = O,lullfl (2.39) s 
then the coefficients become 
K (z) = 0,1k2u~/lfl neutral 
1 
v 





2 u~ [ _ 1 , 5ku* ]4 
K (z) unstable = If I 1 IflL v 
Brost and Wyngaard (1978) adopted the following expression based on 
the surface layer similarity theory, 
K (z) 
v = 
kzu*(l-z/hi )l'S (3.42) 
z 
fh(r) 
z The Businger et al. (1971) forms for fh(r) were used. 
O'Brien (1970) proposed a sillPle interpolation fonmla based on 
physical reasoning. 
diffusivity, K (z), 
v 
At the top of the outer layer the eddy 
is equal to K (h ), and its derivative, v p 
r
C)KV (Z)] is taken to be 
c)z h ' 
P 
zero. The eddy viscosity and its 
derivative are assUJled to be continuous across the boundary between 
the surface and outer layers. A cubic polynoaial is fitted to the 
values of K (h ), K' (h ) t and K (h ); the form of this profile v s v s v p 
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function is given by 
K (z) 
v 
= K (h ) + [~-hK ]JI{K (h )-K (h ) v p - v s v p 
p s 
(3.43) 
This function is simple and easy to use in calculations. It also 
gi ves satisfactory results (Pielke and Mahrer 1975, Yu 1977, McRae 
et al. 1982). Using data collected by Crane et al. (1977) over the 
Los Angeles basin, Pielke et al . (1983) extended the application of 
this fonaula to convective conditions. 
momentum eddy viscosity are: 
= 
for 0,04 ~ a 5 0,3, and 
for 0,4 < a ~ 1, 
The corrections for the 
(3.44a) 
(3.44b) 
wi th a = z/h and h = 0, 04h. No correction was required fpr the 
p s p 
interval 0,3 < a ~ 0,4. 
Shir (1973) developed a turbulent transport JIOdel in which nine 
equations describing the mean motion, turbulent stresses, and 
turbulence length scale were integrated nmaerically to account for 
turbulence in the ABL in the case of neutral lapse rate. Fi ve 
conditions to be met by the K profiles were identified. They were 
K = 0 
, 
K' = k (von Kanaan constant) 
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1 
J at z = 0 
K = <lok 1 
K' = 0 (i.e. a maximum) at z = O,25h 
J 
p 
where a o - 0,092 
K = Pok 1 where Po - 0,031 at z = h J p 
(3.45) 
Shir (1973) found that the equation 
(3.46) 
fitted the conditions well for z/h ~ 0,4, while the relationship 
fitted the conditions well over the whole range. 
used was 
(3.47) 
The form for h 
p 
(3.48) 
Lamb et al. (1975) derived nUllerico-e.pirical expressions fro. the 
Dl.1llerical planetary bOl.mdary layer IIOdel of Deardorff ( 1970) to 
predict the particle displacement probability density function. 
These expressions were used to assess the validity of the vertical 
eddy diffusion equations given by Shir (1973), equation (3.46), for 
neutral conditions, and Shir and Shieh's (1974) suggested 
interpolation fora for unstable conditions, 
(3.49) 
(Zl = 10m within the surface layer). The assessment was done for the 
h. h. 
1 1 
cases L = 0 (neutral) and L = -4,5 (unstable). Shir's (1973) 
relationship, assu.ing K (z) 5 K (z), was found to be in good v • 
agree.ent. Shir and Shieh's (1974) relationship produced smaller 
diffusivities than the optimal diffusivities, but only because the 
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diffusivities in the surface layer K ( Zl ) were smaller. v 
Horizontal diffusivity coefficients are usually assumed to be 
constant with height, or as given by Ragland (1973 ), 
= 13K (z) 
v 
(3.50 ) 
where 13 is given in equation (3.33 ). 
3.1.1.4. Box and multiple cell models 
A convective boundary layer (very unstable conditions) generally 
forms over land during daytime hours when solar radiation is strong 
and winds are calm. The convective boundary layer (mixing layer ) 
consists of large-scale motions associated with updrafts (thermals) 
and downdrafts. Convective turbulence is relatively vigorous and 
causes rapid vertical mixing of the boundary layer. Thus, under 
convective conditions pollutants emitted from an elevated source are 
brought down to the ground close to the stack resulting in high 
concentrat ions. Because atmospheric mixing is so vigorous, the 
vertical concentration distribution is assumed to be uniform within a 
box or cell, and it extends upward to the mixing layer (convective 
boundary layer) height (Ragland 1973, Lebedeff and Hameed 1975; 
1976) . These models are known as multiple-cell, vertical-cell or 
integral models, or multiple box models when more than one cell is 
considered. The mixing height is the height to which pollutants rise 
under the action of temperature inversion. Application of a single 
box model, including time dependency, has been discussed by Lettau 
(1970). An average value of the wind speed is used to calculate the 
flux of pollutants through the box. The single box model was 
extended by Reiquam (1970), who developed a model consist ing of a 
horizontal array of interconnecting boxes along the ground. Each box 
extends up to the mixing height. Pollutants are carried between 
boxes by an average wind speed. The concentration within a cell, 
after a given time interval, is evaluated by balancing the input to 
the cell, due to emission and advection, with the outflow into 
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neighbouring cells. A similar concentration evaluation was done by 
Hameed (1974 ) in his treatment of the dispersion of S02 in Nashville, 
Tennessee. These cells were unbounded at the top and Hameed 
accounted for this by postulating a vertical distribution. 
Leahey (1975) applied a simple advective model to the city of 
Edmonton, Alberta, for the prediction of ground-level 
concentrations. The. model predicted, on the average, within 50%. 
NO 
x 
Liu and Goodin (1976) considered stationary, homogeneous, vertical 
cells beneath a variable-inversion-layer height. The 
advection-diffusion equation (equation (3.6)) was integrated 
vertically from the ground to the base of the temperature inversion. 
aCh aCh aCh 
+ + = at ax ay ~ [~caCh] + ~ [~caCh] + Rh + Sh ax -~ ax ay -~ ay 
(3.51) 
where C is the mean concentration, and h is the layer height 
determined using a correlation due to Neiburger (1974). This 
reduction has the following advantages: 
(a) a knowledge of the vertical velocity component is not 
required 
(b ) detailed modelling of all turbulent diffusivities can be 
avoided 
(c) the time increment required for equation (3.51) in a 
numerical integration is generally much larger than the time 
increment for equation (3.6) 
(d) computer storage requirements are reduced. 
McRae et al. (1982) described a vertically integrated model along the 
same lines as Liu and Goodin (1976), but taking into account 
topography. The most critical assumption in the derivation of the 
governing equations is that the vertical average reaction rate, RrCJ, 
and the rate based on vertical average concentration profiles, R(C), 
are equal. For this approximation to hold, the reaction must be 
first-order or the time scale of the reaction must be very much 
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slower than the characteristic mixing time given by (Smith et al. 
1976) 
= (3.52 ) 
where 10)* is the convective velocity scale defined by (Deardorff, 
1970 ) 
10)* = (3.53 ) 
and h. is the inversion height. Willis and Deardorff (1976) showed 
1 
that material released at ground-level is almost well-mixed within a 
travel time of 3A. 
In spite of its simplicity, the multiple cell method has been found 
to give solutions which usually agree well with observations in a 
well-mixed boundary layer. Unless the meteorology and source 
distributions are sufficiently simple and uniform, the single box 
approach should not be used. 
3.1.1.5. Second-Order Closure Models 
It has already been indicated that an exact solution to the 
advection-diffusion equation does not exist because of the so-called 
closure problem. First order closure approximations were introduced 
in the previous section. Analogous to molecular di ffus i vity, the 
eddy stresses (u'C', etc.) are taken to be proportional to the 
product of the eddy coefficient, K, and the vertical wind shear. The 
eddy coefficients, in turn, are expressions of the mixing length 
(Prandtl 1925) and the shear. Since 1972, second-order closure of 
the ensemble-average moments of the fluctuating variables has 
received considerable attention (Donaldson et al. 1972, Lewellen and 
Teske 1973, Mellor 1973, Wyngaard et al. 1974, Meller and Yamada 
1974, Rao et al. 1974, Lewellen and Teske 1976, Lumley 1978, Lumley 
and Mansfield 1984). The underlying principle in second-order 
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closure consists of deriving equations for the turbulent fluxes 
(i.e., u'w', v'w', U'C', etc. ) from the original governing equations. 
The derived equations contain triple- and higher-order correlations 
that are assumed to be related to the second-order, or lower, terms. 
It is possible to develop equations for triple moments in an attempt 
to close the system, but then fourth- order correlations appear. 
Mellor (1973) and Mellor and Yamada (1974) made an important 
contribution to the usage of higher-order closure models by providing 
a hierarchy of closure models, ordered systematically in terms of 
analytical simplifications and closure assumptions. These models are 
still evolving; closure refinements are being continually made. 
Wyngaard (1982) gives a review of the second-order closure modelling 
done to date. These models are generally capable of giving better 
estimates than the ones available from standard models. 
3.1.2. Nonlocal Closure Models 
The most accurate way of determining the eddy-transfer coefficients 
is by direct measurement of the mean product of the eddy velocity 
(concentration), wC, uw, etc., and the instantaneous departure of the 
magnitudes of the property from its mean value, u'w', w'C', etc .. In 
the absence of such measurements, either first order closure models 
(K-theory) or second order models are used. Deardorff (1966) showed 
that the K-theory approximation has definite limitations in the 
convective boundary layer the heat flux can be up-gradient 
resulting in negative K. Wyngaard and Brost (1983) indicated that K 
can even be singular. In their numerical large-eddy simulations, it 
was found that the flux gradient relationship for a passive scalar 
depended on the boundary from which the flux originated. It was also 
shown that the diffusivity could be singular for cases where the flux 
came from both boundaries. Convective boundary-layer turbulence is 
one of the more difficult situations to model using local (first- or 
higher-order) closure methods: the flux of a property at a given 
level is difficult to relate to other properties at that level. This 
difficulty has, therefore, stimulated much of the recent work in 
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nonlocal closure modelling. Deardorff and Willis (1975) studied 
dispersion in the laboratory using a water tank, while Lamb (1978; 
1979) investigated particle diffusion using numerical techniques. 
These studies demonstrated the inapplicability of conventional 
modelling techniques to dispersion under convective conditions. 
3.1.2.1. Large Eddy Approach 
What happens during convective conditions, when matter is transported 
throughout the entire depth of the layer, has already been 
discussed : turbulent diffusion is inadequately parametrised by the 
mixing-length hypothesis. The numerical work of Deardorff (1970) and 
experimental work on diffusion (from a simulated ground-level 
cross-wind line source in a water-tank model of the convective mixed 
layer) of Deardoff and Willis (1975) showed that conventional eddy 
diffusivity methods cannot properly describe the mechanism of 
dispersion in such a layer. In view of this, investigators have 
suggested various parameterisations based on observations (numerical 
and experimental) to describe the large-scale motions occuring during 
convective conditions. Successful forms for the eddy diffusivity 
coefficient have been suggested and tested. Carl et al. (1973) 
proposed a relationship for the eddy coefficient for momentum 
transfer under conditions of strong convection in the surface layer, 





where a = 2,5. Crane et al. (1977) compared equation (3.54) with the 
second-order closure model of Zeman and Lumley (1976) for vertical 
diffusion from an area source. These forms were in turn compared 
with observed measurements; equation (3.54) was found to agree well. 
Finally, Crane et al. (1977) suggested that, for vertical eddy 
diffusivity, a = 2.0. 
McRae et al. (1982) deduced an approximate value for I1I from the 
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measurements of Willis and Deardorff (1976), 
(3.55) 
where w* is defined by equation (3.53) (hi is the inversion height). 
McRae et al. (1982) identified four layers in the unstable boundary 
layer and fitted an appropriate diffusivity profile to each one. The 
surface layer thickness was taken to be 0, 05h , and the siJlilari ty 
p 
forms, together with the expression suggested by Carl et al. (1973) 
(equation 3.54), were used. for the region 0,05 ~ li- ~ 0,6, the 
p 
diffusivity coefficient is expressed in the font of a 4th order 
polynomial which is scaled by the convective velocity scale, w*: 
K (z) = w*hi{a,+aa~+a~~2+a4~~+a.~4} (3.56) v 
where a, = 0,021 
aa = 0,408 
a~ = 1,351 
a4 = -4,096 
a. = 2,560 
z (h . is the .ixing-layer height) ~ = Ii:" 1. 
and 
1. 
The other regions are 0,6 < z n ~ 1,1 
p 
K (z) = O,~*hiexp(6-10~) v (3.57) 
and z > 1,1, n p 
K (z) = O,OOl3w~i v (3.58) 
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3.1.2.2. Spectral Diffusivity Assu.ption 
The rate of growth of a cloud of asterial is dependent on the stage 
of growth. Hence, for dispersion close to a source, where the size 
of the distribution is smaller than the most energetic turbulent 
eddies, the K-theory with constant diffusivity is erroneous. A time 
dependent K is difficult to treat in an Eulerian reference fra.e. 
v 
Berkowicz and Praha (1979) developed a non-local closure model for 
~ by Fourier-decomposing the concentration profile to individual 
Fourier modes: K was assu.ed to depend on the wave-number, «,.of the 
v 
aode: K = K(<<). 
v 
The value of K(<<) decreases with an increase in the wave number of 
the concentration spectnDI. Hence the diffusivity is effectively 
dependent on the actual size of the concentration distribution. This 
agrees qualitatively with the statistical dispersion theory of Taylor 
(1921) (Section 3.2.3). The K-theory appears as a s.all scale lillit 
of the .are general spectral diffusivity approach. A new function, 
the turbulent diffusivity transfer function, is introduced. For the 
one di.ensional case, 
D(z-z') 1 J+OO = 2i ~K(«)exp{i«(z-z')}d<< 
where the one dt.ensional equation 
aC(z,t) 
at 










Fro. equation (3.61) it follows that the turbulent flux of 
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concentration is then. 
we = (3.62) 
Equation 3.62 states that the flux of e at level z is instantaneously 
related to the vertical gradient of e surrounding level z. It is 
recalled that for first-order closure approximations, 
we = -K ae v az 
which is the S8lle as for the case D(z-z·) = ~(z-z·) in 
equation (3.62) (15 being the Dirac delta flUlction). The non-local 
character of the diffusion is thus entirely the consequence of the 
«-dependent spectral diffusivity coefficient K(<<) , being introduced. 
Various forms for K(<<) have been proposed. From the known behaviour 
of an evolving cloud in a ha.ogeneous stationary turbulent field, 
Berkowicz and Praha (1979) put forward the for. 
(3.63) 
A «_1 dependence on cloud di.Jaension (0'" «-1) was assumed. 
the diffusivity of the 
nUBlber corresponding to 
dimensionless constant 
long-term diffusion limit,« is the wave • 
the largest turbulent eddies, and B is a 
(0,87). Another siaple expression was 
suggested by Berkowicz and Praha (1980), 
K(<<) (3.64) 
The parameters are identical to the ones used in equation (3.63). 
More general for.s for K(<<) exist. So.ae of these, and the aethods 
for deriving the spectral turbulent diffusivity functions, were 





where C(z,t ) is given by the Fourier representation 
C(z,t) = 
+-
J~c(«,t)eXp ( iKZ)d<< (3.66) 
The spectral turbulent diffusivity theory is especially easy to apply 
to the advection-diffusion equation when a numerical technique, based 
on the pseudo-spectral .ethod (Christensen and Prahm 1976, Praba and 
Christensen 1977), is used. 
3.1.2.3. Integral-Closure FOrBS 
Integral-closure foras were introduced by Spiegel (1963) who 
developed integral equations by analogy with radiation transfer. 
Estoque (1968) lIOdelled heat flux using integral equations. Recently 
Fiedler (1984) derived integral-closure foI1lS using the ideas of 
Berkowicz and Praba (1979). In his treat.ent, Fiedler (1984) derived 




= - J R(z,z')[C(z',t)-C(z,t)]dz' -- (3.67) 
where R(z,z' ) is a weighting function that accounts for anisotropy 
(statistical properties are different when coordinate axes are 
rotated or reflected, i.e., U'i'T ~ VT"T ~ ;t'iT) and inhomogeneity of 
convective layer turbulence (i.e., statistical properties depend on 
the particular position). C(z',t) is the .ean density 
(concentration) and C(z, t) the density at the level in question. 
Several trial functions were tested for R(z,z'). The behaviour of 
R(z,z') is not fully understood, and at this stage can only be 
detentined from experi.ent or a series of nuaerical silrulations. 
Also it is not known whether a unique font for R(z,z') is possible. 
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3.1.2.4. Transilient Turbulence Theory 
This form of nonlocal closure approach was developed recently by 
Stull (1984). It enables large eddy effects to be explicitly 
included. It differs from K-theory in that it is not restricted to 
turbulent transfer between adjacent points. Also, aixing can occur 
between points separated in space. Transilient mixing can therefore 
deal with mixing across zero-gradient (singularities) and 
counter-gradient (up-gradient) situations such as are found in 
convective mixed layers. Nonhomogeneous and anisotropic turbulence 
can also be adequately described. (Large size eddies are nonaally 
nonhomogeneous and anisotropic.) Stull (1984) discussed two forms of 
the theory. The basic equation in discrete form, which is applicable 
to numerical modelling, is 
for N grid points, or in matrix form 
[S!] = [C .. (At)][S .] 
1 lJ J 




where the matrix, [S.], represents the original concentration at grid 
J 
point j, and S! the final concentration at grid point i after a 
1 
discrete tt.e period, At, for .ixing. The c.. coefficient 
lJ 
(transilient coefficient) represents the portion of air from box j 
that is .ixed into box i. This fona can be extented to three 
dt.ensions and made continuous in space and tt.e. Stull (1984) then 
showed that the kineaatic turbulent flux, F(z) of Sage state 
variable, S(z,t), at a height Zt is expressed as 
F(Zt) = -J:t J:-Z [S(z+t,t)-S(z,t)J~(z,t)dtdz 
z=a: t=a-z 
(3.69) 
where a and b are the heights of the botta. and top boundaries, 
respectively. t is the distance separating · two levels which are 
being .ixed. ~ is the transilient rate function, defined as 
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= l




and c(z, t ,~t) is the transilient coefficient for continuous .ixing 
(equivalent to c, , in equation (3.68». If S • C, then F(z.) = ~. 
1J ~ 
The ai. of the excercise is to find appropriate for.s for~. Stull 
(1984) discussed some parametric forms and gave examples of how this 
theory is used. 
3.1.3. Nu.erical .ethods 
There are numerous .ethods for nuaerically solving the 
advection-diffusion equation. The finite-difference sche.e is one 
such Jlethod. The principle considerations in choosing a 
finite-difference method are accuracy, stability, ca.putation tilte 
and ca.puter .e.ory require.ents. The advection part of the 
fini te-difference approxill8tion equation controls the lI8jor errors 
(artificial or pseudo-diffusion). Stability considerations place 
restrictions on the .axi.ua tilte and spatial steps that can be used 
in the integration. Other nu.erical .ethods are the pseudospectral 
.ethod, the particle-in-cell Jlethod, and the :aethod of IIOIIeDtS. A 
short description of the various numerical applications is presented 
below. 
3.1.3.1. The Advection Equation 
The advection terms in the advection-diffusion equation often lead to 
substantial errors when not treated properly (pseudo-diffusion). 
This has led several workers to develop and compare different 
numerical schemes to treat the advection equation. 
As an introduction to the lI8theaatical concepts involved in the 
finite-difference .ethod of solving the advection equation, consider 
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the case where the coefficients are constant: 
dC dC 
- + a- = 0, 
dt dx 
a = constant (3.71 ) 
Given an initial distribution Co (x), it can be shown (Haltiner and 
Williams 1980, Molenkamp 1968) that 
C(x,t) = Co(x - at) (3.72) 
Molenka.p (1968) tested nu.erical solutions of the advection equation 
under the above conditions. The accuracy and relative cOllputation 
time of the various finite-difference approximations were 
investigated. It was found that forward differencing introduces a 
pseudo-diffusive effect of about the same order, or more, as 
turbulent diffusion under typical conditions. Centred-difference 
schelleS - leap frog (RichtllYer 1963), Lax-Wendorff (Lax and Wendorff 
1960) - produces an an0lD8.10us osci llation when grid spacing is too 
largej this leads to inaccuracy and instability. The Roberts-Weiss 
(Roberts and Weiss 1966) scheme approximated the advection correctly, 
but at the cost of cOilputer tiJle: 10-40 tiJles as much computer time 
was needed than any of the other schemes. 
Chock and Dunker (1983) coapared the accuracy, speed and storage 
requireaents of the following six numerical methods: 
.Flux-corrected transport (Boris and Brook 1973 j 1976) 
.Multidimensional flux-correction (Zalesak 1979) 
.Orthogonal-collocation (Villadsen and Stewart 1967) 
.Second-moaent (Egan and Mahoney 1972) 
.Pseudospectral (Orszag 1971) 
.Chapeau-function (Long and Pepper 1976) 
For sa.e of these, variations of the Jlethod were examined. It was 
found that the flux-correction and orthogonal-collocation methods are 
the least accurate. Although the pseudospectral method was found to 
be the most accurate, it requires long execution tiJles. The 
second-.a.ent method produces accurate solutions, but needs a large 
storage area and long execution times. The chapeau-function and 
11111 tidiJlensional flux-correction Jlethods are unrestricted on tiae 
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steps and require short to .aderate execution tt.es. These .ethods 
occupy relatively small storage areas. In a further investigation by 
Chock ( 1985) , fi ve Dl.Dlerical .ethods were cOlllPared. The schelleS 
were: 
-Chapeau-function method with mass lu.ping 
(Donea et al 1979) 
-Forester method (Forester 1977) 
-Filtering Remedy and Methodology (Chapman 1981) 
-Hermite-cubic orthogonal-collocation (Lapidus and Pinder 
1982) 
.Quadratic-function (Lapidus and Pinder 1982) 
Chock (1985) found that the straight-forward application of the 
Forester method leads to a violation of the principle of mass 
conservation. However, the Forester method applied to the 
chapeau-function solution appears to be accurate, cOilbining short 
execution time with miniaal .a.ory storage. Chock (1985) noted that 
this method is better than any of the schemes ca.pared by Chock and 
Dunker (1983). 
3.1.3.2. Steady State Models 
In the case of a continuous source emitting at a constant rate, in a 
aC steady at.asphere, at = 0 aay be assu.ed. Forward-difference 
approxiaations of the steady state equation have been used by various 
.ooellers in the past. Hino (1968) used this technique to ItOdel the 
dispersion of s.ake over ca.plex topography. 
Ito (1970) integrated the steady-state advection-diffusion equation 
in two dimensions by aoving down-wind in finite steps, and checking, 
after each step, whether mass is conserved. 
Ragland and Dennis (1975) investigated 
successive over-relaxation (SOH) and 
alternating-direction iaplicit (ADI) .ethod. 
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the Peace.an-aethod of 
the Peace.an-Rachford 
The fOnler was found to 
be slower than the latter, but required less core space. Also, the 
al ternating-direction method was found to be unstable where the 
diffusion gradient is steep, such as at the source origin. A fully 
implicit method that cuts off higher oscillations quickly, thereby 
solving the problem of higher gradients near the source, was put 
forward. 
3.1.3.3. Time-Variant Models 
In most real situations, the steady-state assUJIption is an ideal 
condition seldOil realised, and so the more difficult problem of 
solving the time-dependent advection-diffusion equation must be 
examined. Numerous numerical techniques exist for sol ving one or 
other form of the time-variant advection-diffusion equation. The 
techniques belong to one or a cOlllbination of two or more of the 
following groups of models 
(a) explicit integration of the advection-diffusion equation 
(b) .ethod of fractional steps 
( c) Jlethod of mOllents 
(d) pseudospectral .ethods 
(e) vertical-cell models 
(f) two-layer models 
(g) particle-in-cell Jlethods 
Randerson (1970) used the tiBle-variant finite difference form of the 
advection-diffusion equation to simulate the dispersion of SOz over 
Nashville, Tennessee. The advection-diffusion equation was 
integrated explicitly over time steps of 5 seconds and grid sizes of 
6X = ~y = 1 .ile. These values satisfy the von Neumann condition for 
stability: 
Such large grid sizes, however, inevitably produce a large 
pseudo-diffusion contribution. Shir and Shieh (1974) followed a 
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si.ilar approach when .adelling SOa distribution over St.Louis, . 
Missouri. Horizontal intervals JDeasured l524m. A second-order, 
central, finite-difference sche.e was used to integrate the advection 
and horizontal diffusion tenas, whereas the Crank-Nicholson 
(Richtmyer and Morton 1967) method was used for the vertical 
diffusion term. Egan and Mahoney (1972) developed a .odel for the 
study of air pollution transport from urban area-type sources. The 
pseudo-diffusive errors were eliminated by locating the mass 
distribution relative to a grid element using the zero, first and 
second moments. Chock and Dunker (1983) e.phasised the shortcomings 
of this .ethod and proposed a new algorithm that removes the inherent 
problellS of the Egan and Mahoney model. 
Roffman et al. (1975) developed a numerical model for predicting air 
pollution under thel'1l8l-inversion-breakup (fumigation) conditions. 
To account for terrain and flow irregularities, a set of successive 
orthogonal transformations were performed, and these transfor.ed 
partial differential equations were solved by a forward time and 
space scheae. 
Ranca and Sardei (1975) solved the advection-diffusion equation 
(neglecting horizontal diffusion) by the method of fractional steps 
(Yanenko 1971). According to this technique, the concentration at 
ti.e t+At is obtained from that at time t by separating, in the 
following way, the contributions due to the advection and diffusion 
terms: 
The first step solves the advection term 
c)c + C)C 
c)t u(z)c)x = o (3.73) 
over the time interval At with the concentration at tille t as the 
initial condition. The second step then solves the diffusion term 
= 0 (3.74) 
over the sa.e ti.e interval At, with the initial condition provided 
by the concentration obtained from the first step. The velocity 
profile is approximated by a step function, the discrete values of 
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which are defined as fractions of the maxt.um velocity. This results 
in an advection equation with constant coefficients and which in turn 
permits equation (3.73 ) to be solved analytically. The diffusion 
equation is solved with an implicit centred-space-difference scheme 
(iaplicit Crank-Nicolson .ethod) allowing for variable grid spacing. 
Ranca and Sardei (1975) "seeded" the system using a Gaussian 
distribution at the source. Their results agree well with an 
analytical solution by Rounds (1955) for a continuous point source 
with U = u1z· and K (z ) = z. In their treatJBent of urban air v 
pollution, McRae et ai. (1982) used an operator splitting technique, 
similar to the one used by Yanenko (1971), but according to a 
sequence proposed by Marchuk (1975) . 
Christensen and Prahm (1976) introduced a pseudo-spectral method 
which has been deaonstrated to eliminate numerical diffusion, and, as 
indicated by De Haan (1980), is highly accurate and requires only 
modest cOllPutation time. The gradients :~ and :; are determined 
separately for x- and y- directions by writing 
N 
C(xi ) = L A(k) exp(i2a~xi) 
k=O 
k with A(k) the Fourier cOllpOnents for wave ntDibers RAX' 
(3.75) 
N is the 
number of grid points and 6x the space interval. The derivatives are 




= 2 i21r~ A(k) exp( i21r~ xi) 
k=O 
(3.76) 
For every line of grid points C(x) the spectral representation, A(k), 
is ca.puted by .eans of a Fast Fourier Transformation. The diffusion 
term of the advection-diffusion equation is obtained by multiplying 
equation (3.76) by the diffusivity coefficient, K. The space 
derivative of the flux can then be evaluated and the derivative 
profile is obtained by the inverse transformation. 
Zlatev et ai. (1983) applied the method of Bagrinovskii and Godunov 
(1975), which is an extension of the 'splitting' technique of Yanenko 
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(1971), to model the long-range transport of sulphur pollutants over 
Europe. A pseudo-spectral algorithm was used in the space 
discretisation phase. The process was accelerated by the use of 
one-dimensional Fast Fourier Transfor.s. The diffusivity teras were 
treated using the spectral diffusivity theory of Berkowicz and Prahm 
(1979) (Section 3.1.2.2.). 
Van Egmond and Kesseboom ( 1983) used a model which is based on the 
pseudo-spectral advection scheme, to describe the air pollution over 
an 400b x 400km area in the Netherlands. Time integration was 
performed by the leap-frog sche.e, 
(3.77) 
Tyldesley and Wallington (1965) solved the ~nt equations (Saff.an 
1962) numerically, thereby avoiding the restriction to the foras for 
K and u. They applied their model to an instantaneous ground-level 
v 
release. The investgation confiraed the asYJIPtotic nature of the 
relationships obtained by Saff.an (1962) for a linear velocity 
profile and a constant vertical diffusion. It was pointed out, in 
conclusion, that significant shear effects .ay occur at distances and 
tilleB that are shorter than expected. Although the effect of shear 
is significant in steady-state continuous releases, it is not as 
dOilinant as in instantaneous releases. 
To solve for the moments in a set of two-dimensional, time-variant, 
partial differential equations, Mulholland (1977; 1980) employed a 
numerical .ethod that is based on explicit finite-difference 
solutions. The advection ter.s were treated according to the .ethod 
of Runca and Sardei (1975) mentioned previously. A stable ll.ltlng 
value .ethod was developed for integrating the diffusion teras. This 
.ethod required less ca..putation than the Crank-Nicolson, 
Gauss-Seidel and Successive Over-Relaxation .ethods, etlPloyed to 
similar degrees of accuracy. 
For the partial differential equation 
c)C = ~ (K (z,t)~C) at uZ v uZ (3.78) 
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the limiting value method for variable stepsizes, liz, and variable 
diffusivity with height, may be expressed by 
-a lit 




Ck+l - Ck- l + Ct _ Ct = k [1 + Kv,k-l 6Zi ,k+lj 
k-l k 
Kv, k-l liz i-I, k 
and 
[Kv,k+lliZk-l,k+ Kv,k-lliZk,k+l] 
~ = 2 
lizk- l , klizk, k+ 1 [lizk- l , k + lAZk, k+ 1 ] 
lAZk, k-l is the grid interval between grid points k and k-l. By 
cOJDparing with a series of growing Gaussian puffs, an optimUII 
criterion was established, 
K lit/liz2 = 0,4 v (3.80) 
Multiple-cell models were introduced in Section 3.1.1.1.4. Using a 
I18Ss-balance which included the advection of the vertical 
distribution through a logaritlDaic velocity profile, Hameed (1974) 
solved the ground-level concentration for each cell. Liu and Goodin 
(1976) examined four different finite difference scheaes: Fra..'s 
zero order average phase error (Fromm 1969), leap-frog (Roache 1972), 
Rubin-Burstein upwind (Rubin and Burstein 1967), and the 
Peaceaan-Rachford alternating-direction implicit ADI method (Peaceaan 
and Rachford 1955). These methods produced widely divergent results. 
A two-layer model indicating the effects of aixing between the 
surface layer and the outer layer was described by Reible et 111. 
(1983). The resultant fumigation process occurs during the break-up 
of a stable layer aloft a growing unstable layer. The model 
equations consisted of two coupled partial differential equations 
which were solved using the method of characteristics (Stoker 1957). 
This nu.erical technique is noraally e.ployed in the solution of 
hyperbolic partial differential equations. 
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Random motion, or particle-in-cell (PIC), methods have been put 
forward as an alternative to solving the advection-diffusion 
equation. They concern the positioning of serially-'released 
particles in space according to random turbulent velocities (Thompson 
1971; Knox 1974). The primary advantages are (1) that it eliminates 
pseudo-diffusion, and (2) that no stability restrictions exist. The 
main disadvantage is that computer memory must be large in order to 
provide sufficient resolution in cell-counts. Applications of this 
method are to be found in Sklarew et al. (1971) and Lange (1978) 
(ADPIC-model). The ADPIC code solves the three-dimensional 
advection-diffusion equation in its flux conservative form 
(pseudo-velocity technique) for a given divergent-free wind field. 
3.1.4. Removal Mechanisms 
3.1.4.1. Chemical Reactions 
In the last two decades extensive research has been done towards 
explaining the cheaical reactions of pollutants in the atJlOsphere, 
and towards incorporating these reactions in dispersion modelling. 
Despite all of this research, an understanding of the cheaistry of 
the atmosphere is still far from complete. Seinfeld (1975) presents 
a complete treatise on air pollution chemistry. Consequently, it is 
not the aim of this review to present the cheaical reaction 
mechanisms in detail, but only to discuss sa.e of the .ore ~rtant 
ideas and practical results. 
The JIOSt important reactions taking place are those involving the 
oxidation of sulphur and nitrogen oxides. Oxidation JleChanisE can 
be classified into seven types 
(1) homogeneous gas phase reactions 
(2) heterogeneous (catalytic) gas phase reactions 
(3) photochemical oxidation with Oa 
(4) oxidation with free radicals 
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(5) oxidation with molecules 
(6) catalysed and uncatalysed liquid phase oxidation 
(7) surface reactions at particles. 
The last two types of reaction occur in very humid and wet 
conditions. In a recent review by Moller (1980) on the oxidation of 
SOa' it was 
photochemical 
found that the 
oxidation was 
mean reaction-rate constant for 
for radical reactions, 
1,2xlO-.s- 1, for oxidation in water droplets in the pH range 4 to 5, 
between 10-· and 10-4s -1, and for particle reactions, about 10-·s-1. 
Moller (1980) also reported that the removal mechanisms contribute 
according to 
9% homogeneous oxidation 
35% liquid phase oxidation 
45% dry deposition 
11% wet deposition 
Catalysts for the heterogeneous reaction include several metal salts, 
such as the sulphates and chlorides of JI8Ilganese and iron; metal 
salts are usually suspended in air as particulate matter. 
Various methods have been employed to describe the rate at which SOa 
transforms to the sulphate, that is, 
(3.81) 
Endlich et al. (1984), for exa.ple, expressed the transforaation rate 
as the sum of the homogeneous rate, based on the work of Altshuller 
(1979), and the heterogeneous rate, based on the review by Moller 
(1980). The homogeneous rate depends on solar insolation, and hence 
on latitude and season. A constant conversion rate of 10-·s-1 was 
used for the heterogenous transformation. Rate constants varied from 
2,778 x 10-·s-1 in winter to I,ll x 10-·S-1 in summer. 
For the homogeneous and heterogeneous transformation rates Henry and 
Hidy (1981; 1982) derived expressions which are a function of 
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background ozone concentration. In two cities in the United States, 
kl = 34[0,] for St.Louis, Missouri, 
and 
for Los Angeles, California, (3.82) 
Scire et al. (1984) identified all possible reaction paths, and based 
on a sensitivity analysis, found a suitable reaction rate constant: 
(3.83) 
where R is the total solar radiation in kW/m2, [0,] the background 
ozone concentration in ppm, and S a stability index, which takes on 
values from 2 to 6 for the Pasquill-Gilford stability classes A to F. 
kl is in S-l. 
The oxidation of NO is far more complex than the oxidation of S02' 
x 
and nor.ally cannot be described by a single reaction. When 
hydrocarbons occur with oxides of nitrogen in the at.osphere, the 
well known phenOllenOll of photochemical sJlOg occurs. The fonaation of 
photochemical smog takes place in an extre:.ely cOllPlex 
(Seinfeld 1975, Falls and Seinfeld 1978, Falls et al. 1979). 
system 
Of the 
less complicated for.ulations found in the literature, two reactions 








NO ~ HNOI 
X 
k = 3 503xlO- ' [0 ] l'~·S-l'~·[NO ] - 0,12 S-l I' I X 
(3.84b) 
[NO] is the background NO concentration in ppm (the minimum value 
x x 
was taken to be 10-~ppm.). Only gas phase oxidation was considered. 
3.1.4.2. Washout by Rain 
Washout or wet deposition plays a significant role in the removal of 
pollutants in the atmosphere. Wet deposition is suitably described 
by the washout coefficient ( or ratio) It which is defined as the 
fraction of particles re.oved in 1 second by the entire spectrum of 
raindrops (Pasquill 1974). In a theoretical study Chamberlain (1953) 
constructed curves that describe the washout of particles of varying 
terminal velocities as a function of the rainfall rate J (mm h- 1) • 
Chamberlain (1953) assumed that the vapour pressure of a gas 
dissolved in the rain drop can be neglected, and he found that the 
washout coefficient for SOa and iodine lay between those for the 
washout of particles with terminal velocities of 0,05 and 0,1 em/so 
McMahon et a1. (1976) su.aarised various washout coefficients for the 
period up to 1975, also indicating the scatter of these values. 
Wet removal is a ca.plex mechanis. which includes both in-cloud and 
below cloud scavenging. Scott (1978; 1981) found precipitation 
scavenging of sulphate to be a strong function of storm type and the 
mechanism of precipitation formation. Scott gives the washout ratio 
for various cloud types. Barrie (1981) found that the washout 
coefficient for SOa was dependent on the pH and the temperature of 
the rain. Scire et a1. (1984) used the suggested foI'JIS of Maul 
(1980), Garland (1978) and Levine and Schwartz (1982), 
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Aso2 = 3 x 
lO- I J S-1 
ASO = 1 x lO-"IJ S-1 "I 
'1«> = 0,0 S-1 
X 
'imO. = 6 x lO-
I J S-1 
"'NO. = 1 x lO-"IJ 
S-1 (3.85) 
wher J is the rainfall rate in .. h- 1 • The washout ratio, then, may 
be conveniently included into the Lagrangian dispersion .odel in the 
fOB 
M(t + At) = M(t) exp(-AAt) (3.86) 
where M(t) is the airborne .ass at t~ t. Eulerian grid .adels are 
treated differently. Endlich et al. (1984) treated the washout in 
rain as a first order reaction mechanism 
R (C) = -k C w w (3.87) 
which effectively yields the saJIe result as equation (3.86) on 
integration. It was pointed out that the removal rate constant, k , 
w 
is proportional to the scavenging coefficient j 
k a A(J) (3.88) w 
where J is the rainfall rate (m. h- 1 ). Endlich et al. (1984) used 
the washout ratio curves suggested by Scott (1978) for sulphate 
removal, and approxtaated them by 
The washout rate constant was then easily obtained 
or 
k a d+l 
w 





and they presented values for the empirical constants a and b, 
assuming particular clouds to exist in a particular season. They 
used the work of Chamberlain (1953) with regard to S02' 
3.1.4.3. Dry Deposition and Sedimentation 
To cOllPlete the Jl8theaatical fOrJIUlation of the dispersion process, 
the boundary conditions need to be specified. It is normally assumed 
that there is no flux of material through the upper boundary. 
However, when the plume possesses a certain degree of buoyancy 
(Briggs 1969), phme penetration could be allowed. The pollutant 
flux through the lower boundary is deterained by the rate of uptake 
by the ground-level elellents. These two boundary conditions are 
expressed in the mathe.atical forms, 
K aC = 0 
vaz for the upper boundary (3.91a) 
K aC = vd(z )C(z ) vaz r r for the lower boundary (3.9lb) 
vd is the deposition velocity at a reference height zr' Various 
approaches have been suggested for describing the resuspension of 
particles (Heines and Peters 1974, Slinn 1976). These will not be 
discussed here. 
In .ost nu.erical treatments of the advection-diffusion equation, it 
is necessary that the vertical concentration profile be approximated 
in discrete elements. C(z) is therefore not available. The lowest 
r 
grid cell is normally inside the surface layer so that the deposition 
velocity, vd(z), can be expressed, by means of a resistance law, in 
tenlS of the deposition velocity at a reference height; that is, 
vd(zr)' On integrating equation (3.9lb) and rearranging the term 
(McRae et al. 1982), 
= vd(z )/[1 + vd(z )R(z,z )] r r r (3.92) 





J ... K (z·) z v 
r 
(3.93) 
The deposition velocity is often expressed as a three-layer .odel 
= (r + r + r ) -1 
a s c 
(3.94) 
where r is the aerodynamic resistance and is identified as R(Z,Zl)· 
a 




where B- 1 is the surface transfer coefficient. Shephard (1974) took 
kB- 1 to be equal to 2. Wesely and Hicks (1977) suggested that, for 
SOa, kB- 1 = 2,6. Scire et ale (1984) used the same value for NOx and 
HNO" and a constant value of r = 10 s/em for SO~a-and NO;. 
s 
The surface resistance represents the resistance to transfer across 
the quasi -laminar layer surrounding smooth surfaces. The aerodyn8Jllic 
resistance is the resistance to pollutant transfer through the 
atmospheric surface layer. The canopy resistance is the resistance 
to transfer on the surface or within the plant, which will be the 
final resting place of the pollutant. 
The rate at which pollutants are deposited depends on the state of 
the at.osphere, surface characteristics, and the pollutant 
properties. Factors influencing dry deposition removal rates have 
been sUlBlarised by Sehmel (1980). 
Shieh et ale (1979) estiaated the dry deposition of SOa as a function 
of land use, stability, and tille of day, for the eastern parts of the 
United States. Scire et ale (1984) stated that the canopy resistance 
for HNO, could be assumed to be zero because it is very soluble and 
highly reactive. Canopy resistances for NO I were detenained as a 
function of stability conditions: r = 1,3 sIca for stable 
c 
conditions, rc = 5,0 sIca for neutral conditions, and rc = 15,0 sIca 
for unstable conditions 
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Where pollutants are particles, greater than 1 JlfIJ in ' size, 
gravitational settling and particle inertia are u.portant. A 
sedimentation velocity, which affects the plUlle as a whole, is 
nonaally introduced. So, for instance, Baron et a1. (1949) and 
Overcamp (1976) in their treatilent of the Gaussian pluae equation, 
replaced z with z + v x/u in both the objective and u.age teras (see s 
Section 3.2.1. for the definition of the objective and i.age terms). 
On the other hand, when dealing with the advection-diffusion 
equation, a coefficient of constant velocity can be introduced. 
3. 2. LAGRANG IAN TRAJECTORY t«>DELS 
The Lagrangian approach to describing the dispersion of pollutants is 
concerned with the behaviour of representative fluid particles 
relati ve to the lIOving fluid. The fundBllental Lagrangian 
relationship for the .ean concentration of a species in a turbulent 
fluid in which there are sources is 
..... 
<C(x,t» = III Q(x,tlxo,to) <C(xo,to»dxo --..... t 
+ III I Q(x,tlx·,t·) sex' ,t· )dt·dx· (3.96) -- to 
Q(x,tlxo,t o) is the transitional probability density defined as the 
probability density that a particle at xo' at tiae to, will undergo a 
displac~nt to x, at tiae t. S(x,t) is the spatial-temporal 
distribution of particle sources (units of particles per unit volume 
per unit ti.e). If equation (3.96) is slightly modified 
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(Seinfield, 1975), a first-order chemical decay is described; 
+- t 
<C(x,t» = III Q(x,tlx.,to)<C(x.,to»exp[-I k(t")dt"]dx. 
~ to 
(3.97 ) 
If the turbulence is stationary and homogeneous, the transition 
probability of a particle, Q, depends only upon the displacements in 
time and space, and not on where or when the particle was introduced 
into the flow. Under these circumstances and for special cases, in 
addition to empirical data, it is possible to propose forms for Q. 
The Gaussian puff formula and Gaussian plume formula result from the 
assumption of normal forms for Q. 
It is also possible to express <C(x,y,z,t», derived from the basic 
Lagrangian equation, as a differential equation (Seinfeld 1975). The 
diffusion of a particle in a turbulent fluid is considered to be a 
Markov process. Hence, the random coaponent of the velocity of any 
particle, v! (t) has a correlation function R .. (t;t) = <v! (t)v'. (t+t» 
1 1J 1 J 
(Seinfeld 1975, Pasquill 1974), which vanishes sufficiently rapidly 
with increasing t so that a time scale 
00 
T .. = <v·.(t)v·.( t » -l I R . . (t ;t)dt 
1J J J 0 1J 
(3.98) 
exists for all possible values of t and all possible points of 
release of the particle. The motion of any particle at any time will 
be statistically independant of its motion prior to the time t - At 
as long as 
At » max T .• 
i,j 1J 
(3.99) 
Therefore, provided that At sati sfies equation (3.99), particle 
diffusion in a turbulent fluid i s a Markov process. Then, if the 




the differential equation 
a<C> + ~(u . <c» 
at aXJ J 
1 a2 = w ~(K . . <c» - k(t)<C> + S(x,t) 
~ ax . JJ 
J 
(3.101) 
describes the concentration distribution. 
equation (3.100), that 
It is clear from 
Ir.. = 2<v·. 2 >r . . (3.102) 
JJ J JJ 
The differential equations resulting from the Eulerian and Lagrangian 
approaches are essentially identical. The only difference between 
the two lies in their respective diffusion terms. 
3.2.1. Analytical Relationships 
Empirical data (Monin and Yaglom 1971) indicate that Q obeys a 
multidimensional normal distribution. For an inert species, 
substitution of such a distribution into equation (3.96) leads to the 
different Gaussian formulae. So, for an instantaneous point source 
at xo' Yo' Zo with a mean wind u = U and a .ass of M grams, the well 




= (21f) II 20 (t~o (t)o (t) exp '-20-Z-(t-)--
x y z x 
(Y-Yo)Z~ (Z-ZO)2] 
202 (t) 202 (t) 
y Z 
(3.103) 
where 0 , a , a are the variances of the Gaussian distribution on x y z 
the x, y and z axes. It is clear that the distribution frOil a 
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continuously emitting point source is the superposition of an 
infini te nUJllber of over lapping puffs carried along the x axis by a 
mean wind U; in other words, the integral of equation (3.103) over 
the range --- to t. This integration can only be perfonaed if the 
turbulent velocities are assumed to be sllall relative to the mean 
velocity (Seinfeld 1975). A further assUIIPtion neglects turbulent 
diffusion in the x-direction. This is equivalent to asslDling that 
the continuous plume consists of an infinite number of discs lying 
perpendicular to the direction of the mean velocity. The steady 
state solution, then, is the integration of equation (3.103) from ---
to -+-
<C(x,y,z» = _________ M __ I ______ -eexp [-
2na (x-xo)o (x-xo)U 
y z 
(Y-Yo) 2 
20 2(X-X ) y 0 
(3.104) 
where M' is the source strength in g/sec. 
(3.104) hold for an unbounded atJlOsphere. 
Equations (3.103) and 
If pollutants do not 
deposit on the ground, then the ground is considered to be an 
impenetrable barrier to diffusion. By the method of images (Sutton 
1953, Seinfeld 1975) the boundary condition is easily included in the 
above models. The effect of the iJlpervious surface is accounted for 
by introducing an identical source (image) at x = x., y = Yo, 
z = -zo' where Zo is the height frOll which the pollutants are 
emitted. The required concentration at any point in space z > 0 is 
then equal to the sum of the concentrations from the two sources. 
For an instantaneous point source, equation (3.103) is .adified to 
[ 
(x-xo-Ut) 2 
<C(x,y,z,t» = M exp ____ _ 
(2n)·/20 (t)a (t)o (t) 2a2 (t) 
x Y z x 
+ exp 
(3.105) 
A su.ilar expression exists for a continuous point source. 
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The above equations can be simplified even further for line- and 
area-sources. For a continuous, effectively infinite, line source 
extended across the wind, the pollutant distribution may be described 
by (Sutton (1953» 
(C(x,t» = 
(3.106) 
where Mil is the source strength in g/s per unit length. It is also 
possible to obtain the previous relationships frOll the differential 
equation form (equation 3.104) by employing the method of Green's 
function (Seinfeld 1975). Suggested forms for the dispersion in the 
case of an elevated inversion layer can be found in Seinfeld (1975). 
Generally, a technique similar to the ground-level reflection is 
employed. The sum of the reflections due to the inversion, 
is added to the exponential ter.s in equations (3.104) and (3.105). 
Seinfeld (1975) suggested that four terms are usually sufficient to 
approximate the summation closely enough. 
3.2.2. The Diffusivity Coefficients o~ and 0z 
Most practical studies of the dispersion of pollutants have e.ployed 
the set of empirical correlations for a a and a that Pasquill 
x' y z 
(1961) and Gifford (1961) used. Based on experimental observations 
of the dispersion of plu.es, Pasquill (1961) suggested six categories 
of stability. Stability curves for the various stability classes 
provide, for a continuous pllDle, the diffusivity coefficients as a 
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function of downwind distances. Numerous stability classification 
schemes have subsequently been developed: Brookhaven (Singer et al. 
1966), Turner stability classification (Turner 1964), and Refinery 
Directive Index (Raffinerieerlap 1975). These stability 
classification schemes are expressed in terms of fundamental weather 
observations. So, for example, 
Directive Index classification 
the Gifford, Turner, and Refinery 
schemes employ wind-speed, cloud 
cover, and an estiaate of the solar elevation angle. Other schemes 
incorporate the Richardson number (Pasquill and Smith 1971) or the 
standard deviation of the horizontal wind direction (Chapter 2) 
(Gifford 1968). Some classification schemes are compared by Sedefian 
and Bennett (1980), and Gifford (1976) and Weber (1976) summarize the 
various methods that relate the diffusion coefficients to the above 
stability classes. 
Single functional forms have also been presented. 
Konicek (1972) used the standard deviation of wind direction 
fluctuations and the lapse rate to develop an expression for the 
diffusion coefficients. Various ellPirical power-law forms are also 
available (see TadJlor and Gur (1969) for a sUlllll8.ry). 
In recent years, attention has been directed to detel'llining the 
diffusivity coefficients from Pasquill's (1971) relationships, which 
are 
a = a f (~ ) x u x L 
t a = a f (t) (3.107) y v y L 
a = a f (~ ) z w z L 
where a, a, and a are the standard deviations in the wind u v w 
components, and fx' fy' and fz are universal functions. tL is the 
Lagrangian tiae scale. The various forms for the universal functions 
f x' f y' and f z will be discussed in the next section (Section 
3.2.3.). 
A workshop (Hanna et al. 1977) on the available stability 
classification schemes, and methods for determining the para.eters a 
y 
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and a was held at the American Meteorological Society Headquaters 
z' 
(Boston, Massachussetts ) in June 1977. No single method was 
preferred: only recommendations for t he use of each method were 
given. Also, reasons were given for the unsuitability of certain 
methods. 
3.2.3. Taylor's Statistical Analysis 
An analysis of the complete statistical properties of a particle's 
motion for stationary, homogeneous turbulence was presented by Taylor 
(1921). For turbulence to be stationary and homogeneous, the 
relati ve particle distribution after an interval is independent of 
starting position and time. If X is the deviation, after a time T, 
due to the eddy velocity u ' , of a typical particle emitted from a 
continuous source, then the mean-square displaca.ent of the particle 






where the Lagrangian correlation coefficient, RL(t), is given by 
= 
t is the lag. 
< u'(t )u, ( t + t ) > 
< U,2 > (3.108) 
The Lagrangian correlation coefficient is an indication of the 
correlation between the turbulent components u,(t) and u,(t+t) 
separated in time by t. As these velocities derive from the sOlIe 
random process, this function is known as the Lagrangian 
autocorrelation coefficient. By definition, correlation coefficients 
are unity at zero lag. Eddy sizes are reflected in the sharpness at 
which RL (t) dnainishes wi th t . This can be indicated by the area 








, is known as the Lagrangian time-scale. Similar 
equations are found for the other coordinates. The displacements of 
a large number of particles can now be considered to be identical 
wi th the displacements of a single particle observed a number of 
times, provided that these particles do not affect the flow. The 
variances 0 , 0 , and 0 may therefore replace <X2 >, <y2>, and <Z2>, 
x y z 
and the diffusivity coefficient can now be related to the Lagrangian 




or for large t, 




where tl is the value beyond which ~ (0 re.ains zero. Ix is 
initially zero, then increases with time, at first linearly and then 
more slowly, and finally tends towards the constant value given by 
equation (3.112). 
In practice the Lagrangian fluctuations are difficult to measure. 
Eulerian fluctuations, on the other hand, are more easily determined. 
The Eulerian systea refers to a particle or small eleaent of fluid 
passing through a fixed point in space at time t. In an effort to 
relate the two correlations resulting frOll the different reference 
frames, Hay and Pasquill (1959) hypothesised that 
= ~(t·) when t = pt· (3.113) 
The subscript E refers to the Eulerian autocorrelation obtained from 
.easurements at a fixed point. p is a constant. The equivalent tt.e 
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scales are related by: 
(3.114) 
Although the constants are scattered (1.1 to 8.5), Hay and Pasquill 
(1959) found that, on average, p = 4. 
Various forms for the Lagrangian and Eulerian autocorrelations have 
been suggested (Sutton 1953, Pas qui 11 1974). These are all 
approximated forms as no expression has yet been found, by exact 
analysis, in a anisotropic field. The exponential form 
R(t) = exp{;t} 
L 
(3.115) 
was used by Taylor in his original discussion. The cross-wind spread 
of particles, using this expression, is 
= (3.116) 
where 0 2 replaces <u' 2> • Nemaann (1978) found this form to agree u 
well with data in the Pasquill stability categories A to F. Explicit 
power-law forms of RCt) have also been suggested. Sutton (1953) used 
the fona, 
= (3.117) 
and siJailar forms for the y- and z- directions, where lJ is the 
kinematic viscosity of air. Using these relationships, Sutton (1953) 








with similar expressions for C and c. Expressions for continuous y z 
point and line sources were also developed. 
In an alternative approach, Pasquill (1971) suggested a relationship 




= a Tf (T/tL) u x 
= a Tf (T/tL) v y 
= a Tf (T/tL) w z (3.119) 
where f , f , and f are universal functions. Irwin (1983) compared 
x y z 
several proposals for these universal functions, using data from 
field experiments. Irwin (1983) found that Draxler's (1976) forms 
gave the smallest fractional error and the smallest variance of the 
fractional errors. The Draxler (1976) forms were based on five 
ground source diffusion experiments and six elevated source diffusion 
experiments. To illustrate, the equation for lateral dispersion in 
the case of elevated releases is 





where T. was determined frOil a regression fit to the experimental 
1 
data. Draxler (1976) found that Ti - 1,64tL-
Wilson et ~l. (1981) showed that predictions from a numerical 
trajectory siaulation .ethod agreed closely with the Project Prairie 
Grass (Barad 1958) observations if the height dependence of the 




0,5z(1 - Si)" 




tL = O,5z (1 + 5r) 2 (3.122 ) 
for stable conditions, where L is the Monin-Qbukhov length. During 
neutral conditions, Reid (1979) found that 
tL = O,5z (3.123) 
This relationship was confirmed by Wilson et al. (1981) . 
Burger (1984) and Burger and Mulholland (1987) developed a continuous 
distribution aonitor incorporating a segmented plume model. A method 
for estimating tL from on-line measurement was proposed. Draxler's 
(1976) universal forms for f were used. Using a first-order 
running-average technique, tEy and tEz were determined directly from 
measure.ents of Vi and Wi respectively. An aneJlOJleter-bivane was 
used for this purpose. tL was then related to tE using equation 
(3.114), with p = 4 (Hay and Pasquill 1959). 
3.2.4. Approxiaate Methods 
The plume IlOdel was derived under the assl1llPtion of spatial and 
temporal uniformity in wind and atmospheric stability. Other 
iIIportant factors, such as chesical reaction, shear effects, and 
buoyancy of the pluae, were not derived from the basic equations, and 
only approxiaate solutions exist. 
In an atteapt to .odel the effect of wind shear, Joynt and 
Blacban (1976) proposed a randOR-JIOtion type lIOdel. The vertical 
root-.ean-square displace.ent in the z-direction was approximated by 
a = ./2za ~t z w (3.125) 
provided that ~t ~ t
L
, 
Lagrangian time scale. 
(1921) statistical theory. 
where ~t is the tiJle step and tL the 
This equation was derived frOil Taylor's 
The particle probability distribution was 
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assumed to be a three-dimensional normal distribution and the 
surfaces of equal probability are ellipsoidal. The length of the 
vertical axis, c, was chosen in such a way that the probability of 
the particle moving in the z-direction, and staying inside the 
ellipsoid, is 0,5; 
i.e. , c = 0,6750 z (3.126) 
The vertical-to-horizontal axis-length ratio's were estiJIated from 
observations lIade under differing stability conditions. Particles 
were then lIoved randomly to a point on the ellipsoidal surface. This 
IIOdel was applied to the steady release of SOz in Melbourne, 
Australia, and generally over-predicted. 
Shieh (1978) developed a puff diffusion model which included wind 
shear and dynamic plume rise. Each puff was represented by a set of 
six tracer particles which define the shape, size, and location of 
the puff. Assuming a three diJlensional normal distribution, the 
concentration distribution of each puff is determined by fitting an 
ellipsoid to the cluster of six particles. The particle locations 
are ca.puted at each ti.e step taking into account advection, 
diffusion, wind shear, and entraiDJlent of 8Jlbient air during ph.-e 
rise. In deriving the appropriate plu.e rise equations, the 
assumptions of Morton et al. (1956) were adopted. Application of 
this nUllerical lIOdel to typical atmospheric conditions showed that 
wind shear plays an important role and should not be neglected. The 
results indicated that the conventional puff model overestimated by a 
factor of 2 the concentrations at one standard deviation above the 
pluae centre, and underesttaated by the same factor, below the plume 
centre, at 600m downstream from the source. 
The simplest way in which cheaical reaction can be included in the 
puff lIOde1 is to 1lU1 tip1y the concentration distribution with the 
decay parameter (Turner 1964) 
exp (-D(t-t o» (3.127) 
where D is a reaction constant, and t - to the tiJle of travel. 
Similarly, washout in rain may be included using a decay parameter as 
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indicated in equation (3.86) (Chamberlain (1953», 
exp (-ItX/u) (3.128) 
where A is the washout coefficient (Section 3.1.4.2). This 
coefficient is a function of the rate of rainfall and the terminal 
velocity of the pollutant. A series of A-curves as a function of the 
these parameters can be found in Chamber lain ( 1953) ( also Pasqui 11 
1974) . 
An al ternati ve way to include reactions in plumes is to treat the 
plume as a well-mixed box (Cocks, Fletcher and Kallend 1983) in a 
Lagrangian reference frame. Diffusion is not treated explicitly; 
hence the chemical equations can be included separately. A similar 
approach was suggested by Ludwig (1981). The model uses a gridded 
emission inventory and assumes that the emissions for a finite time 
period are introduced into an array of boxes of uniform and finite 
depth lying above the emission grid. The arrays of boxes are then 
moved after each time step according to the prevailing wind fields. 
Boxes are only allowed to grow in the vertical. Box-growth and 
inter-box transfers are determined by at.aspheric stability 
conditions. 
Random--walk (motion) theories have becOJle very popular in recent 
years. Obukhov (1959) proposed that atmospheric diffusion could be 
represented by a continuous Markov process consisting of an air 
particle's coordinates and it's velocity. Lin and Reid (1963) and 
Monin and Yaglom (1967) summarised some of the earlier develo~nts. 
Recently, Yaglom (1977a) gave a detailed review, and Sawford (1984) 
presented a overview on the basis and limitations of the Langevin 
equation in at.ospheric dispersion .adelling. Fro. the statistics of 
the trajectories of thousands of fluid elements tracked individually 
through the at.asphere the Langevin models predict the concentration 
field downwind of a given source. Random walk theories can be stated 
in various forms. Langevin's equat i on for the velocity of Brownian 
motion (e.g. Gifford 1982) takes the form 
dv v 
at + tL = A(t) (3.129) 
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where v is the y component of the particle's velocity, tL is the 




is a Gaussian white-noise stochastic process, i.e. assuming 
A(t) to have a flat spectrum and zero mean. Smith (1968) used a 
linear velocity relationship 
vet + llt) = RLy(llt)V(t) + A(t+llt) (3.131) 
where R (llt) is the Lagrangian autocorrelation function with lag llt. Ly 
A (t+llt) is a random variable, the properties of which are chosen so 
as to ensure that the particles move in accordance with the specified 
turbulence statistics and mean wind profile (Ley and Thomson 1983). 
A number of Monte-Carlo models based on equation (3.131) (Hanna 1979, 
Reid 1979, Ley 1982) have been proposed. Recently, Saith and 
Thompson (1984) proposed a JIOdified fOnl of the randa. walk lIOdel 
(integral equation .ethod) which avoids having to inefficiently 
determine thousands of trajectories. This model ca.pared very well 
with the .ore conventional randa. walk techniques. 
Venkatraa (198Oa) lIOdelled the dispersion of elevated releases in a 
convective boundary layer. The lIOdel compared favourably with the 
data of Weil (1977). Encouraged by the favourable results, Venkatram 
and Vet (1981) .odified the .odel to include recent developments in 
dispersion occuring in convective conditions. 
Differences in the surface te.perature of land and sea (lake) in a 
littoral environment leads to the development of a theraal internal 
boundary layer. This boundary layer starts at the shoreline and 
increases in height with distance inland. The region below the 
internal boundary layer is unstable, whereas the region over the 
water and above the internal boundary layer is stable. This 
situation is difficult to modelj conventional Gaussian lIOdels cannot 
be used without some lIOdification. Several approaches at .odelling 
this situation have been atta.pted (Van Dop et al. 1979, Misra 1980). 
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Practical applications for real-time usage of the Gaussian puff model 
are numerous. Associated with each application is a slight 
modification to the model . Van Egmond and Kesseboom (1983) adapted 
the Gaussian puff .odel to predict the distribution of mesoscale SOa 
distribution over the Netherlands (400km x 400km area). The model 
was modified to incorporate three vertical layers (surface, mixing, 
and reservoir layer) . The concentration distribution was transformed 
to an Eulerian grid with a horizontal grid spacing of l5km. The 
resolution of the model was improved t o about lkm by introducing 
plume segments when the puff diameters were smaller than the grid 
spacing. 
To improve on the computation time required to add the contributions 
from each Gaussian puff, segmented plume models have been suggested. 
Gifford (1959) represented the plume as a series of discs in a plane 
normal to the mean wind direction. In the model proposed by Shiozawa 
et ai. (1975), the discs were assumed to follow the flow of the mean 
wind field. Each disc was described by the plume equation. Model 
calculations agree well with observed data. As a result of the 
minimal time required in calculating the distribution, Burger (1984) 
used a slightly modified form of Shiozawa et ai's (1975) approach in 
an on-line prediction application. A full-scale (-lOkm) experiment 
at an industrial site gave satisfactory agreement with S02 
measurements. The one deficiency of segmented plume and disc models 
is their ability to sillUlate calm wind conditions. Instead of 
segments, Smith et ai . (1983) proposed a real-time variable 
trajectory model (TRAGGY) , whereby the puffs are assumed to have a 
uniform puff concentration in the vertical. These "puffs", 
therefore, are vertical cylinders. This assumption reduces the 
computation cost and consequently the model is attractive for use in 
real-time accident situations. 
One of the aost iJDpOrtant aspects of all puff models is the 
determination of the puff release rate, At. If At is too large 
r r 
serious errors in the plume description result, whereas if At is too 
r 
small, serious problems in cOliputer storage and computation time 
develop. Ludwig et al. (1977 ) proposed a reasonable solution to 
these probleJIS. In their investigations, puff siJlUlations with 
varying separation distances were cOllPared with the Gaussian plume 
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simulation under the same conditions. It was found that, along a 
line parrallel to the plume, puff separation distances of less than 
20 caused variabilities of only a few per cent. Greater separations 
y 
introduced unacceptable errors. At closer separations (less than 
2a ), puffs merged to form a single puff. Zanetti (1981) modified 
y 
the application to handle non-stationary, non-homogeneous, and calm 
wind conditions. 
3.2.5. Buoyant Plumes 
As the JlaxillUll mean ground-level concentration of effluents frca a 
source at height H is roughly inversely proportional to H2, the 
amount by which a plume rises is an ilIIportant factor in reducing 
ground level concentrations. Plume rise hh is given by the elevation 
of the plume centreline above the stack outlet as a function of 
distance x downwind of the stack. Calculating plume rise from 
empirical formulae has led to much confusion because lIany of these 
formulae give different answers - often by a factor of 10 or more. 
This process is very cQJIPlex, and understandably no cOJIPlete and 
exact theory has emerged. Most plume rise equations were developed 
for uniform or saoothly-varying atmospheres. A buoyant plume rises 
as a result of the difference in densities between the plume and the 
ambient air. Plume rise is dependent on plt1lle growth. As the plume 
rises, outside air will be entrained into the plume as a result of 
turbulence. The density deficit depends on the te.perature of the 
entrained air. Theoretically, then, a buoyant plume in neutral and 
unstable conditions continues to rise indefinitely, however, in real 
situations the plume eventually loses its identity because of 
diffusion. Three types of plume are usually observed. When the 
initial buoyancy is much larger than the initial aomentum (i.e. 
efflux velocity) the pllDle is known as a buoyant plume. When 
buoyancy and momentum are approximately equal, it is known as a 
forced plume, and when the initial momentum is higher than the 
initial buoyancy it is known as a jet. 
Some analytical approaches exist (Batchelor 1954. Morton et al. 1956. 
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Slawson and Csanady 1967). A summary of these approaches is given in 
Seinfeld (1975). Glendening et al. (1984) presented an improved 
analytical plume-rise formulation for stable conditions with complex 
vertical structure. These analytical approaches normally make use of 
numerous assuaptions, some of which are neither necessary nor 
physically proven. By far the majority of formulae are empirical. 
Su.oaries of these forms are given in Pasquill (1974) and Strom 
(1976). There exist two types of plume rise equations: (a) plUlle 
rise as a function of distance Ah(x), and (b) final rise Ah formulae. 
Only the former type will be discussed. Numerous investigators have 
used the "2/3 law" for buoyant plume rise. This is also known as the 
"Briggs equation" (Briggs 1969). Briggs (1969) found the following 
form, for all stabilities, from his theoretical development, 
where 
with 
Ah(x) = (3.132) 
= 1,6 
~ r2(T -T)/T = flux buoyancy s s s s = 
(assuming that effluent has the same molecular 
weight and specific heat as air) 
g = acceleration due to gravity 
~ = effluent emission velocity at stack outlet s 
r = radius of stack outlet s 
T = absolute temperature of ambient air 
T = absolute temperature of effluent at stack s 
outlet and· 
H < 305. s 
H > 305. s 
(3.133) 
where H is the stack height. s Beyond x*, a more accurate 




Briggs (1969) added that equation (3.132) should not be used at 
distances greater than x=5x*. Actual plUlle rise can vary from 
calculated values by 10 per cent for flat terrain and as much as 40 
per cent for complex terrain. 
Rittmann (1982) found that when stack-tip downwash was unlikely to 
happen, plume rise (for Fb < 100 m4 sec-') was typically 70-75% of the 
value predicted by the Briggs equation for neutral and stable 
conditions. For sources experiencing severe downwash, plume rise was 
about 44% of the predicted value. 
Various laws for plume penetration of an elevated inversion have been 
suggested. These will not, however, be discussed here. 
3.3. HYBRID TRAJECTORY MODELS 
There are a few hybrid approaches in which the age of the puff (as a 
function of distance) is introduced into the Eulerian grid models. 
Early attempts by Peters and Klinzing (1971) and Heines and Peters 
(1973) used the functional form Kox 
II for the vertical eddy 
diffusivity in the advection-diffusion equation. Gillani (1978) 
proposed a more realistic approach which included the effect of the 
growing cloud. The following diffusivity foras were used : 
~ = ~(t)x" 
K 
x ., 
= K (-) K (z,t) (1.135) v VII x v r 
where "0 = 3 0,4(1 - r) ILl> 3 
= 0,42 near neutral cases 
{ ~o x ~ 3h ., = p 
x > 3h p 
and 
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KH(t) = the horizontal diffusivity at the time of 
release 
K = the maximum value of K during the entire 
VJI v 
duration of application of the model. 
K (z,t) = the vertical diffusivity as a function of 
v 
height at the time of release. 
x = reference distance within which the action of 
r 
the entire spectrum of turbulence has been felt 
by the spreading plume (Gillani used x =3h ). 
r p 
Draxler (1979) provides an alternative to the above hybrid approach. 
In Draxler's model, the Lagrangian trajectory is used to simulate 
horizontal transport and diffusion, and an Eulerian grid technique is 
used to simulate vertical diffusion. Puffs are advected normally and 
the horizontal spread is assumed to be of Gaussian form. Vertical 
diffusion is allowed to be a function of height as well as of time of 
travel. A finite difference model is run with each trajectory. 
Diffusion takes place in a vertical column with a horizontal area of 
unity and divided vertically into 20 boxes of various heights. The 




4. MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
The aim of the present study is to produce a high resolution 
pollutant distribution model for small to .eso-scale simulations. 
The package should be self-contained, easily adaptable to include 
recent developments, and easy to apply to an air pollution 
application. Over and above these requirements, four additional 
areas need to be emphasised: 
User-friendly 
Execution speed 
(i) The user must be able to choose fro. a wide 
range of .eteorogical Deasure.ent input options, 
( ii ) The output must be clear and easily 
interpretable (i.e., concentration isopleths 
instead of grid point concentrations values), 
(iii) The package should run on any aediua-sized 
computer without major modifications to the source 
code (i.e., self-contained), 
(iv) A choice of graphic terminals .ust be 
supported, 
(v) Predictions must be provided at any time 
interval and at any height. 
Execution of the model must be as fast as possible 





Minimal random access memory must be required 
(i) Realistic simulation of the wind field and 
hence wind and diffusivity profiles. It should 
allow the inclusion of topography and temperature 
anomalies. 
(ii) It must allow spatial and temporal variations 
of wind and temperature structure, including 
variations of boundary layer height. 
(iii) The model must be able to deal with 
completely arbitrary distributions of sources with 
variable emission rates . 
(i v) It must adequately treat removal mechanisms 
such as chemical react ions, washout in rain, and 
dry deposition. 
(v) It must permit the rise of buoyant plumes. 
(vi) Realistic simulation of the diffusion 
process. 
The package can conveniently be subdivided into five modules: (1) the 
installing module where all fixed parameters (topography, weather 
station and source positions, graphics, configuration, etc.) are 
specified, (2) the meteorological sub-module in which raw 
meteorological data are manipulated into usable parameters, (3) the 
three-dimensional wind field module, (4) the dispersion module, and 
(5) the concentration distribution display module. 
The major objective of the submeteorological module is to determine 
the parameters describing the wind field, from available 
measurements. Often upper air data are unavailable. In such cases, 
existing parameterisations, based on surface layer similarity theory, 
are used to determine the boundary layer height and outer layer 
winds. Once the necessary parameters are extracted from the 
measurements, the three-dimensional wind field can be constructed. 
A mass consistent wind field can be obtained from sophisticated 
prognostic models, but more often their complexity does not uphold 
the quality of the input data. It was decided to only consider 
diagnostic models. As indicated in Section 2.4, diagnostic models 
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consist of three processes: 
(a) Interpolation of sparce data onto a rectangular 
coaputational grid; 
(b) Reduction of anomalous divergence in the surface layer using 
an objective analysis procedure; and, 
(c) Application of the continuity equation to construct a 
three-dimensional wind field. 
The inverse square weighting interpolation scheme (Section 2.4.2.1.) 
has proved to be adequate in interpolating wind measurements (Goodin 
et ai. 1979) . This is the easiest and most used interpolation 
scheme. The divergence reduction technique of Endlich (1967) has the 
advantage over the variational technique of Sasaki (1970) in that the 
it does not require boundary conditions for the continuity equation. 
The former technique also reduces the divergence to much lower 
values. The suggestion of Liu and Goodin (1976), to keep the 
velocity fixed (or partially fixed) at weather station grid points, 
appears to be more realistic than the fixed vorticity technique of 
Endlich (1967). It was therefore decided to use the fixed station 
velocity technique for both the surface and outer layer, as applied 
by Goodin et ai. (1980). 
Al though Lagrangian trajectory models 
computation effort than Eulerian grid 
generally require 
models, they have 
less 
many 
limitations. The Gaussian plume and puff models are derived under 
very strict and not always practical conditions. Modifications to 
include wind shear are 
parameterised. Random 
based on intuition and are hence highly 
motion methods, on the other hand, can 
accoJIDDodate wind shear, and spatial and temporal variations of 
characteristic parameters, but they generally require a considerable 
amount of computer memory and make it difficult to use for .ultiple 
sources. Grid methods allow rigorous treatment of the effects of 
variable boundary conditions and variations of wind and diffusivity 
structures. These models can also treat non-linear chemical 
processes. However, the few analytical expressions, derived from the 
advection-diffusion equation, are very limited in their usage. Most 
numerical approximations of the advection-diffusion equation have the 
disadvantage of losing accuracy as a result of time and space 
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discretisations. The moments method reduces the three-dimensional 
partial differential equation to two-dimensional (Mulholland 1977, 
1980) or one-dimensional (Saffman 1962) equations describing the 
characteristic parameters of the distribution (means, variances, 
skewness and flatness). A suitable numerical method is used to solve 
these equations. The disadvantage of the K-theory is its inability 
to treat the eddy diffusivity properly as the cloud grows, especially 
during convective conditions. This is as a result of first-order 
closure approximations. Higher-order and non-local closure models 
can be used to overcome this problem. However, higher-order closure 
models are generally complicated and difficult to implement, 
resulting in greater computation time. The spectral diffusivity 
assumption, introduced by Berkowitz and Prahm (1979), is a promising 
alternative, and can be applied to the advection-diffusion equation 
when using a pseudo-spectral method such as proposed by Christensen 
and Prahm (1976). This theory and other non-local closure theories 
are still relatively young and developing, but deserve serious 
attention. 
Considering the many suggestions, it remains a difficult task to 
choose a model, or to develop a new theory. Trajectory models are 
only suitable under simplified conditions. Analytical expressions 
based on the advection-diffusion equation suffer from too many 
limitations. A numerical solution of the advection-diffusion 
equation seems to be the only answer. Pseudo-spectral methods, 
applying the spectral diffusivity assumption, seem very promising. 
However, the moments method has two dist inct advantages: (I) the 
reduction of a three-dimensional grid system to a two- or 
one-dimensional system, resulting in a reduction of storage and 
computational requirements; and, (2) the concentration distribution 
can be reconstructed using an analytical expression. 
Often parts of the atmosphere will contain no pollutants, resulting 
in unnecessary storage of concentration values at the corresponding 
grid points. The moments method, on the other hand, provides the 
parameters describing the distribution and not grid point 
concentrations. Storage requirements are therefore reduced 
considerably. Incorporating the solved moments into a suitable 
distribution equation (e.g. Gaussian), allows high resolution when 
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reconstructing the concentration di stri bution . Conventional contouring 
routines require values (alt i tude or concentration ) at regular 
intervals in a fixed grid-matrix. The contour path is then found by 
interpolating between these values. This technique necessarily 
requires considerable memory, especially when fine resolution is 
required. Calculating the concentration for each grid point is also 
time consuming. Dayhoff (1963 ) described an algorithm for drawing 
contours of data in a two-dimensional array. This program is also 
explained in Monro (1983). The contouring program follows a contour 
from a starting point in one or two continuous movements (depending 
on whether the contour left the boundary of the drawing). Another 
routine (Monro 1983) is where four grid points, in a square, are 
considered in isolation. If a contour exists inside, it will be 
drawn from the one side to the other. Squares are traversed in rows 
and columns. These paths eventually combine to form the complete 
picture. A disadvantage of the latter technique is that line styling 
or smoothing is difficult to improve. 
A contouring method is now proposed were the contour is followed from 
a starting point in one continuous movement (similar to Dayhoff 
(1953», but only calculating the concentration in the neighbourhood 
of the contour, thus avoiding the storage of any concentrations. 
This also reduces the computation of unnecessary points. Line 
styling is easy to implement The only disadvantage with this 
method is that dosages cannot be accomodated since concentrations are 
not stored. 
Having identified the various aspects of the package, a summary of 
the proposed program is presented (Figure 4. 1. ) . The five modules 
are explained in more detail in the rest of the chapter. They are : 
(a) INSTAL - specification of all fixed parameters; 
(b) PREMET meteorological subprogram to determine the 
parameters for wind and diffusivity profiles from 
measurements; 
(c) METPAC - construction of a three-dimensional wind field; 
(d) DSPRSN - numerical treatment of the dispersion process; and, 
(e) ISPLTH - isopleth drawing routine and other output from the 
package. 
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Figure 4.1. A siMplified flowchart of the WIZARD package. 
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4.1. THE WIND FIELD MODEL 
The planetary boundary layer is divided into three layers: the 
surface layer and two layers in the outer layer. The parameters 
describing these layers are defined in Figure 4.2. It is assumed 
that the surface layer depth is a tenth of the boundary layer height, 
as used by Jennekes and Lumley (1972 ) and many others, i.e., 
h (x,y,t) = O,lh (x,y,t ) s p (4.1 ) 
Notice that the parameters hi, h I and h I are referenced to sea 
p m s ' 
level. The outer layer is divided into two layers equal in depth, 
~ho' 
It is widely accepted that the similarity theory of Monin and Obukhov 
( 1954) describes the wind and temperature profiles accurately in the 
surface layer. A relatively simple outer layer wind profile is 
assumed. This profile is based on the proposals of Arya (1984) and 
Wetzel (1982), for stable conditions (Figure 1.2 (a) ) , and a 
modification of Garratt et ai . (1982), Arya (1978) and Wyngaard 
et ai. (1974) , for unstable conditions (Figure 1.2(b) ) 
(i .e., excluding the entrainment zone ). The parameters describing 
the wind profile are defined in Figure 4.3. 
The mathematical representations for the wind and temperature 
profiles, in the surface layer , are according to the similarity 
theory. The wind profile is defined by (Section 2.1. ) 
u = u* z - ., (-) K m L 
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TABLE 4.1. A summary of the universal functions and corresponding 
integral forms for wind and temperature profiles. 
Z 
t = -L 
very stable · =. -m h-
"" =. 1~ m m Zo 










· =. -m h- 1 + fJt (Webb 1970: fJ = 5,2) 
(Table 2.3» 
• = 1 m 
"" = 1~ m Zo 
_1 -• = (1 Bl "t)" (Dyer and Hicks 1970: " = 
1 -
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"" = 2(tan-
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1 1 
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_1 
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(Carl et al. 1973: " = 
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are given by "m(i ) and "h(i ). Some integral forms for stable, 
neutral and unstable conditions are given in Table 2.3. Table 4.1. 
contains the universal functions and the corresponding integral forms 
used in this study. 
Above the surface layer , the wind profile follows a linear 
relationship. The wind speed is given by 
u = 





where ug = wind speed at the planetary boundary layer 
height, 
u = wind speed at the surface layer height, s 
ex = the angle of the wind at the boundary layer p 
height, 
ex = the angle of the wind in the surface layer s 
Sections 4.1.1. and 4.1.2. describe how the parameters for the wind 
profiles (equations (2.7 ) and (4.1)) are calculated from 
meteorological measurements. 
4.1.1. PREMET - Meteorological Subprogram for Determining Wind 
Field Parameters 
This module is considered as the "input processor". 
measurement categories are introduced: 
(a) surface layer measurements 
(b) outer layer wind measurements 
(c) boundary layer height measureJIents 
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Each category is further subdi vided to accolDllodate various 
measurement options. These options are discussed in the sections 
given below. 
Other variables which need to be specified, include: 
(a) Land/sea (lake) temperatures if necessary 
(b) rainfall rates at certain points 
As this is the first part of the program, all fixed parameters, such 
as topography, roughness lengths, weather station and source 
positions, and model parameters (e.g. grid sizes, and divergence 
tolerance values), are retrieved from the files created by INSTALL. 
It is also necessary to specify the following source variables : 
(a) source strength 
(b) source exit velocity 
(c) temperature of source exit gases 
4.1.1.1. Surface Layer Measurements. 
A brief discussion of each of the measurement options is presented. 
Eight possibilities are identified 
(a) wind velocity at one height and cloud coverj 
(b) wind velocity at one height and the variance of the azimuthj 
(c) wind velocity at one height, cloud cover and the average 
temperature; 
(d) wind velocity at one height and temperature at two heights; 
(e) wind velocity at two heights and temperature at two heights; 
(f) wind velocity at several heights; 
(g) wind velocity at one height and temperature at several 
heights 
(h) wind velocity and temperature at several heights. 
For an accurate 'description of the wind profile, the roughness length 
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must be specified as an independent variable. Any appropriate method 
described in Section 2.3.1, can be used to estimate Zo and d. 
If roughness length values and zero displacement distances are not 
known for every grid point, sparse values are interpolated. The 
logari thmic nature of the roughness length can be observed from 
Figure 2.3. Based on this idea, a logarithmic interpolation is used 
for both Zo and d. So for the roughness length at grid point i, j 















and r k .. is the distance from sparse point k to grid point (i,j). A ,lJ 
background on the techniques for determining the parameters u* and L 
is given in Section 2.3.2. and only deviations from these methods are 
discussed below. 
4.1.1.1.1. Wind velocity and cloud cover 
A slightly modified version of the Shir and Shieh (1974) method is 
used for this measurement option. An attempt to represent the 
information in Table 2.6. as linear relationships with wind speed and 
the appropriate weather conditions as independent variables, results 
in the following expressions for s 
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Daytime: (1 hour after sunrise ) 
(1 hour before sunset ) 
Incoming solar radiation 
s = 0,4167u - 3,5833 
s = 0,3905u - 2,9952 
s = 0,3357u - 2,3762 
Transient period: 1 hour before sunset 
s = 0,1213u - 1,0532 
Transient period: 1 hour after sunrise 
s = -0,1244u + 1,0347 
Nighttime: sunset to sunrise 
s = -0,2167u + 1,5333 











The correlation coefficients for these relationships are all above 
0,9. As indicated by the Pasquill stability classification, wind 
speeds above Bm/s result in neutral conditions. Maul's (1980) 
relationship for net solar radiation, R, is used to quantify the 
categories: "strong", "moderate" and "weak", i.e., 
as 
R = 950 r sinv 
c 
given in equation (2.60) 
Appendix B.l. It follows that 
634 5 R 5 950 
318 5 R 5 633 
0 5 R 5 317 







of cloud cover, 
(4.4) 
L is obtained frOll equation (2.55) with the s values supplied by 
equation (4.3). The friction velocity is then determined from 
equation (2.7) using the universal functions supplied in Table 4.1. 
4.1.1.1.2. Wind velocity and azimuth variance 
A similar treatment to Shir and Shieh (1974) is adopted for the 
second type of measurement. The par8Dleter s is defined according to 
the wind direction standard deviation aethod (Section 2.3.2., 
Table 2.8). This is given in Table 4.2. 
TABLE 4.2. Definition of the stability parameter, s, using the 
azimuth standard deviation. 
Stabili ty Class s , 
A -3 22,5 < 0, 
B -2 17,5 < 0, ~ 
C -1 12,5 < 0, ~ 
D ° 7,5 < 0, ~ E +1 3,75 < 0, ~ 






G +3 0, ~ 2,0 
Linear interpolation between the categories gives the appropriate 
s-values. L is determined from equation (2.55) and u* from 
equation (2.7). 
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4.1.1.1.3. Wind velocity, cloud cover and temperature 
When the wind velocity, the cloud cover and the average temperature 
is known, the energy budget method of De Bruin and Holtslag (1982) is 
used (Section 2.3.2.2. ) . A detailed treatment of the necessary 
equations is given in Appendix B.2. The sensible heat flux is 
determined from equation (2.59). The friction velocity is then 
estimated from equation (2. 7), i nitially taking the inverse of the 
Monin-0bukhov length to be zero. This calculated friction velocity 
is then used, together with the sensible heat flux, to determine an 
improved Monin-Obukhov length from equation (2.4). The iteration 
process proceeds until the difference in the friction velocity is 
less than 0,01 per cent. 
4.1.1.1.4. Wind velocity and two temperature measurements 
There are three possibile ways to specify two temperatures and a wind 
measurement, viz, 
(a) wind velocity and top temperature at the same height 
(b ) wind velocity and temperatures at different heights 
(c) wind velocity and temperature on different masts. 
When all the measurements are on different masts, it is assumed that 
the temperatures vary less spatially than the wind speed. 
Temperatues are then assumed at the corresponding heights on the wind 
mast. 
When the wind velocity and top temperature are at the same height, 
the bulk Richardson number (equation 2.67 (b » relates the 
Monin-Obukhov length to the measured quantities. It was decided to 
use the exact integral forms rather than the approximations of Joynt 
and Blackman (1976), Shultz (1979) , or Barker and Baxter (1975) 
1 
(Section 2.3.2.3. ) . L is initially taken as zero (neutral 
conditions). An improved value is obtained from equation (2.68) and 
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the iteration proceeds until the error in the estimation of u* is 
less than 0,01 per cent. 
The previous method requires that the wind speed and top temperature 
be at the same height. This is generally not the case and the 
definition of the bulk Richardson number, as given by equation 
(2.67a), is used. The same iterative procedure as above is used to 
1 
estimate y and u*. 
4.1.1.1.5. Two wind and temperature measurements 
The same treatment as in Section 4.1.1.1.4 is adopted when 
measurements of wind and temperature are on different masts. Since 
two wind speed and temperature measurements are available, the 
approximate Richardson number, as defined by equation (2.63) (Paulson 
1970), can be used. The Monin-obukhov length is related to the 
Richardson number according to equation (2.64). The approximations 
1 of Binkowski (1975) are used to calculate y. 
Berkowicz and Prahm (1982) indicated that non-trivial solutions exist 
only when 
Ri < 0,2 
Above this value, neutral conditions exist. 
4.1.1.1.6. Wind and temperature profiles 
When more than two wind and/or temperature measurements are available 
at different heights, the numerical treatment of Lo (1978) is adopted 
(Appendix C). This treatment is based on the least-square error 
method. Wind and temperature measurements are treated individually, 
even when supplied on the same mast. The resulting Monin-Obukhov 
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length is then the average obtained from the two profi les. The 
atmospheric stability condition is easily determined from the 
temperature profile. The situation is more difficult when only a 
wind profile is available. Unstable conditions normally exist during 
daytime and stable conditions during nighttime. A more general 
method is proposed. The approximate quadratic equation for unstable 
conditions, given by Shultz (1979), is used to calculate an initial 
value for L. Lo's (1978) least square-error method, when applied to 
to this approximation, results in a cubic equation. The analytical 
solution to this cuibic equation is given in Appendix 0.1. It is 
found that the closest root to zero gives the best initial condition. 




The initial value of L, obtained from Shultz's 
is therefore used to establish the stability 
The least-square-error forms derived from the similarity forms are 
also given in Appendix D. An explicit equation is derived for stable 
conditions. The secant method was used to establish the 
Monin-obukhov length during unstable conditions (Appendix 0.3). 
4.1.1.2. Outer Layer 
Three possibilities are accounted for: 
(a) no upper air data 
(b) one wind speed at a height above the surface layer 
(c) more than one wind speed above the surface layer 
When no upper air measurements are available, parametric forms, based 
on similarity theory, are used. The parametric forms proposed by 
Hess et a1. (1981) are used for neutral conditions (equation (2.37» 
and the equations proposed by Yamada (1976) for non-neutral 
conditions (equation (2.38». These equations provide the average 
wind components in the boundary layer. 
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When only one .easur~ent is available in the outer layer, a linear 
equation is fitted through this point and the wind speed at the 
surface layer height, below this point. 
The outer layer wind profile is represented by equation (4.la). With 
wind speeds available at different heights, a linear regression of 
the data points, using the Jlethod of least-squares, provides the 
parameters for the equation. 
4.1.1.3. Boundary Layer Height 
The available options to specify the boundary layer height are: 
(a) no upper-air measurement 
(b) temperature profile 
(c) Doppler acoustic sounder 
(d) user-estimates of the boundary layer height 
For the case where no Jleasura.ent is available and no user-supplied 
estimates are given, Zilitinkevich's (1972) diagnostic relationships 
are used. These are: equation (2.41), for neutral conditions, and 
equation (2.42), for stable conditions. During unstable conditions, 
the suggestions of Davenport (1965) (Section 2.2.4) are used. 
If hourly upper air t~erature measurements are available and in 
sufficiently small ' vertical intervals, the inversion height is easily 
inferred frODl the change in temperature gradient. When, however, 
long tille intervals exist between t~erature readings (e.g, early 
aorning and early evening soundings) the growth of the mixing layer 
is calculated using the prognostic equation suggested by Van Dop 
et al. (1982) (equation (2.46». During stable and neutral 
conditions, the diagnostic proposals discussed in the previous 
paragraph are used. 
Specification of the vertical intensity signal is required when 
Doppler acoustic soundings are available. The height at which the 
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most vertical intensity signals are observed, corresponds to an 
inversion height (Wyckoff et al. 1973). 
Fixed or time-variant boundary layer heights can also be supplied by 
the user. 
4.1.2. METPAC-Construction of a Three-Dimensional Wind Field 
The wind profile parameters in figure 4.1., specified at each grid 
point in a two dimensional matrix of m by n points, define the 
three-dimensional wind field. The purpose of this JIOdule is to 
calculate these parameters, gi ven the parameters determined at the 
measuring points in PREMET. The atmospheric boundary layer is 
di vided into three horizontal layers, (figure 4.2). The surface 
layer with thickness h , is the lowest layer. The two outer layers s 
are of equal thickness. The first of these outer layers lies between 
h+h h+h 
( s p s • hs and 2 ). The second layer lies between 2 and hp. The 
following steps comprise the basic algorithm: 
STEP 1.: Calculate the boundary layer height at each horizontal 
grid point. Interpolate fro. .easureJIent points if 
necessary 
linear) . 
using a 1 weighting -r 
STEP 2.: The surface layer wiDd field. 
function (inverse 
STEP 2.1. Calculate the average wind speed at all measuring 
points using the profile parameters determined in 
PRBMBT and the integrated foI"llS of the profiles 
given in Table 4.1. 
STEP 2.2. Determine the initial surface wind field from the 
sparse averaged wind measurements employing a 1 r2 
weighting function. 
STEP 2.3. Introduce topography into the forcing function, if 
supplied, using the llethod of Scholtz and 
Brouckaert (1978). 
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STEP 2.4. Include temperature anomalies according to the 
method of Anderson (1971), if necessary. 
STEP 2.5. Construct the surface layer wind field and reduce 
the ana.alous divergence using the fixed station 
velocity technique of Liu and Goodin (1976). 
STEP 2.6. Determine the profile parameters u* and L for each 
grid point. 
STEP 3.: Outer layer wind field. 
STEP 3.1. Transform the sea-level coordinate system to a 
coordinate system in which the vertical coordinate 
has its origin at the surface layer height. 
STEP 3.2. Determine the average wind speed for each of the 
two outer layers at the upper air measuring 
points. 
STEP 3.3. Interpolate/extrapolate the average wind speeds 
determined in STEP 3.2. to other grid points using 
1 . ht' f t ' a - we1g 1ng unc 1on. 
r 
STEP 3.4. Follow the method of Goodin et al. (1980) to 
construct a three-d~nsional wind field. 
Firstly, apply some smoothing to the initial wind 
field according to the empirical rules supplied by 
Goodin et al. (1980). 
STEP 3.5. Solve the three-dimensional continuity equation. 
STEP 3.6. Determine the parameters describing the outer 
layer profile i.e., u and a . 
g p 
The above steps are explained in more ~etail in the following 
sections. 
4.1.2.1. The Surface Layer Wind Field. 
It is assumed that the top of the boundary layer is not affected much 
by the topography due to the general stability of the atmosphere 
during stable conditions, and the fact that hp > h
t 
during unstable 
conditions. The boundary layer height, hp ' determined in PREMET, is 
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with reference to the ground level . The height at each grid point is 








= (4.5 ) 
= 
The surface layer wind profiles are described by the similarity 
relationships given in Table 4.1. To ~lement the divergence 
reduction technique, it is necessary to calculate the average wind 
veloci ties within the surface layer . Detailed derivation of the 
average wind speed in the surface layer is gi ven in Appendix F. 
During non-neutral conditions, the average wind speed is given by the 
contributions of the moderately stable (unstable) layer up to ILl, 
and the very stable (convective) layer form ILl up to the surface 
layer height, h . 
s 
The average wind speed in the unstable surface layer is given by: 
ILl where 0 = h 
s 
Uu = average wind speed for the layer between 
Zo and ILl 
(4.6) 
u = c average wind speed for the layer between ILl 
andh 
s 






- 1 J u. u = ILl k 'fm( t ) dz u - Zo 
Zo 
= k(,~i-zo){~ (bi - bo-) 
bL+l b,-l ]} 
+\L\ [2 (tan- 1bL - tan-1bo) - In (o:=! o:+I) L 0 
(4.7 ) 
1 1 41- -bL = (1-., )" = (1 + .,)" where 
1 Zo -
bo = ( 1 - "1)" 
and ., = 16 (Dyer and Hicks 1970) 
The average wind speed for the upper, convective part of the surface 





Z - 2x + 1 x = (1 - "t)- and y. = 
./.r 
Zo ~ 2x + 1 Xo = (1 - .,-)- Yo = L 
./.r 
and ., = 16 (Carl et al 1973) 
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The average wind speed during stable conditions is: 
-
~Ust + (l-~)u (4.9) u = v 
where ~ L = li s 
and ust = average wind speed in the layer Zo to L 
u = average wind speed in the layer between v 
L and h s 
The average wind speed for the moderately stable part is given by: 
= 
(4.10) 
where p = 5,2 (Webb 1970) 
The wind speed for the very stable upper part of the surface layer is 
given by: 
- 1 ~s u* ~ (~)d u = v n;=-r L K m L Z 
u*(I+P) h h 
= k(li
s
- L){hs(Ini; - 1) - hs(Ini; - I)} 
(4.11) 
where P = 5,2 (Webb 1970) 
Finally, the wind speed during neutral conditions is given by 
h 
- s 
u = h In -- - h + Zo 
s Zo S (4.12) 
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The initial estimate of the surface layer wind field is obtained by 
interpolating the average wind speeds at the measuring points to the 






R2 - r2 k, ij 
R2 + r
k







where R, for an area A with N stations, is (Stephens and Stitt 1970) 
R = p:7; 
The forcing function is then calculated (equation (2.77» to 
introduce topography (Scholtz and Brouckeart 1978) and temperature 
anomalies (Anderson 1971) to the surface layer wind field: 
= 
(4.13) 
or in finite difference form, 
x U(l J) S S 
[
_ . . {ht(i+l,j)-h (i+l,j)-ht(i-l,j)+h (i-l,j)} 
, Ax 
- V(l,J) s s 







Poisson's equation (Anderson 1971) 
. (x,y) 
can be solved using a numerical method such as the Successive 
Over-Relaxation method (S.O.R) or the Alternative Direction Implicit 
(A.D.I. ) method. However, these methods require specification of the 
boundary conditions. If we now consider the definition of the 
potential function i.e., 
- (). u = ()x 
and (4.15) 
- (). v = ()y 
equation (2.74) can be rewritten as 
au(x,y) av(x,y) 
----,,:........;.~ + -:.......:.~ 
()x ()x 
= ? (x,y) 
or in finite difference form 
u(i+l,j)-u(i-l,j) v(i,j+l)-v(i,j-l) 
ax + Ay = ?(i,j) (4.16) 
When in this form, the numerical method first proposed by by Endlich 
(1967 ) and later modified by Liu and Goodin ( 1976) , is used. 
Equation (4.16) then becomes 
- nC' 1 .) - nC ' 1 . ) u 1+.J -u 1- .J 
6x 
-nco . 1) -nCo . 1) + v 1.J+ -v 1.J+ 
Ay - "(ij) 
n 
= f. C ij) 
(4.17) 
where "n(i,J' ) is th t ' d ' t .. e error a gr1 P01D 1, J • The improved wind 
velocity components are given by 
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- n+1(" 1 .) u 1+ ,J = u n(i+l,j) + f ( i+l,j)u n(i,j) 
- n+1(" 1 .) u 1- ,J = u nCi-l,j) - f(i-1,j)u n(i,j) 
- n+1(" . 1) v 1,J+ = V nCi,j+l) - f(i,j+l)v n(i,j) 
- n+1(" . 1) v 1,J- = - nC ' . 1) v 1,J- + f(i,j-l)v n(i,j) 
where 
u n(i,j) = ~n(i,j)~/[f(i+l,j) + f(i-1,j)] 
v n(i,j) = -~n(i,j)AY/[fCi,j+l) + f(i,j-l)] 
It was stated in equation (2.98) that 
(4.18) 
f(i,j) = 1 at a grid point with a measuring station; 
and, 
= 0 elsewhere. 
~(i,j) is minimised to meet the criterion specified by the user 
(usually 10-&). It now remains to determine the profile parameters 
u* and L at each grid point. The following procedure is proposed: 
The stability parameter s, as defined by Shir and Shieh (1974) 
(equation (2.57», is calculated for each measuring point k 
1 
(4.19) 
where a = 4 
b = 1,3 
c = 0,85 
d = 0,216586 
It is assumed that the parameter s varies less than L. A! weighting 
r 
function is used to interpolate s to grid points i,j. 
The Monin-obukhov length, L(i,j), is calculated from s(i,j) and 
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zo(i,j). From equation (2.57), 
1 = . .. [{ 10}] f(s(i,j» slgn(S(l,J» dIn 1,2 + zo(i,j) 10 _ (4.20) L(i,j) 
where f(s(i,j» 
-a = 
1 + b\s(i,j )\ c 
The constants a to d are given in equation (4.19). 
The friction velocity for each grid point, u*(i,j), is then 
determined from L(i,j) and the average wind speed relationships given 
by equations (4.6) to (4.12). 
4.1.2.2. Outer Layer Wind Field. 
To complete the specification of the three-dimensional wind field, it 
is necessary to determine the parameters describing the outer layer 
wind velocity profiles (equation (4.2». As with the surface layer 
wind field, average wind speeds are calculated for each of the two 
outer layers. The average wind speed in the layer hz - hi is given 
by 
The heights for layer 1 are: 
and layer 2 
1 = ~(h + h ), 
G P s 
hi = ~(h + h ) and hz = h . G P s P 
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(4.21) 
A similar expression holds for the average wind direction, a, in the 
outer layer. Average wind components are calculated for each of the 
outer layer measuring points and interpolated (or extrapolated) to 
the grid points according to a three-dimensional 
1 weighting -r 
function. 
The initial wind field components are smoothed using the five point 
filter given by equation (2.100). The empirical smoothing passes of 
Goodin et al (1980) (Section 2.4.2.3.) are adopted. The next step is 
to transform the continuity equation from the "sea-level"-coordinate 
system to the "surface layer height"-coordinate system. The 
transformation is: 
x = x 
y = y 
z - h' s 
(4.22) p = h'- h' p s 
where h' and h' are as defined in figure 4.2. This is similar to the p s 
terrain-following coordinate transformation often used (Goodin et al 
1980) in the solution of the three-dimensional continuity equation. 
The intermediate height, h , is given by 
m 
h = l(h'+ h') 
m ~ p s 
and the corresponding height in the new reference frame is 
h - h' m s 
Pm = h'- h' p s 
i(h~+ h' )-h' 
= s s 
h'- h' p s 
1 = 
~ 













Boundo.ry lo.yer heIght 
Surfo.ce lo.yer heIght 
x.y plo.nl' 
Tro.nsforMed boundo.ry layer heIght 
k ... 2.5 
k = 2 
1-------------------_ k .. 1.5 
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- k - 1 
TransforMed surface layer heIght 
o k=O,5 
00) x.y plo.ne 
Flgu're 4.4, The transforMation of a sea-level reference 
fraMe to a surface laljer height reference 
fraMe, 
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If h - h is denoted by db, the continuity equation (2.78) transforms 
p s 
to 
oUAh + ovdb + oW = 0 
oX ay ap 
(4.23) 
where the vertical velocity W, resulting from the transformation, is 
given by 
W = w - u [::. + p:~l -v [:~. + p:~l -p ~ (4.24) 
The initial estimate of u and v contain some anomalous divergence, 
D(x, y,p), 
oU6h + avdb + oW = ( ) - D x,y,P oX oy op (4.25) 
or in discrete form 
D(i,j,k) = 
W(i,j,k+~) - W(i,j,k-~) u(i+l,j,k)Ah(i+l,j,k) 








The anomalous divergence is reduced by the method of Endlich (1967) 
where the adjusted components at the n'th iteration, are given by: 
u n(i+l,j,k) = - n-l(" 1 . k) u 1+ ,J, + ~(i,j) 
u n(i-l,j,k) = - n-l(" 1 . k) u 1- ,J, - ~(i,j) 
v n(i,j+l,k) - n-l(' . 1 k) -= v 1,J+ , - v(i,j) 
v D(i,j-l,k) = - n-1(" . 1 k) v 1,J- , + v(i,j) (4.27) 
where 
~(i,j) = Ah(i+l,j,k) + Ah(i 1,j,k) + Ah(i,j+l,k) + Kh(i,j-l,k) 
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and 
UyDn-l (i,j ,k ) 
'V (i ,j) = - Kb(i+l,j,k) + Kb(i 1,j,k) + Kb(i,j+l,k) + Kb(i,j 1,k) 
The transformed vertical velocities are now determined. If the 
transformation is applied to the surface layer, the transformed 
vertical velocity at k = ~ is given as 
= 
ah aM ah aM 
W - u (~ + n---) V ( S + n---) 
S s ax rax - s ay ray (4.28a ) 
u , v and ware the surface layer velocities obtained from: s s s 
au av 
~+ s = 
ax ay 
i. e. , w = -D (h - h ) s sst (4.28b) 
However, at the surface layer height, p = 0 and therefore, from 
equation (4.28a) 
ah aM 
W(x,y,~) - (-u s ) = w - - + v -s s ax s ay (4.28c) 
Substituting equation (4.28b ) into equation (4.28c), results in the 
following descrete form 
{ 
h (i+l,j)-h (i-l,j) 
-(' ,)(s s ) - Us 1,J 2&X 
+ - (' ') ( s s ) 
h (i,j+l)-h (i,j-l) } 
Vs 1,J 26X (4.28d) 
The procedure proposed by Goodin et al. (1980) is used to reduce the 
di vergence in each of the outer layers. Initially assume 
W(x,y,k~) = 0 and calculate W(x,y,k~) frOll equation (4.26) i.e., 
from the divergence within that layer. Once W(x,y,l~) and W(x,y,2%) 
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are determined, Dn(i,j,l ) is obtained from equat i on (4.26 ) , us i ng 
W(x,y,%) from equation (4.28d). The divergence reduction technique 
of Endlich (1967) is employed to minimise D(i,j,k). During the 
reduction process, the velocities W(x,y,%), W(x,y,l%) and W(x,y,2%), 
are held fixed. 
Once the layer-averaged wind components are calculated, u can be p 
determined from equation (4.21 ). The parameters Zo ( i, j), u* (i, j ) , 
L(i,j), a (i,j), u (i,j) and a (i,j) define the structure of the s p p 
three-dimensional wind field. These parameters are stored in a 
temporary file for use in the dispersion module (DSPRSN). 
Since spatial variations in the outer layer are less pronounced than 
in the surface layer, the horizontal grid spacing is twice that of 
the surface layer grid spacing. Wind speeds at the intermediate grid 
points are obtained by interpolation. 
4.2. THE DISPERSION MODEL (DSPRSN) 
4.2.1. Solving the Advection-Diffusion Equation 
The distribution of the pollutant is simulated by the 
superpositioning of sequentially released puffs in the Eulerian 
reference frame. It is assumed that the wind velocity and 
diffusivity coefficients are constant (or reasonably constant) in the 
horizontal area covered by each puff. Furthermore, a puff is assumed 









where C (z t) l'S the zero'th moment given by 00 , 
+00 
= II C(x,y,z,t) dxdy -
and 
J.I (z,t), J.I (z,t) = coordinates of the centroid in the x y 
horizontal plane at height z 
a (z,t), a (z,t) = standard deviations about the centroid in x y 
the x- and y- directions at height z. 
p(z,t) = correlation coefficient between the 
distribution in the x and y coordinates. 
The parameters J.I , J.I , a ,a and p are obtained from equations x y x y 
(3.13) to (3.16). It is therefore necessary to solve the 
one-dimensional partial differential equations given by (3.11) and 
the corresponding equations for COl and CO2 , 
following equation must to be solved for Cll: 
In addition, the 





aC 11 (Z,t) 
az + u(z,t)COl(z,t) + v(z,t)ClO(z,t) 
(4.30) 
When sedimentation and first-order cheJllical reactions are included, 
the equations become: 
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aCoo(z,t) 




+ R(Coo(z,t),t ) 
az v 
(4.31) 
~C (z t) aC 10 (z,t) u 10 , 
= ~(K (z,t) a ) + u(z,t)Coo(z,t) + W az az v z s 
+ R(ClO(z,t),t ) (4.32) 
aCzo(z,t) 
= ~(K (z,t) a ) + 2u(z,t)C 10 (z,t) az v z 
ac lO (z, t) 
+ 2~(z,t)Coo(z,t ) + Ws az + R(Czo(z,t),t) 
(4.33) 
and similar expressions for COl (z, t) and Czo (z, t) . Equation (4.30) 
becomes 
a aC 11 (z ,t) 
= -(K (z,t) a ) + u(z,t)C 01 (z,t) az v z 
ac 11 (z, t) 
+ v(z,t)C 10 (z,t) + W ---- + R(C 11 (Z,t),t) s az 
(4.34) 
If ~ represents the resultant vertical velocity due to the buoyancy 
of the puff, then, as for the sedimentation velocity, wb can be 




from the right hand side of the equations. 
(4.35) 
The above equations are solved following the method of fractional 
steps (Yanenko 1971). The only difference between the proposed 
method and that of Yanenko (1971), is the addition of the 
sedimentation, buoyancy and reaction terms. The order in which the 
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equations are solved is: 




The solution to the advection equation (3.71) with constant 
coefficients is (Section 3.1.3.1. ) 
C (x,t) = Co(x-at) 
where a is a constant (velocity) coefficient and Co the initial 
condition. In other words, the initial concentration is displaced by 
a distance, at. The sedimentation velocity can be assumed constant 
wi th time and space. 
Briggs' (1969) equations for the prediction of plume rise is adopted. 
Instead of calculating the effective velocity due to buoyancy, the 
vertical displacement is used, as predicted by equation (3.132). The 
predicted plume rise · is approximated by a step function whose 
discrete values are taken as the height at the start of a time step. 
The first step is then to solve 
dC (z,t) mn 
dt = 




for m = 0,2 and n = 0,2 (m = n ~ 2), and the solution is simply 
= C (z+w at-bh,t) mn s (4.37) 
where b.h is the plume rise due to buoyancy. The second step is to 




at = .u(z,t)C 1 (z,t) + nv(z,t)C l(z,t) m- ,n m,n- (4.38) 
for m+n~O, and m-l, m-2, n-l, n-2~0, and m=1,2, n=1,2, but m=n~2. It 
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is assumed that the velocity components, -u and v, do not change 
significantly during a time step, ~t. The change in the moments 
due to advection during the time step ~t, is now determined. By 
definition (equation (3.10», 
= 
+00 H_ xC(x,y,z,t) dxdy 
therefore 
+00 
II_(X + ax) C(x,y,z,t) dxdy 
where ~x = u(z,t)~t, and hence 
+00 +00 
II_ xC(x,y,z,t) dxdy + II_6xC(X,y,z,t) dxdy 
The updated moment is then given by 
= s S C10 + ~oo (4.40a) 
s s 
where Coo and CIO are obtained from equation (4.37). The superscript 
"s" is for sedimentation and buoyancy, and "a", for advection. By 
similar argument it can be shown that 
a s s 
COl = COl + ~yCoo (4.40b) 
a s s 2 S C20 = C20 + 2AxC 1O + ~x Coo (4.40c) 
a s s 2 S CO2 = CO2 + UyCOl + ~y COO (4.40d) 
a s s s S Cll = Cll + ~xCo 1 + ~yC 10 + ~x.6.yCo 0 (4.40e) 
where ~ = u(z, t)~t 
~y = v(z, t)~t 
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For a first order reaction, we have 
ac (z,t) .,n = -(k + k)C (z,t) at 
where 
r w m,n 
k = reaction rate coefficient (S-l) 
r 
k = washout rate coefficient (S-l) 
w 
The moments at time t+At are then given by 
C (z,t + At) = -(k + k)C (z,t)At + C (z,t) m,n r w m,n m,n 
or using the initial condition specified by equation (4.40), 
= [1 - (k + k )At]Ca r w m,n 
(4.41) 
(4.42) 
Because of the great amount of uncertainty in the specification of 
reaction rates, a constant value is assumed adequate. The user 
therefore has to supply an average reaction rate constant, suitable 
for most conditions. As an example: an average 0 3 concentration can 
be assumed and the appropriate reaction rate constant for S02 
calculated from equations (3.82). Similarly, a constant washout rate 
t t . d A 1 . ht' cons an l.S assume . - wel.g l.ng 
r 
function is used when more than 
one rainfall measure.ent is supplied. 





It was decided to use a slight modification of Mulholland's (1977, 
1980) li.iting value -.ethod, as stated in equation (3.79). The 
boundary layer is divided into horizontal layers, Az thick. The 
numbering of these layers is shown in Figure 4.5 (notice, layer 1 is 
below ground-level and layer 2 immediately above ground level). The 
limiting value method, with constant Az stepsizes and variable 
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SMo.ll K , K. GeostrophlC winds 
H V 
(MlnlMo.l polluto.nt distribution) 








IMpervious surfo.ce, unless dry deposition o.nd 
sedlMento. tlon velocities exist 
FIgure 4.5. NUMloerlng of the horlzonto.l lo.yers In the 
dIspersIon Model. 
diffusivities, is (from equation (3.79»: 





C (k+l,t) - C (k-l,t) 
_mn ___ --;;--rT-.,.mn~--_ + Cmn(k-l, t) - Cmn(k, t) 
[





K (k+l,t) + K (k-l,t) 
v v = 
with the optimum criterion given by 
K ~t 
v -xzr = 0,4 
A modification to the limiting value theorem is now suggested that 
improves the optimum criterion to 
K ~t 
v 
~ = 0,8 (4.45) 
Hence, for the same vertical spacing and vertical diffusion, a time 
step twice as large as the unmodified method, can be used. 
Derivation of this method is presented in Appendix G. It is 
essentially the same as equation (4.44), but applied to half the 
temporal and spatial stepsizes: 
Cmn(k,t+~t) = {l-f(k)}{Cmn(k,t) + b(k,t)f(k)} 
+ !ig(k)[C (k+l,t)+C (k,t)+d1(k){C (k+l,t)-C (k,t)}] 21. mn lID mn mn 






K (k+l) + K (k) 
v v 
= K (k+l) + 2K (k) + K (k-l) v v v 




v = K (k+l) + K (k) v v 
K (k) 
g(k~) 
v = K (k) + K (k-l) v v 
f(k+%) 
{ [KV(k+l)+KV(k)] } = l-exp -2 6t 
6z 2 
f(k~) 
{ ~v(k)+Kv(k-l)] } = l-exp -2 6t 
6z 2 
The final value of C (k,t+6t) is then given by equation (4.46) with mn 
Cr as the initial condition to equation (4.46). 
mIl 
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4.2.1.1. Initial Conditions 
The system must be initialised before the equations in Section 
4.2.1. can be solved. The technique of "seeding" with Gaussian puffs 
has been employed by Runca and Sardei (1975) in their numerical 
solution of the advection-diffusion equation. It was indicated in 
equation (3.111) that, 
K (t) = 1 d< x
2 > 
2' at (3.111) x 
or approximately, 
< X2 > = 2K (t)~t x 
or for an ensemble of particles 
(4.47) 
It can be assumed that, close to the source, the eddy diffusivities 
defined by (3.102), are approximately equal to the eddy diffusivities 
used in the Eulerian Grid models. The Gaussian puff model can then 
be written as 
C(x,y,z,t) = M 
8(nt) '7 2 K~ 
{ [_1 (Z-H)2] + [_1 (Z+H)2]} x exp (ff K exp (ff K v v (4.48) 
where it is assumed that K = K = ~_ and K = K , with the source at x y -~ z v 
H. The wind velocity components at the stack height are U 
s and V . s 
The moments for this distribution are determined by applying the 
transformation, given by equation (3.10), to equation (4.48) 
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(Appendix R): 
ClO(z,t) = Coo(z,t)U t s 
COl(z,t) = Coo(z,t)V t s 
C20 (z,t) = Coo (z, t){2~t + 
Coa(z,t) = Co 0 (z, t){2Kut + 
Cl1 (z,t) = Coo(z,t)U V t
2 
s S 











The boundary conditions are stated in equations (3.91a) and (3.91b), 
i .e. , 
K (Z)dC = 0 
v dZ 





where vd(xr ) is the deposition velocity at reference height 





K (z)-",- = 0 v uZ 
dC 
K (z) ",lID = vd(z)C (z) v uZ r lID r 
(upper boundary) (4.50a) 
(lower boundary) (4.50b) 
In 
To prevent any dispersion across the upper boundary z=hp' the 
concentrations above the boundary layer height are set to the values 
below the boundary layer height. In terms of the layers defined in 
figure 4.5. j 
C (IR + 1) 
lID 
C (IR) = 
lID 
= C (IR - 2) 
lID 
C (IR - 1) 
lID 




The lower boundary is treated similarly, however ground retention 
must be allowed. Changing equation (4.50b ) to finite difference form 
we get: 
[
c (k) - C (k-l )] K (k ) m,n m,n 
v 6.z 
= vd(k)Cmn (k) 
with k = 2, i.e., the layer immediately above ground-level. Hence, 
(4.52) 
with k = 2. 
The three-layer model, discussed in Section 3.1.4.3. (equation 
(3.94», is adopted. 
The aerodynamic resistance is obtained from (equation 3.93) 





The derivation of the r -values for different stability conditions is a 
given in the next section. The surface resistance is given by the 
relationship (Wesely and Hicks 1977) 
r = (ku ) -lkB- 1 
s * (3.95) 
with 
kB-l = 2,6 
The canopy resistance rc is supplied as a function of stability and 
the land usage. This is to be supplied by the user. The resulting 
deposition velocity is then 
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= ( r + r + r )_ 1 a s c 
( 3.94 ) 
When there is some sedimentation, vd(z) must be replaced by 
vd (z) + ws ' where Ws is the sedimentation velocity. 
4.2.2. Diffusivity Profiles 
4.2.2.1. Vertical Diffusivity 
The first-order closure approximation is adopted. The similarity 
relationships are used in the surface layer, and are given by 









The universal functions -h(r ) , given 1n Table 4.1, are used for the 
different stability classes except convective conditions (~ < -1). 
L -
For the latter case, the vertical diffusivity is given by the large 
eddy approach of Crane et a1. (1977) 
K (z) 
v = 






using the definition of the Monin-obukhov length (equation 2.4 ) . 
Above the surface layer, the profi l e suggested by Shir (1973) is used 
in neutral conditions: 
K ( z ) 
v = (3.47 ) 
For stable and unstable conditions, the profile suggested by O'Brien 
(1970) is used. The O'Brien formula is given by 
[ 
K (h ) - K (h )] 
+ (z-h ) K'(h ) + 2 v s v p } 
s v s h - h 
p s 
(3.43) 
K (h ) is given by equations (3. 29) and (4.55 ) at the surface layer 
v s 
height, and, 
K (h) = 0,01 m2s- 1 stable conditions v p 
= 0,1 m2 s- 1 unstable conditions 
(4.56a) 
(4.5Gb) 
The derivatives at the surface layer height are calculated from: 
Stable conditions : 




[ h] 2 l+~ 
(4.57a) 
Very stable conditions: 
K' (h ) 
v s = (4.57b) 
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Moderately unstable conditions: 




K' (h ) 
v s 
= (4.58b) 
During convective conditions the correction of Pie Ike et al (1983) 
(equation (3.44» is applied to the O'Brien relationship. 
The aerodynamic resistance is given by equation (4.53): 
From equations (3.26) and (3.29), r is calculated as: 
a 
Neutral conditions: 
r = a 
Stable conditions: 
Unstable conditions: 






4.2.2.2. Horizontal Diffusivity 
Since very little is known about the horizontal eddy diffusivities, 
the suggestion of Ragland and Dennis (1974) is assumed adequate. 
Except for convective conditions, the horizontal diffusivity for both 
the surface and the outer layer is given by 
KH(z) = {JK (z) (3.33) v 
where fJ = 2 for unstable conditions 
fJ = 5 for neutral conditions 
fJ = 6 for stable conditions 
During convective conditions, a slightly different form is suggested. 




KH = O,l(-ki )iu* (4.60) 
This profile is matched to the surface layer profile, at z=h and 
s 
hence, for the surface layer under convective conditions 
~(z) 
where 
= fJK (z) v 




4.2.3. Program Code and Optimising Procedures 





the time interval between updating the wind field 
parameters 
the time interval between updating the 
advection-diffusion solution 
the time interval between updating the 
concentration distribution output ~tw is normally 
much larger than ~tD. 








Seed the system with its first moments using the 
moments derived for a Gaussian puff of age ~t. Do 
w 
this for all stacks, with the wind and diffusivity 
conditions at the stack height. 
Calculate the centroid positions of all the puffs. 
Retrieve the updated wind parameters calculated in 
METPAC. 
By using the centroids calculated in STEP 2 (initially) 
or STEP 6 (once the system is initialised), determine 
the wind and diffusivity parameters for each puff. 
Determine the puff rise due to buoyancy and proceed to 
update the moments according to the numerical methods 
discussed in Section 4.2.1. The time step for updating 





In order to speed the execution up, ~tD can be limited 
to ~tD~O, ~tW. 
Calculate the centroids of the updated puffs 
If the puffs are close enough, they can be merged. 




i.e., merge puffs if puff centres are closer than 0 y 
(Sectiom 3.2.4. ) . The effective merging distance is 
determined from 
d = 0 = (4.63 ) 
When the puffs are outside the region of interest (10% 
beyond the boundaries, or more than d (equation (4.63») 
they are purged 
Seed the system with the next puff. Two criteria must 
be met by the release interval. 
(a) The release interval must not be too short, 
otherwise all of the material will be held in one 
layer only, i.e., if the puff dimension is smaller 
than the layer depth Az. The vertical size of the 
Gaussian puff can be estimated from (Sutton 1953j 
138pp) 
l z = 
If the vertical grid spacing, Az, is substituted 
for l , the criterion becomes z 
At > release - (4.64) !8,42!K 
v 
(b) The release rate should not be too large either, 
because then, puffs are initially too far apart. 
A minimum distance is specified d, and the 
c 




JU2 + V2 
S S 
(4.65) 
where U, V, are the wind components at the stack s s 
height. To obtain good resolution close to the source, 
it is decided to use 
dc = wind grid spacing (4.66) 
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STEP 10: To ensure a smooth representation of the distribution, 
a final check is done to see whether the puffs are 
close enough. This is tested by using the criterion 
given by equation (4.63). If some puffs are too far 
apart, a linear interpolation of ~ , ~ , 0 , 0 and p x y x Y 
is done to create intermediate puffs. 
STEP 11: Ground-level distribution is then calculated by 
reconstructing a bivariate normal distribution as given 
by equation (4.29). Isopleths are drawn in ISPLTH. 
STEP 12: Repeat steps 3 to 11. 
The concentration distribution can be calculated at any height using 
the moments available for that height. 
4.3. ISPLTH - CONCENTRATION ISOPLETH DRAWING ROUTINE. 
Contours are drawn in one continuous movement. This can be done in 
two ways: once the starting point is found, either three or four 
immediate neighbouring "grid points" are considered to determine the 
next move (Figure 4.6(a) and 4.6(b». The next point in the triangle 
(if points Cl , Ca and C, are considered) or square (if points Cl , Ca , 
C, and C.. are considered), is where C .. <C. <C 1 for the triangle, or 1 
C .. <C. <C, for the square. This will always work provided the grid 
1 
spacing is small enough. A problem exists when the grid spacing is 
too large to show a peak or a trough in the middle of three or four 
grid points. 
This situation is depicted in figure 4.7. It is clear from the 
drawing that there exists five possible moves. If three grid points 
were considered, this would not have been obvious. This is shown in 
Figure 4.8. The contour path, which in reality should pass between 
Cz and C" will be missed (Figure 4.8(a», and instead the contour 
will pass between C1 and C .. (Figure 4.8(b». The remedy to this 
problem is therefore to consider four points at a time, and if the 
situation depicted in figure 4.7 should occur, the grid spacing 
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Figure 4.6. There are two ways in which the path of the contour can 
be determined. In f i gure (a ) , four ne i ghbouring points are 
considered at the same time, whereas only three are considered in 
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A summary of the five different paths that a 
contour can take when the grid size is too large 
to indicate a peak or a trough in the middle of 
the grid square. 
should be reduced until it is clear where the contour should pass. 
The possible paths are shown in Figure 4.9. 
4.3.1. The Starting Point 
To find the starting point of the contour, the two grid points 
closest to the puff centre are considered firstly, as indicated in 
Figure 4.10(a). If the concentration at grid points Cl and Cz are 
higher than C., consider the next two points, [C
l
] and [C z ], until a l. 
crossing is found. If, however the concentrations at C
l 
and Cz are 
lower than C., then change the direction of the search to the right 
1 
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Figure 4.8. When only three grid points are used, as in figure (b) , 
incorrect contours may result. This problem does not occur when four 
grid points are used. 
CL CH CL CL CH 
CL CH 
CH CL 
(Q) ( b) 
CL CL CH CL CH 
CL 
CL CH 
CH CL CH 
(c) ( d) 
Figure 4.9. If the grid spacing is too large to indicate a peak or a 
trough, smaller spacings are used within the original grid square. 
This allows the proper path to be determined. Once the boundary of 
the original square is reached, the spacing changes back to the old 
value. 
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Figure 4.10. A summary of the four directions which can be taken 
from the puff centre for finding the starting point of the contour. 
Figure 4.11. The grid point numbering 
corresponding to the different starting 
configurations indicated in Figure 4.10. 
The numbering in the first quadrant corresponds 
to Figure 4.10(a), the numbering in the second 
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Figure 4. 12. When a contour reaches the boundary of the picture, 
drawing commences from "START" until the boundary is reached again. 
The intercept where the contour enters the picture again, is then 
seeked by moving along the boundary. 
4.l0(c», if the contour is not found to the right, and finally to 
the left (Figure 4.l0(d». If no contour is crossed in this process, 
try the next puff, and so on. The puff closest to the source is 
considered firstly. When the starting point is eventually found, the 
other two grid point concentrations (C I and C~) are calculated 
according to the configuration in figure 4.11. The next intercept is 
then determined. The three parameters, BOT, DIR and S, define the 
direction of search. 
4.3.2. The "Sniffing" Procedure and Problem Areas 
The contour is "sniffed" out by comparing the concentrations at the 
four grid points Clt Ca , CI , and C~. The contour has to pass from 
the one side of the square to the other. This sniffing process will 
continue until the starting point is reached again. The situation 
will arise when the contour leaves the boundary of the area (Figure 
4.l2(a». When this happens, sniffing ca.aences at the starting 
point and moves in the opposite direction, as indicated by the 
arrows. The contour is followed until the boundary is reached again 
and procedes along the boundary towards the point where the contour 
first left the boundary. During this process, the contour might loop 
back into the drawing again (Figure 4.l2(b), (c), and (d». The 
direction in which the boundary is traversed is chosen to be in the 
direction of the neighbouring grid point, on the boundary, with the 
highest concentration. 
When the square is too large to indicate a peak or trough in the 
middle (Figure 4.9), the grid spacing is halved and the contour 
inside this smaller square is traced until the boundary of the 
original square is reached. When this happens, the grid spacing 
returns to its old value. If it is found that the smaller grid 
spacing is not adequate, the spacing is halved again, and so on 
(e.g., Figure 4.l2(b) and (d». 
The isopleth for a particular concentration is complete once all the 
puffs are circled excluding those sequences on which no contour could 
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be found. The next section lists all the possibilities for 
determining whether a puff has been circled and when the contour is 
closed. 
4.3.3. Contour Closing Criteria and Optimisations 
As soon as the starting point is reached, the contour is considered 
finished. A "flag" is iJlllediately designated to the starting puff to 
indicate that it has been rotated. 
The angle made by the starting point and each puff is also stored. 
At each step on the contour, the angle made by this coordinate and 
each puff centre is calculated. If this angle has travelled through 
all four quadrants around the puff centre (indicated by a "flag" for 
each quadrant), and the contour reached the end (starting) point, it 
is likely that this puff is circled cOJRpletely. Puffs which don't 
carry the "circled flag" are then treated as if they lie within 
another contour. 
The situation might arise where some puffs contribute very little to 
the overall dispersion. To optimise, the concentration is calculated 
at each puff centre including the contributions frOBl all the other 
puffs. If the final concentration is lower than the isopleth value, 
the puff is given a "circled flag". 
amount of ca.puter time. 
This obviously saves a fair 
Further optimisation is done when calculating the concentration at a 
point. Instead of calculating the contribution fra. each puff at 
every new point on the contour, a flag is set whenever the 
contribution from a puff is below a certain value. This might be the 
case when the puff is far away or contains a saa11 amount of 
material. The contribution from each puff is checked at certain 
intervals to see whether the situation has not changed. This is done 
after every second grid square. 
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Figure 4.13 A display of the f eatures that may appear on the 
graphics screen. 
4.4. SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE PACKAGE 
The four models PREMET, METPAC, DSPRSN and ISPLTH are run by a master 
program called WIZARD. Before WIZARD is run, the user has to specify 
some of the fixed information such as grid sizes, topography, 
deposition velocity, graphics terminal, and so on. This is done by 
the program called INSTALL. INSTALL is "menu driven". Information 
for seven categories must be supplied. These categories are: 
(1) Model parameters 
(2) Source information 
(3) Terrain information 
(4) Pollutant characteristics 
(5) Meteorological measurements 
(6) Configuration of output devices 
(7) Map of prominent features . 
Each of these are discussed below. 
4.4.1. Model Parameters 
This category is subdivided into three subheadings : 
(a) Wind field module 
(b) Dispersion module 
(c) Isopleth module 
The wind field model requires specification of the following 
infomation: 
(1) Longitude and latitude of the area of interest (degrees) 
(2) Time difference from Greenwich mean time (hours) 
(3) Length and breadth of area of interest (meters) 
(4) Angle between North and the map reference frame (degrees) 
(5) The horizontal grid interval (metres) 
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(6) Anomalous divergence tolerance for each of the three wind 
field levels. 
The dispersion module requires only the specification of the grid 
spacing between the vertical layers. 
The output is in the form given in figure 4.13. Wind and diffusivity 
profiles are drawn at a specific position supplied by the user. The 
default position is in the middle of the map. The wind vectors and 
isopleths can be drawn at any height. The number of isopleth values 
depends on the array size in the program. It is therefore required 
to specify the following information: 
(1) The height at which the isopleths should be calculated 
(metres) 
(2) Grid spacing for the isopleth drawing (small for high 
resolution) (metres) 
(3) Grid interval between wind vectors 
(4) Height at which wind vectors must be drawn (metres) 
(5) Position of the wind and diffusivity profiles (default: in 
the middle of the map) (metres) 
(6) Type of wind profile required: 
(a) Ut v wind components 
(b) wind speed and direction 
(7) Number of isopleths to be drawn, and it is then necessary to 
choose from one of the following: 
(a) fixed isopleths to be specified (g/m') 
(b) the n isopleths scaled relati ve to the highest 
concentration prediction 
(c) a combination of (a) and (b) 
(8) If there are certain receptor points, then their positions 
should be specified. The concentrations at these points are 
stored in a file and continually updated on the screen. 
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4.4.2. Source Information 
At the moment only point sources can be accomodated. Four 
specifications are required for each point source: 
(1) Source position (metres) 
(2) Source height above local ground level (metres) 
(3) Radius of stack (metres) 
(4) Specification of source rate. Supply one of the following 
(a) exit gas velocity and density 
(b) mass flowrate and density 
(c) volumetric flowrate and density 
(d) mass flowrate and exit gas velocity 
(e) mass and volumetric flowrates 
It is important to note that when the pollutant is part of a range of 
gases being emitted from the stack, the density is given by 
p = fgaEfgas 
where f is the fraction of the pollutant in the gas stream. 
gas 
4.4.3. Terrain Infomation 
It is required to specify the altitude at each wind field grid point. 
If no topography is available or if it is not essential (i.e., in the 
case of flat terrain), only the mean altitude has to be specified. 
In order for the model to identify inland lakes, the height of the 
lake JlUSt be specified as a negative value. 
The roughness length and zero displacement distance must be specified 
at each wind field grid point. This can be done in two ways: 
specification at each grid point, or, sparse values at certain 
points. When sparse values are supplied, a logaritbaic interpolation 
(equation (4.3)) is used. 
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4.4.4. Pollutant Characteristics 
A list of pollutants (S02' N02, UNO,) is available for .enu 
selection; however, if a pollutant is not on this list, the following 
information must be supplied: 
(1) Name 
(2) Reaction rate constant (S-l) 
(3) Washout removal rate constant (S-l) 
(4) Canopy resistance (s/m) 
(5) Sedimentation velocity (m/s) 
This new compound will then be added to the databank. 
4.4.5. Meteorological Measurements 
The user must specify whether it is an on-line or off-line execution 
and the following information for each of the meteorological 
measurement categories : 
(1) Surface layer measurements 
(a) Specification of measurement type 
(b) Roughness length at the measuring point 
(c) x,y,z coordinates of measuring pointrelative to local 
ground level 
(d) Altitude of measuring point 
(2) OUter layer measurements 
(a) MeasurESIent type 
(b) x,y position of measuring point 
(c) The number of outer layer measuring points 
(d) If the measurements are at fixed heights, these should 
be supplied 
(3) Boundary layer height measurements 
(a) Measurement type 
(b) Position of measurement 
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(4) Diffusivity profiles (at the moment only from similarity 
theory) 
(5) Spatial temperature measurements. Positions of temperature 
measurements 
(6) Rainfall measurements . Positions of rainmeters. 
Categories 1, 2 and 3 have been di scussed in Section 4.1.1. and will 
not be repeated here. Currently only the diffusivity profiles 
discussed in Section 4.2.2. are available. In case of large spatial 
temperature differences, such as land/sea and land/lake interfaces, 
average temperatures should be specified for each configuration. 
Positions of rainmeters should be specified, if available. 
4.4.6. Output Device Configuration 
At present, only graphics terminals are used. Incorporating plotters 
might be a possibility, but because of the slow speed of plotters it 
was considered wiser to have a separate program to plot the drawing. 
This is normally done when running a batch job. The user needs to 
supply the graphics tenainal type. 
supported: 
(1) lIP 2622A 
(2) HP 2623A 
(3) HP 2627A 
(4) HP 150 (PC) 
(5) TEKTRONIX 4105 
Presently only fi ve types are 
If it is desired to add a new terminal to the list, it is required to 
specify the sequence of control characters for drawing to a point in 
the .tup·t or "down" position, and for writing text on the screen. 
These program lines have to be added to the subroutine PLOT and 
SYMBOL in ISPLTH. Some terminals require an initialising character 
string and a termination character string. The control characters 
for this need to be added to GRAFON and GRAFOF, respectively. 
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A character set can be divided into four groups 
( 1) Control characters (eg. ESCAPE, LINEFEED, RETURN, etc. ) 
(2) Operand commands (eg. + , -, *, etc.) 
(3) Upper case letters 
(4) Lower case letters 
These characters are accessed differently on different computers. 
The two most used character set codes are ASCII and EBCDIC. There is 
a choice of three at present 
(1) ASCII 
(2) EBCDIC 
(3) CYBER-6 bit ASCII 
These three were used on the following three computer hosts 
(1) SPERRY UNIVAC 1100 
(2) IBM 4341 
(3) CDC CYBER 750, 
respectively. 
The output screen is divided into three windows: a window for the 
map and concentration isopleths, a window for the wind speed and 
diffusivity profiles and, a window for text (heading, subheadings, 
time, etc. ) . The window for the map is obviously the most important. 
The size of this window is therefore maximised. It is also possible 
to specify the fraction of the screen allowed for this window. 
4.4.7. Prominent Features on Map 
Lines, symbols and text can be supplied on the map (Figure 4.14). 
The different symbols that can be chosen are: 
(1 ) Triangle 
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(2) Square 
( 3) Circle 
A triangle or square is specified by the length of a side and the 
position of the centre. A circle is specified by its radius and the 
centre. Text is specified by the position of the lower, left-hand 
corner of the text, and the text orientation. The user is also 
prompted to specify heading lines. Triangles are automatically drawn 
at surface layer weather stations. Sources are indicated by a circle 
and a name. Receptor points are numbered. 
4.4.8. Data File Format 
The terminology for data files is as follows: 
• The data for different meteorological stations are kept in 
separate files 
• Each file contains records for different times 
• Each record contains readings which have a specific format 
• Readings can be on one line or aore. 
The first four readings in a record are always 
(1) TIME (in hours or fractions thereof) 
(2) DAY (day of the month) 
(3) MONTH (1-12) 
(4) YEAR 
These appear in the first line of a record. 
The input format for all the meteorological measurement options are 




When the simulation time is between two record times, a linear 
interpolation is performed. If, however, the time interval between 
two records is too large, the file will be ignored until the 
simulation time is close enough to the next record. 
applies when the data from a file stop prematurely. 
This also 
The readings 
from the last record will be used until the simulation time has gone 
beyond the time interval allowed between records. A warning will be 
printed together with the appropriate action. 
On-line Mode 
The option to operate the model in real-time has been incorporated in 
PREMET. This application has not been fully tested and will only be 
warranted once the situation exists, and computational power is 
available, to operate in this mode. 
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CHAPTKR 5 
5.1. NUMERICAL TESTS 
The behaviour of the numerical dispersion model, when applied under 
simplified atmospheric conditions, is investigated. The predictions 
from the numerical model are compared to the Gaussian puff and plume 
models (equation (3.104), and (3.105)), which are derived under 
uniform wind and diffusivity profiles. When introducing an 
impenetrable inversion height, the Gaussian plume model can be stated 
as (Section 3.2.1.) 
(C(x,y,Z» = M' exp[-
2na (x-xo)a (x-xo )U y Z 
x [~ exp [_ !J Z-H-2nhp}2] 
L ~ a (x-x o ) 
n=l Z 
+ exp - p [ ~ 
z-H+2nh }2] 
a (x-xo ) Z 
+ e [_ ~ Z+H+2nhp}2]] 
xp a (x-xo ) Z 
(5.1) 




[ ~ z+H-2nhp}2] + exp - a (t) z 
[
_ ~ z+H+2nhp}2]] 
+ exp a (t) 
z 
(5.2 ) 
where M is the amount of material in the puff. H is the release 
height and h , the inversion height. Seinfeld (1975) suggested that 
p 
the series cut-off at n = 4 is adequate. 
The modified limiting value (MLV ) numerical method for solving the 
vertical diffusion is derived in Section 4.2.1. Firstly, the optimum 
criterion (Section 4.2 . 1.) necessary for the numerical model to 
produce accurate predictions, is established. The dependence of the 
optimum criterion on model parameters, such as diffusivities, release 
height, and grid spacing, is then investigated. Finally, the 
numerical Jlodel is run using the chosen optimum criterion and 
realistic wind and diffusivity profiles. 
The sensitivity of the MLV numerical method to the value of the 
optimum criterion, f , is computed. f is given by 
c c 




The conditions under which the simulation was done, were 
x-component of the wind speed: U = 5 mls 
y-component of the wind speed: V = 0 mls 
horizontal diffusivity ~ = 60 m2 /s 
vertical diffusivity K = 30 m2 /s v 
release height H = 50 II 
top of model h 
P = 800 II 
(5.3) 
with the wind and duffusivities constant with height. The 
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Figure 5.1. The effect on the ground level concentration predictions 
when using different optimum criteria in the modified limiting value 
(MLV) numerical method. The definition of the optimum criterion, f , c 
is given in equation (5.3). The ratio, equation 5.4, of the ground 
level concentration predictions from the MLV and the puff model is 
averaged over a diatance of 40km, and plotted against f . 
c 
(Section 4.2.1.), and the Gaussian puff model (equation (5.2 » was 
compared for different values of f c' The numerical solution was 
seeded with initial puffs, maintai ning a maximum distance of 0 y 
metres between puff centres, as under normal operations. Gaussian 
puffs were released under the same conditions. A l2-hour simulation 
was done. The ground-level concentration was evaluated downwind 
along the centreline at intervals of 50Om. The ratio : 
MLV numerical model predict i on 
Gaussian puff model prediction 
(5.4 ) 
was then calculated at each of these points. The averages of the 
ratio for various values of f are summarised in Figure 5.1. It is 
c 
clear from the graph that the optimum criterion is very sensitive at 
about f = 0, 8. c Interestingly, one observes that at high values of 
f , the numerical model becomes less sensitive to f c c. 
Figure 5.2. shows the downwind concentration ratios (up to 20km) for 
the two conditions: f = 0,4 and f = 0,8. The value of f = 0,8 c c c 
appears to be adequate. Having chosen the optimUll criterion of 
f = 0,8, 
c 
the ground-level concentration ratios at different 
distances away from the centre-line are calculated. This is 
presented in Figure 5.3, and shows favourable comparison between the 
numerical solution and the Gaussian puff model. 
The next test is to indicate the effect of different release heights 
on the predictions. The test is done for the release heights H = 50m 
and 100m. The corresponding ground-level concentration ratios are 
shown in Figure 5.4. The release height has a minimal effect on the 
model performance. 
The sensitivity of the optimum criterion to vertical grid spacing, 
Az, and vertical diffusivity, K , is indicated in Figure 5.5 and 5.6. v 
On average, fair agreement between the numerical and analytical 
predictions exists. Some scatter occurred with 6Z = 30m and with 
Kv = 15m 2 / s. However, the averages of the downwind concentrat ion 
ratios are 1,026 and 0,995, respectively. 
Figure 5.7 is a comparison of the numerical method with the Gaussian 
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Figure 5.2. A comparison of the ratios of ground level 





The ground level concentrations are evaluated at the 
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Figure 5.3. Ground level concentrat ions at various distances away 



















Effect of Different Release Heights 
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Figure 5.4. The performance of the MLV method when material is 
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Effect of Different Grid Spacings 
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Figure 5 .5. The effect on t he concentration distribution when 
different vertical grid spacings are used in the MLV method. 
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Figure 5.6. The effect different diffusivities have on the 
concentration distribution when using the MLV method: 
+ - ~=30 m2 /s, K =15 m2 / s v 
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Figure 5.7. Ground level concentration as predicted by the MLV 
method, is compared to the predictions of the Gaussian plume and puff 
models. An optimum criterion of f =0,8 is used. 
c 
50m. The other parameters are U = 5m/ s, V = Om/ s, ~ = 60m2 / s, 
K = 30m 2 / s, h = 800m, and Az = 20m. The plume model is v p 
approximated suitably well using the Ludwig et al . ( 1978) distance 
criterion, i.e. , a maximum distance of a is allowed between puff y 
centres. When this maximum distance is increased to 20 y' the 
approximation is unacceptab Ie. 
Figure 5.8 summarises the vertical distribution of the material in a 
puff, predicted by the numerical method, at different times. 
Realistic wind and diffusivity profiles are used as indicated in 
Figure 5.8. The parameters describing the profiles are : 
u* = 0,5 m/s 
1 -0,01 m- 1 L = 
u = 5 m/s p 
Zo = 0,01 m 
M' = 600 g 
H = 50 m 
h = 800 m p 
The vertical diffusivity profile under these conditions is also shown 
in Figure 5.8. After 10 minutes significant diffusion has taken 
place in the lowest 100m. The material then gradually disperses 
upwards. Eventually, at times greater than 4 hours, a completely 
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Figure 5.8. Mass profile at four downwind distances. The inset 
shows the diffusivity profile during the simulation. A vertical grid 
spacing of 20m was used. 
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5.2. DEMONSTRATION RUNS 
The next two sections are concerned with evaluating the model under 
real situations. More accurate weather and source data were 
available for the first experiment, which was therefore used to 
indicate the accuracy of the model. The second case study was more 
to demonstrate the performance of the model when applied in a large 
area with multiple ground and elevated sources. 
5.2.1. Durban Bluff 
This study-area is characterised by moderate topography. Directly 
off the coastline rises an approximately 100m bluff, which descends 
equivalently inland. A similar, but lower hill (approximately 70m 
high), exists inland, parallel to the coastline bluff. Three S02 
producing industries lie between these two hills: SAPREF, MONO I , and 
MOBIL. SAPREF has seven stacks, MONOI is simulated using one stack 
and MOBIL, two stacks. The approximate positions of these stacks are 
shown in Figure 5.10(a) and (b). 
The bluff area is associated with north-easterly and south-westerly 
winds. During calm conditions, light sea and land breezes exis t . A 
mono-vane and a cup anemometer (RM Young), on top of each of four 
10m-masts (masts 1 to 4 in Figure 5 .10(b)), supply the initial 
estimate of the surface wind field. A l2V battery-powered data 
acquisition station records the wind speed and direction at each mast 
at approximately 60 second intervals. This is stored in memory as 
two hexadecimal numbers. Runs lasting 36 hours, with a 1 minute 
sampling interval, can be stored. Data are retrieved from the 
station via an ordinary cassette tape-recorder to an Apple lIe 
microcomputer where they are converted to decimal equivalents. The 
converted readings are then written onto a diskette and finally 
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Additional hourly temperature measurements and cloud cover estimates 
are available from the nearby a i rport ( indicated as mast 5 ) . This 
allows the second surface wind option to be used (see 
Section 4.1.1.), i.e., 
"wind velocity, cloud cover and temperature" 
The airport also supplies twice-daily upper air wind and temperature 
measurements. 
TABLE 5.1. Site information and model parameters for the Durban 
Bluff case study. 
Longitude latitude 
Time difference from GMT 
(Universal Standard Time, UST ) 
Dimensions of study area 
Angle between north and the x-axis 
of the wind field reference frame 
Wind field grid spacing 
Vertical grid spacing for dispersion 
model 
Isopleth resolution 
Divergence reduction criteria: 
Surface layer 
Outer layer 1 
Outer layer 2 
204 
+ 2 hours 
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Figure 5.11 Es t imates of roughness for the Durban Bluff case study 
obtained from Figure 2.3. 
area as Figure 5 . 10 ). 
Values are given in metres. (Same map 
Suburban hou ses 
and trees r o=0, 5 m 
Hourly S02 concentration measurements are available. 
measured on the inland hill indicated in Figure 5.10(b). 
These are 
The site position and dimensions are supplied in Table 5.1. The 
model parameters used during the simulation runs, are also summarised 
in Table 5.1. Exact source positions and dimensions are not 
disclosed due to security reasons. Release heights are approximately 
100m. 
The altitude at each wind field-grid point (132,lm intervals) is 
calculated using a linear interpolation between the topography 
contours available at 10m intervals. Six distinct surface covers 
were identified for evaluating roughness lengths. An average 
roughness length was estimated for each cover using Figure 2.3., and 
supplied at each wind field grid point. This is indicated in Figure 
5.11. No zero-plane displacement distances are necessary (d=O). 
The positions of the meteorological measuring points are i ndicated in 
Figure 5.10(b) and summarised in Table 5.2. 
TABLE 5.2. Surface layer weather station information. The origin is 
at the lower left-hand corner of Figure 5.10(b). 
Station No. Roughness length Coordinates Height Altitude 
(m) (m) (m) (m) 
1) Bitumen 0,12 3276,0; 1824,0 10 15,00 
2) Car park 0,12 1359,0; 1533,0 10 15,00 
3) Wentworth 0,50 8540,4; 2146,2 10 70,00 
4) Pegasus club 1,20 7160,4; 1651,2 10 17,50 
5) Louis Botha 0,01 3270,0; 2940,0 10 14,00 
The default values supplied by INSTALL are used for chemical 






Chemical reaction k = 2,878xlO-' S-l r 
Canopy resistance Stable = 1000 s m- 1 
Neutral = 300 s m- 1 
Unstable = 100 s m- 1 
Washout rate constant k 
W 
= 3,OxlO- 1 S-l 
The experiment lasted from 09h50 on 22/09/ 1986 to 10hOO on 
23/09/1986. A fairly strong south-westerly wind (-5m/s ) existed from 
09h50 to about 16hOO on 22/ 09/ 1986. The wind speed then dropped to 
an average of -1m/so This was accompanied by sporadic change~ i.n 
wind direction. These conditions are sununarised in Figure' 
5.13, 5.14, and 5.15. A 10 minute smoothing period wa 
the wind readings. Stations 1 and 2 indicated a t i n wind 
direction at about 21hOO, the wind becoming an easterly wi t L 
TABLE 5.3. Hourly cloud cover estimates and temperature measurements 
at Louis Botha Airport (mast 5 ) . 
Time Cloud Cover Temperature (K) Rainfall Rate (DDIl/ h) 
9hOO 0,375 299,1 0,0 
10hOO 0,750 298,8 0,0 
IlhOO 0,750 297,0 0,0 
12hOO 0,750 296,8 0,0 
13hOO 0,750 296,3 0,0 
14hOO 0,125 298,2 0,0 
15hOO 0,250 296,0 0,0 
16hOO 0,750 296,0 0,0 
17hOO 0,875 297,2 0,0 
18hOO 1,000 297,7 0,0 
19hOO 1,000 297,9 0,0 
20hOO 1,000 298,0 0,0 
21hOO 1,000 298,2 3,0 
22hOO 1,000 298,2 3,0 
23hOO 1,000 298 , 3 0,1 
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figure 5.12 Wind speed and direction measur ed at 10m height at 




Wind Bearing at Station 2 
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Figure 5.13 Same as for Figure 5.12, but fo r station 2. 
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Wind Bearing at Station 3 
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Figure 5.14 Same as Figure 5.12 , but for s tation 3 . 
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Wind Bearing at Station 4 
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Figure 5.15 Same as for Figure 5 .12, but for s tat ion -t. 
?ll 
Station 4 is in the lee of the bluff and, as a result of the low wind 
condition, indicated a fair amount of meandering. This is clear from 
Figure 5.15. This period also witnessed heavy rainfall (3m./h). At 
approximately OlhOO (23/09/1986), the easterly wind changed to a land 
breeze. During these wind conditions no contribution was expected 
from the three industrial sites included in the simulation. Hourly 
cloud cover and surface temperature measurements at Louis Botha 
airport (mast 5) are presented in Table 5.3. 
Table 5.4 contains the twice-daily upper wind measurements. 
Estimates of the boundary layer height are also given. Source rates, 
efflux velocities and outlet stack temperatures are given in Table 
5.5. For security reasons, rates are given in 
standard units/sec - the rate for Mobil is 100 standard units/sec. 
TABLE 5.4. Upper air data measured at Louis Botha Airport. 
Time Height Wind Speed Direction Boundary Layer 
(m) (m/s) (0 ) Height (m) 
22/9/1986 
at 01h37 : 748 9 315 584 
991 9 315 
1494 5 300 
at l2h3l 790 11 200 800 
1022 7 215 
1505 4 240 
23/9/1986 
at 01h03 800 6 55 800 
1032 5 305 
1521 7 295 
at l2hOl 122 2 200 800 
789 3 150 
1021 2 145 
212 
The Sperry Uni vac noo mainframe computer with an HP2622 graphics 
terminal was used for the simulation. The S02 predictions are shown 
in Figures 5.16 to 5.24. These plots were done on a HP 7580 plotter 
and are indentical to the graphical output on the graphics terminal. 
The output was given at hourly intervals. The wind field was updated 
every 10 minutes. Concentration isopleths were drawn for three 
concentration values: 2,9 x 10-·, 2,9 X 10- 7 , and 2,9 x 10-', 
standard units/m' (with reference to Mobil 1 source rate, Table 5.5). 
TABLE 5.5. Source data for 22/9/1986. 
Source S02 mass flowrate Efflux velocity Temperature 
(standard units/sec) (m/s) (K) 
SAPREF 1 4,138 10,2 663 
SAPREF 2 3,448 4,3 459 
SAPREF 3 3,448 5,6 553 
SAPREF 4 57,242 n,6 563 
SAPREF 5 3,448 n,8 531 
SAPREF 6 3,448 2,6 423 
SAPREF 7 34,482 n,5 443 
MONDI 29,483 2,0* 440* 
MOBIL 1 100,000 7,0* 578 
MOBIL 2 27,586 10,0* 633 
[*-estimated] 
Wind and diffusivity profiles are drawn for the centre of the map and 
the wind vectors are drawn at a height of 10m. 
The concentration distribution was very similar from 10hOO to 12hOO, 
and only the distribution at i2hOO is shown. This is due to the 
strong south-westerly wind. This situation was maintained until 
about 17hOO as indicated in Figures 5.12 to 5.15, and 5.17 to 5.20. 
At -17hOO the wind calmed slightly and the ' wind became more westerly 
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Figure 5.16 Concentration isopleths for the values 2,9 x 10- 6, 
2,9 X 10- 7 and 2,9 x 10-e standard units 1m· are drawn (see text for 
definition) . Wind and diffusivity profiles represent the condition 
at the centre of the map. The triangles are the five weather station 
positions. The circles are the source positions. The S02 monitoring 
point is situated at 1. The wind vectors are drawn at 10m height. 
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Figure 5.17 Predicted SOa isop1eths as for Figure 5.16, But at time 
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Figure 5.18 Same as for Figure 5.16, but at time l4hlO. Only a 
slight change in the wind direction is observed. 
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Figure 5.20 Same as Figure 5. 16, at 16hl0. The wind speed is 
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Figure 5.21 Same as Figure 5.16, but at l7hlO. The wind speed is 
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Figure 5.22 As for Figure 5.16, at 18hlO. Near-calm conditions. A 
puff build- up is evident near Mobil. The "bulge" is due to earlier 
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Figure 5.23 Same as for Figure 5.16, but at time 19h1O. Low wind 
conditions still exist. A fair amount of meandering takes place. 
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Figure 5.24 
and 20hOO, 
Same as for Figure 5.17, at time 20hOO. Between 19hOO 
the wind blew towards the west. This situation then 
changed and a weak south- westerly is shown above. As a result of the 
low wind speeds, buoyancy of the plume caused rapid rise of the 
plumes emitted from MOBIL. 
existed. This had the result of a puff build-up close to the sources 
and the very peculiar shape depicted in Figure 5.22 arose. Stable 
conditions, as indicated by the shape and maximum value of the 
diffusivity profiles, existed. As the wind changed from a southerly 
to a south-easterly, the whole distribution shifted anti-clockwise 
(Figure 5.23). At about 19h40, the wind became southerly. As a 
result of the low wind conditions around MOBIL, very little advection 
of the SOa took place. Considerable plume rise due to buoyancy also 
occurred and hence very low ground level concentrations are 
predicted. A fair amount of washout occurred during the period 21hOO 
to 22hOO. This also evident in Figure 5.25. The directional shear 
effect is clearly demonstrated in Figure 5.2 with the plumes from 
SAPREF and MONO I as the wind changed to southerly from a 
south-easterly. 
The concentrations predicted at the SOa monitoring point are compared 
with the observed concentration in Figure 5.25. On the whole, there 
is excellent agreement. The effect of rain on the concentration is 
indicated. The dotted line is the prediction excluding rainfall. An 
appreciable amount of washout is observed. 
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Figure 5.25. A comparison of the numerical model prediction and the 
observed concentration at the SOz monitoring point (position 1) shown 
in plots, Figures 5.16 to 5.24. The prediction curve is obtained by 
imposing a 60 minute running average to the 10 minute interval 
predictions. The effect of rain on the ground-level concentration is 
clearly shown. (See text for the definition of 'standard units/m-') 
5.2.2. Eastern Transvaal Highveld 
The Eastern Transvaal Highveld is essentially a flat countryside. It 
is therefore decided not to include topography. An average altitude 
of 1650m is used. As this is only a demonstration run, accurate 
estimation of the roughness length is not done and an average of 
0,15m is chosen based on the maize crop grown in the area. 
TABLE 5.6. The Eastern Transvaal Highveld case study. A summary of 
the model parameters. 
Longitude latitude 
Time difference from GMT (UST) 
Dimensions of study area 
Angle between north and the x-axis 
of the wind field reference frame 
Wind field grid spacing 
Vertical grid spacing for dispers i on 
model 
Isopleth resolution 
Divergence reduction criteria: 
Surface layer 
Outer layer 1 
Outer layer 2 
225 
+ 2 hours 
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Model parameters and site dimensions are presented in Table 5.6. The 
positions of the eight surface weather stations (ESCOM: Electricity 
Supply Commission), available in the area, are presented in Table 
5.7. Hourly wind and temperature measurements are taken. A Doppler 
Acoustic Sounder is situated at Elandsfontein (weather station number 
7). Upper air wind measurements at 23 heights, equally spaced at 30 
metres, starting at 9Om, are available. The Doppler Acoustic Sounder 
also supplies estimates for the boundary layer height, using the 
intensity of the vertical signal as an indicator. Hourly 
measurements of S02 concentrations are taken at each of the eight 
weather stations. 
The area is characterised by heavy industry, and as a result of the 
vast coal reserve, many power stations have been erected. In fact 
these industries are sparsely spread in a large and otherwise empty 
landscape The seven power stations included in the study area, can 
be seen in Figure 5.26. Sasol 2 and 3 produce petrol and by-products 
from coal, and are also included. Twenty-four smouldering discard 
coal dumps have been included. The approximate positions of these 
point sources can be seen in Figure 5.26. For security reasons, the 
exact positions and dimensions of the stacks may not be listed. 
TABLE 5.7. Surface layer weather station information for the Eastern 
Transvaal Highveld case study. 
Station No. Roughness length Coordinates Height Altitude 
(m) (m) (m) (m) 
1) Wildebeest 0,15 39000; 13500 10 1600 
2) Bethal 0,15 72000; 17250 10 1650 
3) Hendrina 0,15 94750; 47000 10 1700 
4) Grootpan 0,15 34000; 59750 10 1550 
5) Kriel 0,15 49500; 34000 10 1600 
6) Komati 0,15 70250; 54125 10 1600 
7) Elandsfontein 0,15 66250; 35875 10 1740 
8) Arnot 0,15 104750; 72000 10 1700 
Source Electricity Supply Commission 
226 
The heights of the power station and SABOL stacks range from 90. to 
300m. The release heights of the smouldering coal dumps were taken 
as 5 metres. 
The simulation lasted from 09hOO on 15/08/1984 to 09hOO on 
16/08/1984. This period was characterised by clear skies. Hourly 
meteorological measurements are given in Appendix K. Source data for 
S02 are presented in Table 5.8. These values were based on annual 
averages (Boegman 1985) for 1983. A constant rate was assumed for 
each of the burning coal dumps. This rate was estimated in 
accordance with the CSIR report ATMOS/83/16 (von Gogh 1983). 
The simulation was conducted on a CDC CYBER 750 mainframe computer. 
The 24 hour simulation required 4 hours CPU time. The wind field was 
updated once every 30 minutes and the concentration distribution, 
every 60 minutes. Examples of the output are given in Figures 5.26 
to 5.31. 
TABLE 5.8. Source data for the Eastern Transvaal Highveld (1983). 
Emission rate units are based on Mobil 1 emission 
(Table 5.5.). 
Source S02 mass flowrate Volumetric flowrate Temperature 
(standard units/sec) (ml/s) (K) 
Arnot 826,163 1174,5 398 
Duvha 1224,161 3000,0 398 
Hendrina 661,109 1238,0 413 
Komati 348,888 1107,5 413 
Kriel 755,255 2296,0 413 
Matla 1901,397 1957,0 398 
Wilge 156,265 199,5 445 
Sasol 2 595,564 2632,0 483 
Sasol 3 810,671 2646,9 482 
Each burning 
coal dump 223,448 
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A northerly wind existed at the outset of the 
Wind and diffusivity profiles are drawn for the centre 
of the map. Wind vectors are at a height of 10m. Two isopleths with 
concentration values of 2,7xlO- e and 2,7xlO- 7 standard units/m~ are 
shown. The lower case letters are the positions of burning discard 
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Figure 5.27. Same as Figure 5.26, but at llh30. The northerly wind 
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Figure 5.28. As for Figure 5.26, but at time l2h30. The shear 
effect, as a result of the change in wind direction from northerly to 
westerly, is obvious i n this plot. 
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Figure 5.29. Same as Figure 5.26, but at l3h30. The wind direction 




Eastarn Transvaal H1ghvald 
502 d1etr1bution 
(Map: 123 . 42 x 84 . 15 km) 
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Figure 5.30. As for Figure 5.26, but at 14h30. The S02 distribution 




Eaatarn Transvaal Highvald 
S02 diatribution 
(.ap: 123 . 42 x 84 . 15 k.) 
CONCENTRATION (STO UNITS/ MMM3) 
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TIME 08/15/84-15: 30: 00 
WINO SPEED (M/S) , 01 N (OEG) 
KH, KZ OIFFUSIVITIES (MtM2/S) 
Figure 5.31. Same as Figure 5.26 at time 15h30. 
1200 M 
A northerly wind was blowing at the commencement of the experiment. 
This soon changed to a westerly, and as indicated by the plots, a 
shift of the plumes occurred. Caution is necessary in viewing the 
inital plots since emissions has been assumed to start at the 
beginning of the simulation, so complete plumes which would have 
existed, have not developed. This wind was maintained until llhOO 
when it became south-wester ly and finally a southerly wind. An 
excellent example of the shear effect is observed during the 
experiment. Consider the emissions from Matla and Kriel: as the wind 
changes from a northerly to a westerly wind, the initial part of the 
plume (originally moving south), clearly shears to the east. 
The 802 concentrations observed at the eight monitoring points are 
compared to the predicted concentrations in Figures 5.32 to 5.39. As 
was indicated earlier, only crude estimates of emission rates were 
available and therefore accurate predictions were not expected. 
Furthermore, several smaller industries were excluded from the case 
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Figure 5.32. A comparison of measured and predicted concentrations 
at Wildebeest, where 
+ Minimum measured concentration 
<> Maximum measured concentration 
o Average measured concentration 
A Predicted concentration 
The definition of 'standard unit/m·' is given in Section 5.2.1.: the 
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Figure 5. 33 . A comparison of measured and predicted concentrations 
at Bethal, where 
+ . Minimum measured concentration 
<> Maximum measured concentration 
o Average measured concentration 
Predicted concentration 
The definition of 'standard unit/m3 ' is given in Section 5.2.1.: the 
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Concentration at Hendrina 
15/08/1984-16/08/1984 
o ~ - ----iii 
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Figure 5.34. A comparison of measured and predicted concentrations 
at Hendrina, where 
+ Minimum measured concentration 
<> Maximum measured concentration 
o Average measured concentration 
Predicted concentration 
The definition of 'standard unit/m" is given in Section 5.2.1.: the 






































Figure 5. 35. 
Concentration at Grootpan 
15/08/1984-16/08/1984 
16:00 20:00 24:00 04:00 
Time 
08:00 
A comparison of measured and predicted concentrations 
at Grootpan, where 
+ Minimum measured concentration 
<> Maximum measured concentration 
o Average measured concentration 
Predicted concentration 
The definition of 'standard unit/m»' is given in Section 5.2.1.: the 











Concentration at Kriel 
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Figure 5.36. A comparison of measured and predicted concentrations 
at Kriel, where 
+ Minimum measured concentration 
<> Maximum measured concentration 
o Average measured concentration 
Predicted concentration 
The definition of 'standard unit/m·' is given in Section 5.2.1.: the 
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Figure 5. 37. A comparison of measured and predicted concentrations 
at Komati, where 
+ Minimum measured concentration 
<> Maximum measured concentration 
o Average measured concentration 
Predicted concentration 
The definition of 'standard unit/ma , is given in Section 5.2.1. : the 
emission rate for MOBIL (Table 5.4 ) is 100 standard units/m~. 
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Figure 5.38. A comparison of measured and predicted concentrations 
at Elandsfotein, where 
+ Minimum measured concentration 
<> Maximum measured concentration 
D Average measured concentration 
Predicted concentration 
The definition of 'standard unit/m" is given in Section 5.2.1.: the 
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Figure 5.39. A comparison of measured and predicted concentrations 
at Arnot, where 
+ Minimum measured concentration 
<> Maximum measured concentration 
o Average measured concentration 
Predicted concentration 
The definition of 'standard unit/m3 ' is given in Section 5.2.1.: tIle 
emission rate for MOBIL (Table 5.4) is 100 standard units/m3. 
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DISCUSSION 
The dispersion of pollutants can be described reasonably well by the 
advection-diffusion equation. Two processes are clearly identified: 
the transport (advection) and diffusion process. Generally, 
advection has a dominant effect, and it is thus necessary to 
determine the wind field affecting the pollutants as accurately as 
possible from routine meteorological measurements. The diffusion 
parameters are also deduced from meteorological measureaents. To 
accomplish the general meteorological input structure, a 
submeteorological package was written to accept meteorological 
measurements from a wide range of options. 
The Monin-obukhov similarity theory has been widely accepted in 
describing the surface layer wind and diffusivity parameters (Section 
2. 1. ) . This theory has been used in the model, as discussed in 
Section 4.1. It assumes a constant shear layer with no turning of 
the wind vector with height. The surface layer is assu.ed to be ten 
per cent of the boundary layer height. Above this layer, very little 
is known about the behaviour of the atmosphere (Section 2.2.), and 
linear wind profiles are assumed (equation 4.1). A mass consistant 
three dimensional wind field is constructed (Section 4.1.2.) using a 
well known diagnostic model (Goodin et ai. 1980, Section 2.4.2.3.). 
The resulting wind components were then used to determine the 
characteristic parameters describing the wind and diffusivity 
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profiles at each grid point of an array overlying the area of 
interest (Section 4.1.2.). 
Due to the limitations imposed on analytical solutions of the 
advection-diffusion equation in an Eulerian reference frame (Section 
3.1.1.1.), and the limitations of the Lagrangian trajectory models 
Section 3.2.1.), it was decided to use a numerical solution of the 
advection-diffusion equation (Section 4.2.1.). In this way, complex 
wind and diffusivity structures could be accommodated (Section 
4.2.2.). First-order closure assumptions were used in the solution 
of the advection-diffusion equation. These assumptions cannot 
describe the dispersion process as accurately as higher-order closure 
or non-local closure assumptions since they are based on average eddy 
sizes (Section 3.1.1.1.3.). Smaller eddies, close to the source and 
larger eddies, during convective conditions, are therefore not 
accurately described. A large-eddy relationship (Section 3.1.2.1.) 
was however included in the model in an attempt to account for 
convective conditions. 
The dispersion of pollutants is simulated by a series of sequentially 
released puffs in an Eulerian reference frame. The moments of the 
distribution of an instantaneously released puff are determined from 
the advection-diffusion equation by the method of fractional steps 
(Section 4.2.1.). A modification of the limiting value (LV) method 
of Mulholland (1979) is used to solve the vertical diffusion part of 
the equation of this puff. The modi f i ed limiting value (MLV ) method 
is derived in Appendix G.. The conditions under which this method 
would produce the most accurate results were determined by Mulholland 





The aim of the present modification to the LV method, was to allow 
larger time steps to be used for the same vertical spacing and 
diffusivity. By applying the LV method to half the space and time 
intervals, a modified method results which improves the optimum 
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criterion to ( Appendix G) 
= 0,8 
This value was confirmed by numerical tests reported in Chapter 5, 
Section 5. 1. 
The release rate of "solved" instantaneous puffs is determined by a 
separation distance criterion. As the puffs grow, some will 
eventually overlap to such an extent that they can be merged. Puffs 
are "purged" when they leave the area of interest. In order to 
obtain a smooth graphical representation, puffs are interpolated 
between solved puffs when the distance between the solved puffs 
exceeds ~~o: + o;~. A linear interpolation of the puff parameters 
is assumed. As seen in Section 3.2.2., the parameter 0, for y 
example, varies non-linearly with time, so a linear variation with 
distance is not expected. Nevertheless, for small (100 - 50Om) 
"solved" puff separation distances, and relatively long spatial and 
temporal variation scales in the wind field and diffusivity, little 
error is expected from the linear interpolation of the parameters ~x' 
~y' ox' 0y' p for each level 
Chapter 5 contains two case studies which demonstrate the use of the 
package. The first case study was done under better documented 
conditions and hence produced better predictions than the second case 
study. The results of the Durban Bluff case study are given in 
Figure 6.1. It is clear from the figure that excellent comparison 
exists between the observed and predicted ground-level 
concentrations. Moderate agreement existed for the second case study 
on the Eastern Transvaal Highveld (Figures 5.32 to 5.39). This is 
acceptable in view of the approximate source data which were 
available for this study. 
The Bluff case study was for a relatively small area: 13 x 4 km, 
whereas the Eastern Transvaal Highveld case study was for a much 
larger area (l20x84km). The output resolutions were 20m and 200m, 
respectively. To achieve such high resolutions, a "hound-sniffing" 
contour drawing routine was developed (Section 4.3). With this 
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OBSERVED AND PREDICTED CONCENTRATIONS 
Run*3 (22/9/1986) 
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PREDICTED CONCENTRAnONS 
Figure 6.1. A comaparison of the measured and predicted 
concentrations during the Durban Bluff simulation. Concentrations 
are given in 'standard units / mi ', defined in Section 5.2.1.: the 
emission rate for MOBIL (Table 5.4) is 100 standard units/mJ • 
method, a contour is followed from a starting point in one continuous 
movement. Each new point on the contour is calculated by considering 
four neighbouring points separated by a distance supplied by the 
user. When high resolution is required, a small value is obviously 
chosen. Additional information such as wind vectors in a plane, and 
wind and diffusivity profiles at any chosen point on the map, appear 
with the concentration distribution. Examples of the graphical 
output are given in Plates 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3. 
The computer package was written to allow easy modification of the 
source code when new developments are desired. The different modules 
describing each process, i.e., submeteorological module, wind field 
module, dispersion module and the concentration isopleth module, are 
well-defined units. The variables and parameters required by each 
module are also easily identified. The overall package is a self 
contained program written in standard FORTRAN 77 (Burger 1986), and 
requires no additional routines for graphics. A total of some 15000 
statements are involved, of which about a third are "comments" The 
program supports Hewlett-Packard and Tektronix 4100 type graphics 
terminals. The addition of support for more graphics terminals is 
easily achieved by supplying the codes for: (a) drawing a line to a 
point with the pen in either the up or down position, and (b) writing 
text. This requires the addition of only a few lines to the source 
code. The package runs successfully on a Sperry Univac 1100 
mainframe (Durban Bluff case study), a CDC Cyber 750 mainframe 
(Eastern Transvaal Highveld case study) and an IBM 4341 mainframe. 
The main program, WIZARD, together with all of the subroutines, 
requires 93K RAM for a wind field grid of 3000 points, 10 sources 
with 50 solved puffs, and 40 layers for the numerical solution of the 
advection-diffusion equation. When the modules are chained or 
overlayed, only 57K RAM are required. 
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WIND SPEED (1'1/ ) 
3 I 
Plate 6.1. An example of the graphics output on an HP2326A terminal. 
Plate 6.2. 
terminal. 
An example of the graphics output on a Tektronix 4105 
Plate 6.3. An example of t he graphics output on an HP150 Personal 
Computer . 
CBAPmR 7 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMENDATIONS 
A computer program has been written to predict the distribution of 
pollutants released from multiple sources in complex terrain with 
realistic wind and diffusivity profiles (Burger 1986). A particular 
feature is that the model allows an arbitrary variation of wind 
vector with height. 
mechanisms: 
The model includes the following removal 
Chemical reaction/decay 
Washout in rain 
Sedimentation 
Ground retention 
Plume rise due to the thermal buoyancy is also accommodated. A high 
resolution, clear, and easily interpretable graphical output, 
describes the concentration distributions. 
The construction of a mass-consistent three-dimensional wind field 
from routine meteorological measurements provides the wind and 
diffusivity profile parameters required to solve the 
advection-diffusion equation. 
of serially released puffs. 
described by the moments 
The plume is simulated by a sequence 
The distribution within each puff is 
at different heights in an Eulerian 
reference frame. The moments are obtained from a numerical solution 
of the advection-diffusion equation. A .edified version of 
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Mulholland's (1977; 1980) limiting value method is used to solve the 
vertical diffusion process. Reconstruction of the puff is done by 
assuming a bivariate normal (Gaussian) distribution in the 
horizontal. This requires the solution of the zero'th, first and 
second-order moments of the advection-diffusion equation. The 
combined effect of wind shear and vertical diffusion on the 
horizontal dispersion is of considerable importance (Section 
3.1.1.2. ) . Considerable enhancement of the horizontal spreads occurs 
as a result of a temporal variation in wind direction (e.g., Figures 
5.28 to 5.31), as well as variations in wind direction with height. 
Both these phenomena are properly modelled by the proposed numerical 
solution for moments. 
The numerical solution for vertical diffusion of moments 
(MLV : modified limiting value) is unconditionally stable. In 
comparison with the Gaussian plume and puff analytical models, it was 
observed (Section 5.1) that the MLV method produces its most accurate 
predictions when 
= 0,8 
The package is designed to be user-friendly. All fixed parameters, 
such as topography, pollutant characteristics, graphics terminal 
type, prominent features on output, weather station and source 
positions, are supplied by the menu-driven installing package, 
INSTALL. This program needs to be run only once. The dispersion 
package, WIZARD, consists of four modules PREMET (treatment of raw 
meteorological measurements) • 
three-dimensional 
advection-diffusion 












concentration distribution isopleths). The programs are written in 
standard FORTRAN 77. The package has been run successfully on the 
following mainframe computers: Sperry Univac 1100, CDC Cyber 750 and 
IBM 4341, and it supports HP and Tektronix 4100 type graphic 
terminals. 
Two case studies demonstrate the use of the package. The Durban 
Bluff (13x4km) field experiment (22/09/1986-23/09/1986) was based OD 
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more accurately recorded meteorological and source data, and was 
therefore used to illustrate the accuracy of the dispersion model. 
Excellent agreement existed (Section 5.2.1.). The second case study 
(Eastern Transvaal Highveld, 15/08/1984-16/08/1984) concerns a much 
larger area (120x84km) and many more point sources. Emission rates 
were based on 1983 annual averages and were therefore not considered 
accurate. Nevertheless, reasonable predictions were obtained 
(Section 5.2.2. ). 
A wide range of meteorological measurement types are included in 
INSTALL. These are assumed to cover most possibilities: 
Surface Layer Measurements 
(a) wind velocity at one height and cloud cover; 
(b) wind velocity at one height and the variance of the azimuth; 
(c) wind velocity at one height, cloud cover and the average 
temperature; 
(d) wind velocity at one height and temperature at two heights; 
(e) wind velocity at two heights and temperature at two heights; 
(f) wind velocity at various heights; 
(g) wind velocity at one height and temperature at various 
heights 
(h) wind and temperature at various heights. 
Outer Layer 
(a) no upper air data 
(b) one wind speed at a height above the surface layer 
(c) more than one wind speed above the surface layer 
Boundary Layer Height 
(a) no upper-air measurement 
(b) temperature profile 
(c) Doppler acoustic sounder 
(d) user-estimates of the boundary layer height 
The package was designed to be easily adaptable to include future 
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developments in the dispersion theory. The one weakness of the 
package is that first-order closure was assumed in the solution of 
the advection-diffusion equation . When better pract i cal solutions to 
the closure problem are reported, these should be included in the 
model. An average chemical reaction rate constant is required by the 
model (Section 4.2.1. ) . A better approach would be to have a 
variable rate, dependent on the season, and other chemicals in the 
environment. The assumption of a constant deposition velocity could 
lead to some error (Section 4.4. 1. 2.) , since it depends on surface 
types. It would, however, not be a difficult task to allow for this: 
deposition velocities could be supplied at each grid point or 
interpolated on demand from a few positions. 
The concentration distribution can be drawn for any height. The 
module ISPLTH was especially designed for fast, high resolution 
output (Section 4.3. ) . As demonstrated in Chapter 5, the resolution 
for the Durban Bluff case study (13 x 4km) was 20m, and that for the 
Eastern Transvaal Highveld case study (120 x 84km), 200m. Wind 
vectors can be drawn at any height and resolution. The wind and 
diffusivity profiles for a chosen position on the map are also 
supplied. In addition to minimising computation, it was an objective 
to keep the memory requirement as low as possible. The contour 
drawing routine requires no storage of grid point concentrations. As 
a result, dosages cannot be accoDDDodated. If it is essential to 
supply dosages for a particular application, grid point 
concentrations can be stored in a file and updated accordingly. This 
would require additional computation, since concentrations must be 
calculated at each grid point for accumulation. 
Though the model produced in this study demands considerable 
computational resources (e.g., CPU time of 1 hr / hr of simulation 
on a Sperry Univac 1100, and 93K RAM core memory), it does represent 
a demonstration of a flexible, high-resolution, multiple source 
technique which correctly models complex atmospheric structure. The 
ada~table meteorology package makes optimal use of available 
measurement data to provide winds and diffusivity based on a 
comprehensive synthesis of modern-day micrometeorological results 
(Section 4.1.). A model which sets out to include so much detail can 
clearly only be proved by observations of equivalent detail. 
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Suitable measurements would require enormous investments of time and 
money. Nevertheless, the Durban Bluff data set, collected 
specifically for this simulation, and the archived Eastern Transvaal 





A.1 SOLAR ELEVATION ANGLE 
The solar elevation angle v is obtained from 
sin v = sin. sin 6 + cos. cos 6 cos hA (A. 1) 
where 
hA = (n/12)(T-12+QE+~tg) - A {hour angle} (A.2) 
Q
E = alcos D + aacos D + a,sin 2D +a .. cos 2D 
{the equation of time} (A.3) 
and the constants are 
a l = 0,004289 
aa = -0,12357 
a, = -0,153809 
a .. = -0,060783 
D = dy (360/365,242) (n/180) 
6 = sin- l [O.39784989sin(na/180)] 
{sun declination} 
a = bl + baD + b,sin D + b .. cos D + bssin 2D 
+ b,cos 2D 
and 
b l = 279,9348 
ba = 180/n 
b, = 1,914827 
b .. = -0,079525 
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b. = 0,019938 
b l = - 0,00162 
with 
T = time of day i n hours 
d = day of the year (i .e. d = o at OhOO 1 January) y 
A = longitude ( radi ans ) 
• = latitude (radi ans ) 
Atg = time difference from Greenwich Mean Time (hrs ) 
A.2 SUNRISE AND SUNSET TIMES 
Sunrise and sunset times are calculated from equation (A.l) by 
substituting for the elevation, the following 
(A.4 ) 
where -0,8° is the altitude of the sun at sunrise and sunset, i.e. 
when the sun's upper limb is 32' below the horizon (for horizontal 
refraction) and 16' for the sellli-diameter of the sun. 
angle correction of the average height above sea level, given as 
where 
= t -1 e 
[ 
r 1 an r e + I , 32z t 
r = earth's radius = 6,37xlO· m 
e 
= average height above sea level (m) 
The times of sunrise and sunset are then expressed as 
= 
= 
(hSR+A)(12/~ ) + 12 
( hSS+A ) (12/~ ) + 12 






Sin{~ - Ae}- sin • sin ~l 





B.l THE ENERGY BUDGET METHOD - MAUL'S SOLAR REDUCTION FACTOR 
The solar reduction factor, r , for Maul's (1980) estimate of the 
c 
sensible heat flux H, is given in the following table 












B.2 THE ENERGY BUDGET METHOD OF DE BRUIN AND HOLTSLAG 
The sensible heat flux H, is calculated by De Bruin and Holts1ag 
(1982) frOJll: 
H = (1-12)S + ., (H*-G) - I. (B.1) s + ., 
where 
., = 0,646 + 6x10-~(T-273,l) 
S = 4x10' 6. (T) 
and 
(T - 35,8)2 
) 7,5(T - 273,1) + 0,786] T - 35,8 
6. (T) = 
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with the temperature T in Kelvin. The parameters a and p, depend on 





for roughness lenths in the interval 0,025 $ Zo $ 0,5 and 
a = ° 
p = ° 
for Zo > 0,5. 
(Holtslag 1984) 
H* is the net radiation calculated from 
H* (l-a)R + c T6 - aT'" + c2 N (B.2) = 1 1 + c, 
where a = albedo = 0,14 for snow-free land 
= 0,7 for temporary snow 
On average, a value of 0,25 can be assumed. c, also depends on 
surface conditions, but on average c, = 0,12 (Holtslag 1984). The 
other constants are 
c 1 = 5,3lxlO-13 w.m- 2 K- ' 
a = 5,67xlO- a w.m- 2 K-'" 
c2 = 60 w.m- 2 
R, the incoming solar radiation, is given by 
with 
R = (104lsin v - 69)(1 - 0,75N""') 
N = cloud cover fraction 
v = solar elevation 
The soil heat flux G is estimated by 






C.l THE LEAST-SQUARE ERROR METHOD OF 10 (1978) 
The least-square error method, as discussed by Lo (1978), is 
presented slightly differently. The wind velocity profile is given 
by (Section 2.1.) 
(2.7) 
where t = I and the potential temperature profile, is given by 
9(Z) (2.8) 




= ., (t·) m 1 (C.l) 
and similarly for the temperature profile. The calculation procedes 
by estimating a value for L and substituting it into equation (C.l). 
Since it is only an estimate, there exist some error : 
k - u. -., (t.) 
u* 1 m 1 
= E.. ~ 0 
1 
(C.2) 
10 (1978) applies the least-square error method to equation (C.2). 
N 
This requires that 2 E. i be minimised. 
i=l 
points. In other words 
N 
h2E.i = 0 
i=l 
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and when applied to (C.2 ) becomes 
(C.4 ) 




Substituting (C.G) into (C.4) we get 
(C.7) 




APPLICATION OF LO's (1978) LEAST-SQUARE ERROR METHOD 
D.1. Shultz's (1979) Approximate Universal Function 
Consider the quadratic approximation 
., «() 
m 
z = In -- + at 2 + bt 
zo 
proposed by Shultz (1979), where 
t 
z = L 
a = 0,472 
b = 1,64 
So, from equation (C.2) 
u. z. 
~. = k-= - In -= - at~ - bt. 
1 u* Zo 1 1 
Z. 
where tj =~, and from (C.5) 
N z . 
1 k2 
In -2 + a.t~ 
= Zo J 
u* u. 
j=l J 




Ui 2N z~ 1 a -- -2 - Z2 









B. [Ui~ Zj _ 1 = b - - z. 





~i L In -2 z . ~- ]. c. = In -]. u . zo 
j=l J 
(D.4c) 
Substituting equation (0.3) into equation (0.2) and after some 
simplifications, using the above three definitions (D.4a-c), we get 
(0.5) 
Differentiating equation (0.1) with respect to L, gives 
(0.6) 
Therefore, substituting equation (0.6) into (0.7), results in 
where Ai and B i are defined in (D . 4a) and (D.4b ). 























= ~ B.C. L 1 1 
i=I 
L can now be obtained by solving the cubic eqaution (D.8). Consider 
the equation 
z- + a zz
2 + a l z + a o = 0 (D.9) 
and let 
q = I( 1 2) -g a l --gaz (D. lOa) 
(D. lOb) 1 1 , r = g(a l az-3ao ) - ~z 
then for q-+r 2 > 0, one real root and a pair of conjugate imaginary 
roots exist; for q-+r 2 = 0, all roots are real and at least two are 
equal; and for q-+r 2 < 0, all roots are real (irreducible case). So 
for q-+r 2 ~ 0 the roots are (Abramowitz and Stegun 1972) : 
Zl = (SI+S2) - ~ (D.lla) 
1 az + i 
FJ'" 
(D.llb) Zz = '2(S 1 +sz) ---r-(Sl-SZ) "3 
1 az - i FJ'" (D.llc) z, = - 2"(Sl+S2) -3 ---r-(Sl-SZ) 
1 -with SI = [r + j q"+r2]-
1 -
S2 = [r - j q"+r2]-
Since we are only interested in the real roots, solutions Zz and zJ 
are only applicable when Sl = sz. For the irreducible case, 
q'+r z < 0 the roots are : 
(D.12a) 
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Za = -2Fq"'cos ~(.+n ) (D.12b ) 
-zr-q"'cos I (D.12c) z, = ~(.-n) 
with • = COS- 1 _ 3_ .FcfT'" 









D.2. Similarity Forms Stable Conditions 
D.2.1. Wind Profile 
For stable conditions, the function ~ may be given by 
m 
~ (0 m = 
Z fJ In - + -L(z-zo) 
Zo 




In(z./zo) + ~L(z.-zO) 





and therefore substituting ~ and equation (D.13) into equation (C.2) m 
results in 
(D.14) 






N Z j 
u. 2 In -- z . = 1 Zo _ In __ 1 
fr u. zo 
j=l J 
[
u. 2N z .-zo 
= fJ"!" .2.- -N u . 
j=l J 
It can also be shown that 
Substitution of equation (D.15) into (D.7) results in 
N N 
{
u. z .-Zo } 2 6 i r 2 _J-u-.- + Zo - Zi = 




From the definition of B. in equation (D.14), it is clear that 
1 
equation (D.16) can be rewritten as 
N 
'\ 6.B. = 0 L 1 1 
i=l 





L = N 





D.2 . 2. Temperature Profile 
The universal function for the temperature profile is given as 
(Table 2.3.) 
















D.3.1. Wind Profile 
[ 
8. N In Zj 
=a 2.~-2.!.­
N L 9. 
j=l J 
D.3. Unstable Conditions 








Z _ Zo 
and, as before t = L and to - r' I t now remains to determine 
a 
aL 1'm(t) for use in equation (C.7). This derivation was done in 
Lo (1979) : 
(D.20) 
L is obtained by iterat ion us ing equat ions (C. 2), (C. 5) and (C. 7) 
with equation (D.20) and the secant method described below 
(Section D.3.3). 
D.3.2. Temperature Profile 
From Table 2.3. 
1'h(t) = 1 {bz+l b 1 -1} ., 1 n t>:=I 1>.+I 
Z 1 + 
1 -
with b 1 = (l1 zt 1 )2 
1 -
b z = (1--'zt z )2 




a '2Z (D.22) at(ln[b 2 +1 ] ) = 2(6 2 +1)126 2 
and therefore 
h{1n[~]} = '2Z [1 _ 1 ] ~ o;=r ba+I 
1 (D.23) = ~ 
and similarly 
h{ln~]} 1 (D.24) = 10 
Therefore 
a 
'2 [1 1 ] (D.25) aL 1'h(O = ro;-o; 
D.3.3 Secant Method Applied to the Least-Square Error Forms for 
Unstable Conditions 
The procedure applied during unstable conditions is described 
STEP 1 Determine u* from equation (C.5), i.e., average friction 
velocity from all measurements. 
STEP 2 Determine the function to be minimised, 
equation (C.2). 
STEP 3 Calculate from equation (C.7) 
i.e. , 





STEP 4 Let the two trials for ( be denoted by Sl and S2' i.e., 
1 
Sl = ~ 
1 
S2 = La 
Calculate E(sl) and E(s2 ) according to STEPs 1 to 3. The 
1 improved value for s (or r) will then be 
s = (D.28) 




and calculate the new E(s2) according to STEPs 1 to 3. 
Check if 
criterion 
A = I s2(new)-s2(old) I s2(new) 
If not, repeat STEPs 5 and 6. 
satisfies the 
A similar treatment for the temperature profile is employed. 
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APPENDIX E 
E.l. THE UNIVERSAL FUNCTION, ~m' FOR CONVECTIVE CONDITIONS 
The following form for. is adopted from Carl et al (1973) 
m 
• = (l-"ft)· 
m 
_ z 
for t - L (Table 2.3) 
The following has to be found 
for use in the wind profile (equation (2.7»): 
So, 
r dt = -t-(-l---,-t-) ..-17..-. to (E.l) 
Do the following substitution 
1 1 
K = and = (E.2) 
then, after some manipulation, equation (E.I) is rewritten as 
(E.3) 











The integrals are found from standard integral tables. Noting that 
and after some simplification, we obtain 
., (0 
m 
= Iln[{X -l}~ X~~-l] + 2[tan-12X+l _ tan-12Xo+l] 
2 Xo -1 x -1 J 3 J 3 (E.G) 
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APPENDIX F 
EXPRESSIONS FOR THE AVERAGE WIND SPEEDS IN THE SURFACE LAYER 
To obtain the average wind speed in the surface layer, the following 
integral is needed 
- 1 [2 U = -- U(Z) dz Z2-Z1 Zl 
U* [[( • (0 dt 1 dz m = k(ZZ-Zl) ( 
u* ['1'mW dz (F.l) = k(Z2-Z1) 
Zl 
where ( Z = L 
(0 = Zo L 
F.l. Neutral Layer 
For neutral conditions: 
and Zl = zo, and Z2 = hs (surface layer height). 
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Therefore, 
- u* f."ln ~dz u = k(h -zo) Zo s 
Zo 
u* h 
[ Z ( lnz - 1 - InZo)] s = k(h -zo) s Zo 
u* [ 
h 
1) + Zo] 
s 
= k(h -zo) h (In- -s Zo s 
F.2. Moderately Stable Layer 
The integral function ~ for this layer is: 
m 
(F.2) 
For the layer Zl = Zo to Z = L, the average wind speed is given by 
_ u* 
u = k(L-z o ) 
F.3. Very Stable Layer 
According to Webb (1970), the following integral function is 
appropriate in very stable conditions 
~ (t) = (l+P)In:-
m Zo 
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The average wind speed in this layer, Zl = L to za 
-u = ... k...... ( h .... u-~-Z-o ..... ) [s ( 1+,6 )In ~o dz 
s L 
= 
= h , is given by 
s 
(FA) 
F.4. Moderately Unstable Conditions 





= (1 - ,,-2.)". 
L 
Let us first consider 
(,F. 6 ) 
1 
Z -
and using the substitute x = (1 - "1)4, we get 
(F.7) 




JX'ln(:~~) dx = i {(X'-l)ln(:~~) + ~(X'+3)} (F.9) 
So, after some simplification, 
Consider now 
Substituting IA and IB into equation (F.5), we get 
1 1 
But, biLl = (l-1I~I)~ = (l+1)~ 
since L < 0 and also 
= -'1 








F.5. Convective Layer 
The integral function for convective conditions using the Carl et al. 
(1973) universal function, was derived in Appendix E. The average 
velocity for the layer ILl to hs is then 
(F.16) 
where 
IA = 3JID x-I dz '2 x:=r 0 (F.17a) 
IB = IJID xo·-l dz '2 xr=r (F.I7b) 
IC = 2 Jtan-
12X+ I dz 
./3 
(F.17c) 




and x = (1--"fr) ; 
1 
Xo = (1--"fZo)i L 
Equation (F.17a) can be written as 
= ~ IID(X-I) dz - ~ zln(xo-l) 
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Note that 
dz = _ 3L x2dx ., 
Therefore 
IA = ~_~L JXln(X-l) dx - Zln(Xo-l)} 
But, 
JXln(X-l) 
1 1 X2 x· 
dx = ~(xJ-l)ln(x-l) - ~(x+~+r) 
and therefore 
(F.18) 
Equation (F.17b) can be rewritten as 
Noting that 
we get from the above equation 
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Consider now equation (F.l7c). 
2x+l y = 
J3 
then dx = ~dY 
also, note that 
dz = 3L 2 --x dx 
'1 
Substitution of equations 
equation (Fl7.c) leads to 
I = C 
Let 
(F.20), 
Let us now consider the integral 
(F.21) 
Using integration by parts, it can be shown that 
J 1~;2 dy = ~[y2 - In(l+y2)] 
and 













Ie = 6~~L{~tan-ly - ~[y2 - 1nC1+y2)] 
- ~ [(1+y2 )tan- 1 y - y] + y tan- 1 y 
- ~lnC1+y2)} (F.27) 
(F.28) 
The integrals given by equations (F.18), (F.19), (F.27), and (F.28) 
are combined and simplified to give equation (4.8) in 
Section 4.1.2.1 .. 
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APPENDIX G 
MODIFIED LIMITING VALUE METHOD 
The limiting value numerical method used by Mulholland (1977) states 
that for the horizontal layer at height k, C(k,t+6t) can be obtained 
from 
C(k,t+6t) = C(k,t) + b(k,t) f(k,6t) (G.l) 
where 
b(k,t) = g(k)[C(k+l,t) - C(k-l,t)] + C(k-l,t) - C(k,t) 
(G.2) 
g(k,t) = 
[ + Kv(k-l,tl j-. 1 K (k+l,t) 
v 
(G.3) with 
and f(k,t) = 1 - exp{-a(k,t)6t} (G.4) 
K (k+l,t)+K (k-l,t) 
a(k,t) 
v v = 6z 2 where (G.5) 





= 0,4 (from equation (3.79» 
A modification is proposed that will improve the speed of 
computation. By using equation (G.l), with half intervals ~t and 
~z, the above equation becomes 
K 6t 
v 
~ = 0,8 
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Let us now conveniently write K(k) i nstead of K (k,t ) , and consider v 
the situation : 
C ( k,t~t ) = C(k,t ) + b(k,t ) f ( k,~t ) (G.6 ) 
It then follows that 
C ( k,t+~t ) = C ( k,t~t ) + b ( k,t~t ) f ( k,~t ) (G.7 ) 
Substituting equation (G.l ) into (G.7 ) , we get 
where 
Also, 
C(k,t+~t) = A(k,t) + b(k,t~t) f(k,~t) 
A(k,t) = C(k,t ) + b (k,t ) f(k,~t ) 
b (k,t~t) = g ( k )[C(k+l,t~t ) - C ( k-l,t~t)] 
+ C(k-l,t~t) - C(k,t~t) 
(G.8) 
(G.g ) 
Substituting the appropriate values for C obtained from 
equation (G.6) into (G.g), the following is obtained 
b(k,t~t) = g(k)[C(k+l,t) + b(k+l,t) f(k+l)] 
+ [ l-g(k)][C(k-l,t ) + b(k-l,t ) f (k-l )] 
- [C(k,t ) +b(k,t) f(k ) ] 
(G.lO) 
where ~t is conveniently dropped from f(k). Note that 
and 
b(k+l,t) = g(k+l)[C(k+2,t) - C(k,t)] + C(k,t) - C(k+l,t) 
(G.l1) 
b(k-l,t) = g(k-l)[C(k,t ) - C(k-2,t)] + C(k-2,t) - C(k-l,t) 
(G.12) 
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We now introduce imaginary half-space intervals and rewrite all the 
concentrations as 
C(k+l,t) = C(k+%,t) 
and (G.13) 
C(k+2,t) = C(k+l,t) 
We then assume that the concentrations at these intervals are the 










Introducing the above ideas into equations (G.8), (G.ID), (G.ll), and 
(G.12), the following is obtained 
where 
C(k,t+At) = [l-f(k)] A(k,t) 
+ ~[g(k)[C(k+l,t)+C(k,t)+Bl{C(k+l,t)-C(k,t»J + 
[l-g(k)] [C(k,t)+C(k-l,t)+B2{C(k,t)-C(k-l,t»]]f(k) 
(G.16) 
1J f(k+%) (G.17) 
B2 = [2g(k-%) - 1J f(k--%) (G.18) 
As a result of the introduction of the half spatial intervals, a(k,t) 
and g(k,t) need to be re-defined: 







K (k~) ]-1 
g(k,t ) = 1 + K(k+%) 
Assuming the following approximations 
K (k~) 
and 
= K(k+l) + K(k) 
2 
K(k~) = K(k) + K(k-l ) 
2 









And note that 
f(k) 
= 
K(k+l) + K(k) 
K(k+l) + 2K(k) + K(k-l) 
= 4[KCk+llz; KCk)] 
= 4[K(k) + KCk-l )] flz z 
= K(k+l) K(k+l) + K(k) 
= KCk) K(k) + K(k-1) 














MOMENTS OF A GAUSSIAN PUFF 





x exp -4£ ~ [
l (Z+H)2]} + exp -4£ -K-
v 
(H. I) 
where H is the stack height. The zero'th moment, Coo, is given by 
+00 = II C(x,y,z,t) dxdy 
~ 
(H.2) 
Applying equation (H.2) to (H. I), the following is obtained 
+00 
Coo(z,t) = AJJ~exp{-k[(X_~)2 + (y_~)2]} dxdy 
= J+OO [(X-ut) 2] {J+OO [(y-vt) 2] } A ~exp 4tKH ~exp 4tKH dy dx (H.3) 
where A M { [_ (Z-H)2] + [_ (Z+H)2]} = 
8(nt) J12y:12 exp 4'ti{ exp 4'ti{ v v 





= A (41f~t)% (41f~t)% 
= 4A1fKHt (H.5) 
Coo(z,t) 
(H.G) 
The first moment is obtained in a similar fashion. 
+-
= All x exp [- (x-ut) 2 (y-vt) 2] dxd (H 7) 
4tIL exp 4tfC y. 
-- -""H II 
Introduce the following transformation 
then 
and therefore 
x = x - ut 




C10 = AI __ (X+ut)exp[ 4~~ ]{I __ exp[ 4~~ ]dY}dx 
= A( 4"Ku t)1I r: (X+ut) exp [ 4~;H 1 dx 
= A(4"Kut)1I [-4tKu exp [ 4~H C+ ut(41rKut)1I 
= A(41fKHt)ut (H.9) 
(H.lO) 
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By similar treatment, the following are obtained 
COl = Coovt (H.ll) 
C20 = COO (2+Ka+(ut)2) (H.l2) 
CO2 = COO (2+~+(Vt)2) (H.l3) 
C 11 = Coouvt 2 (H.l4) 
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APPENDIX I 
DATA FILE FORMATS 
A list of the record formats for the input data files is given below. 
Notice that all files must be terminated by supplying It-I. It for TIME. 





hours, e.g. 11.9828 
normal day of the month 
1-12 
- e.g., 1986 
wind speed (components) - • S-l 
wind bearing degrees 
cloud cover fraction 
azimuth fluctuation degrees 
all teaperatures Kelvin 
all heights - metres 
The wind velocity may be supplied either as u,v components, or wind 
speed and bearing. This has to be specified in INSTALL. 
Surface layer measurement 
Option 1: 
TIME, DAY, MONTH, YEAR, U (or wind speed), V (or bearing), cloud 
cover 
Option 2: 
TIME, DAY, MONTH, YEAR, U (or wind speed), V (or bearing), azimuth 
fluctuation 
Option 3: 
TIME, DAY, MONTH, YEAR, U (or wind speed), V (or bearing), cloud 
cover, average temperature. 
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Option 4: 
TIME, DAY, MONTH, YEAR, U (or wind speed), V (or bearing), TEMPI, 
TEMP2 
Option 5: 
TIME, DAY, MONTH, YEAR, U1 (or wind speed), V1 (or bearing), U2 (or 




TIME, DAY, MONTH, YEAR 
U (wind speed), V (or bearing) 
(a new line for each height) 
A height must also be supplied when it is not constant. This must be 
indicated when running INSTALL. In such cases, 
Line 2: HEIGHT, U (wind speed), V (or bearing) 




TIME, DAY, MONTH, YEAR 
TEMP 
(a new line for each height) 
or 
Line 2 HEIGHT,TEMP 










Line 3 : 
TIME, DAY, l«>NTH, YEAR 
U (wind speed), V (or bearing) 
HEIGHT, U (wind speed), V (or bearing)] 
TEMP 
HEIGHT, TI!MP] 
(a set of two new lines for each height) 
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Outer layer measurements 
Option 2: 
TIME, DAY, MONTH, YEAR, U (or wind speed) , V (or bearing) 
Option 3: 
TIME, DAY, MONTH, YEAR Line 1 
Line 2 U (wind speed), V (or bearing) 
or 
Line 2 HEIGHT, U (wind speed), V (or bearing) 




TIME, DAY, MONTH, YEAR 
HEIGHT, TEMP 




TIME, DAY, MONTH, YEAR 
HEIGHT, TEMP 
(a new line for each height) 
Option 4: 
Line 1 TIME, DAY, MONTH, YEAR 
Line 2 Intensity of the vertical signal 
(a new line for each height) 
or 
Line 2 HEIGHT, Intensity of the vertical signal 
(a new line for each height) 
Option 5: 
TIME, DAY, MONTH, YEAR, Boundary layer height 
Temperature 
TIME, DAY, MONTH, YEAR, TEMP 
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Rainfall 
TIME, DAY, MONTH, YEAR, Rainfall rate (m/s) 
Source inventory 
TIME, DAY, MONTH, YEAR, A, TSTACK, TAMBENT, B 
where A, B are given in the following table: 
Option A B 
1 Density (g/m·) Exit gas velocity (m/s) 
2 Density (g/m·) Mass flowrate (g/s) 
3 Density (g/ma) Volumetric flowrate (ma/s) 
4 Exit gas velocity (m/s) Mass flowrate (g/s) 
5 Volumetric flowrate (m·/s) Mass flowrate (g/s) 
Examples of the surface layer, outer layer and boundary layer height 
input files are given in Appendix K. 
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APPENDIX J 
A Short Description of the Computer Program 
The package has been programed in FORTRAN 77 and consists of the two 
driver programs, INSTALL and WIZARD, and several subroutines (Burger 
1986) . INSTALL generates al l the files containing the fixed 
parameters used by WIZARD. Some important aspects of the program are 
discussed below. 
J. 1. INPUT, OUTPUT, AND TEMPORARY FILES 








Contains model parameters, source configuration, 
isopleth information and pollutant characteristics 
(logical unit 7) 
Contains the altitude for each wind field grid point 
(logical unit 8 ) 
Contains zero-plane displacement heights and roughness 
lengths for each wind field grid point (logical unit 9) 
Contains chosen meteorological measurement options, 
positions of weather stations and other measurement 
configuration information (logical unit 10) 
Graphics terminal settings (logical unit 11) 
Contains the symbol names and positions used on the 
map. This file is only used by INSTALL. The lines and 
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text generated when designing the features to appear on 
the map are stored in a separate file (see below) 
(logical unit 12) 
MAPD Contains the text, and the coordinates and pen position 
for drawing lines on the map (logical unit 13) 
The input data files required by WIZARD are given below. These must 
be created by the user. The data file formats are gi ven in 
Appendix I. 
Input data files 
METD Meteorological measurement for the first surface layer 
weather station (logical unit 20) 
METD + m The rest of the meteorological measurements, where m+l 
is the number of meteorological measurement data files. 
The files are in the following order: 
(1) surface layer measurements 
(2) outer layer measurements 
(3) boundary layer height measurements 
( 4) spatial temperature measurements 
(5) rainfall rate measurements 
(logical unit 20+m) 
ISTK Source rate, teJBperature and other data for the first 
source (logical unit 40) 
ISTK + n The rest of the sources, where n+ 1 is the number of 
sources (logical unit 40+n) 
Temporary files 
ITMP Storage of meteorological and source data arrays 
(logical unit 14) 
ISLG Storage of surface layer wind profile parameters 
(logical unit 15) 
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lOLG Storage of outer layer wind profile parameters 
( logical unit 16) 
ISPAfiM Storage of moments for the first source 
(logical unit 60 ) 
ISPARM+n Storage of moments for the rest of the sources 
(logical unit 60+n ) 
Output files 
IPLTF Plotter file. Contains the coordinates of isopleths 
and map features (logical unit 90 ) 
MON Concentrations 
(logical unit 19) 
at monitoring positions 
J.2. TIMPORTANT PARAMETER SETTINGS 
PREMET module 
Wind field grid size 
Dispersion module 
NPl maximum number of surface layer 
measurments per option 
NP2 - maximum number of outer layer 
measurements per option 
NP3 - maximum number of boundary layer 
height measurements per option 
NP4 - maximum number of diffusivity 
estimates (=1, at present) 
NP5 - maximum number of spatial 
temperature measurement points 
NP6 - maximum number of rainfall meters 
1M - number of horizontal grid points 
LN - number of vertical grid points 
LS maximum number of sources 
LP - maximum number of solved puffs 
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LL - number of horizontal layers in the 
numerical solution of the 
advection-diffusion equation 
J.3. MAIN PROGRAM, WIZARD, AND SOME OF THE SUBROUTINES 
The main program prompts the user to supply the following 
information: 
*************************************** 
WELCaIIE TO WIZARD! 
PLEASE SUPPLY THE FOLLOWING INI'OBMATION 
CJl)()SE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING 
1) INTIRACTIVE GRAPHICS r«>DE 
2) POINT CONCENTRATIONS ONLY 
3) BA'l'CB r«>DE GRAPHICS 
SUPPLY THE Ilft'ERV AL FOR DRAWING GRAPHICS 
1) SAMK AS SIMULATION TIME INTERVAL 
2) SPECIFIC TIMB INTERVAL 
STARTING TIMB OF SIMULATION 
A) STARTING TIME OF EARLIEST RECORD 
B) SPECIFIC TIMB 
TEHMINATION OF SIMULATION 
A) END TIME OF LAST RECORD 
B) SPECIFIED TIME 
SIMULATION INTERVAL (SECONDS) 
*************************************** 
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The "simulation time interval" is the same as the time interval 
between updating the wind field parameters. Once the above 
information is supplied, simulation starts and the modules, ?REMET, 
METPAC, DSPRSN, and ISPLTH are called by WIZARD. A few of the 
important subroutines associated with each of these modules are 
listed below. 










reads fixed parameters created by INSTALL 
reads surface layer measurements 
reads outer layer measurements 
reads boundary layer height measurements 
(not used at present) reads diffusivity estimates 
reads spatial temperature measurements 
reads emission inventory 
supplies a warning in case of errors in the input 
data files 
in on-line mode, the system time is read; in 
off-line mode, the time is computed from the input 
data records 










reads topography data 
calculates the boundary layer height at each wind 
field grid point 
calls the subroutines constructing the surface 
layer wind field 
interpolate from sparse points to horizontal grid 
points 
includes topography into the forcing function 
includes temperature anomalies into the forcing 
function 
constructs the surface layer wind field 
calculates the parameters describing the wind 
profile in the surface layer 







interpolates wind data from sparse data points to 
the outer layer grid points 
initial smoothing of the outer layer wind 
components 
construction of the three-dimensional wind field 
calculates the parameters describing the outer 
layer wind profiles 









reads the wind profile parameters that were 
calculated in METPAC 
calculates the wind velocity and diffusivity at 
any height 
"seeds" the system with initial moments determined 
from a Gaussian puff model 
determines the centroids of the solved puffs 
updates the solution of the advection-diffusion 
equation 
merges puffs when they are close enough 
purges puffs when they are outside the area of 
interest 
interpolates between solved puffs before drawing 
isopleths 
ISPLTH: Concentration distribution output 
FUNCTION CG calculates the concentration at a point 






initialises graphics terminal 
terminates graphics terminal 
draws a line or moves to a point 
writes text on the graphics screen 
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APPENDIX K 
Meteorological Data for the Eastern Transvaal Highveld Study 
Examples of the file format for the data files, as discussed in 
Appendix I and J, is presented. These files are for the Eastern 
Transvaal Highveld demonstration run reported in Section 5.2.2. 
Surface layer measurement 
Only one option is used (option 1) 
Option 1: Format - TIME, DAY, MONTH, YEAR, wind speed, wind bearing, 
cloud cover 
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station No.1. Wildebeest. File METD ( logical unit 20) 
9. 15. 8. 1984. 7.5 41. O. 
10. 15. 8. 1984. 4.8 .7 O. 
11. 15. 8. 1984. 0.0 195. O. 
12. 15. 8. 1984. 3.9 263. O. 
13. 15. 8. 1984. 1.2 264. O. 
14. 15. 8. 1984. 3.4 260. O. 
15. 15. 8. 1984. 2.8 221. O. 
16. 15. 8. 1984. 2.5 257. O. 
17. 15. 8. 1984. 7.3 194. O. 
18. 15. 8. 1984. 5.8 220. O. 
19. 15. 8. 1984. 3.2 225. O. 
20. 15. 8. 1984. 3.1 241. O. 
21. 15. 8. 1984. 3.8 251. O. 
22. 15. 8. 1984. 3.9 259. O. 
23. 15. 8. 1984. 4.0 245. O. 
O. 16. 8. 1984. 3.7 233. O. 
1. 16. 8. 1984. 2.6 221. O. 
2. 16. 8. 1984. 0.8 271. O. 
3. 16. 8. 1984. 2.0 16. O. 
4. 16. 8. 1984. 0.1 283. O. 
5. 16. 8. 1984. 3.8 268. O. 
6. 16. 8. 1984. 4.0 273. O. 
7. 16. 8. 1984. 3.3 246. O. 
8. 16. 8. 1984. 3.1 242. O. 
9. 16. 8. 1984. 4.2 221. O. 
-1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 
Station No.2. Bethal. File METD+l (logical unit 21) 
9. 15. 8. 1984. 4.9 41. O. 
10. 15. 8. 1984. 3.8 358. O. 
11. 15. 8. 1984. 1.5 286. O. 
12. 15. 8. 1984. 0.8 246. O. 
13. 15. 8. 1984. 3.3 267. O. 
14. 15. 8. 1984. 0.5 184. O. 
15. 15. 8. 1984. 1. 3 186. O. 
16. 15. 8. 1984. 3.7 179. O. 
17. 15. 8. 1984. 4.4 184. O. 
18. 15. 8. 1984. 3.2 201. O. 
19. 15. 8. 1984. 1.9 208. O. 
20. 15. 8. 1984. 2.0 213. O. 
21. 15. 8. 1984. 2.2 216. O. 
22. 15. 8. 1984. 1. 7 218. O. 
23. 15. 8. 1984. 2.2 218. O. 
O. 16. 8. 1984. 1. 7 183. O. 
1. 16. 8. 1984. 0.3 127. O. 
2. 16. 8. 1984. 0.0 102. O. 
3. 16. 8. 1984. 0.0 22. O. 
4. 16. 8. 1984. 0.0 334. O. 
5. 16. 8. 1984. 0.0 312. O. 
6. 16. 8. 1984. 0.0 306. O. 
7. 16. 8. 1984. 0.0 222. O. 
8. 16. 8. 1984. 1. 7 215. O. 
9. 16. 8. 1984. 2.5 206. O. 
-1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 
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Station No.3. Hendrina. File METD+2 (logical unit 22) 
9. 15. 8. 1984. 2.8 96. O. 
10. 15. 8. 1984. .4 346. O. 
11. 15. 8. 1984 .. 2 95. O. 
12. 15. 8. 1984 .. 2 152. O. 
13. 15. 8. 1984 .. 2 221. O. 
14. 15. 8. 1984 .. 3 282. O. 
15. 15. 8. 1984. 1.7 278. O. 
16. 15. 8. 1984. 3.4 270. O. 
17. 15. 8. 1984. 3.7 261. O. 
18. 15. 8. 1984. 1.5 242. O. 
19. 15. 8. 1984. 2.6 232. O. 
20. 15. 8. 1984. 2.4 234. O. 
21. 15. 8. 1984. 2.2 260. O. 
22. 15. 8. 1984. 0.6 17. O. 
23. 15. 8. 1984. 0.3 41. O. 
O. 16. 8. 1984. 0.1 319. O. 
1. 16. 8. 1984. 0.0 11. O. 
2. 16. 8. 1984. 0.0 345. O. 
3. 16. 8. 1984. 0.0 292. O. 
4. 16. 8. 1984. 0.0 286. O. 
5. 16. 8. 1984. 0.3 269. O. 
6. 16. 8. 1984. 0.3 268. O. 
7. 16. 8. 1984. 0.0 316. O. 
8. 16. 8. 1984. 0.0 170. O. 
9. 16. 8. 1984. 0.9 263. O. 
-1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 
Station No.4. Grootpan. File METD+3 (logical unit 23) 
9. 15. 8. 1984. 2.4 88. O. 
10. 15. 8. 1984 .. 3 40. O. 
11. 15. 8. 1984. .4 301. O. 
12. 15. 8. 1984. 2.1 274. O. 
13. 15. 8. 1984. 1.4 237. O. 
14. 15. 8. 1984. 0.7 169. O. 
15. 15. 8. 1984. 1.2 203. O. 
16. 15. 8. 1984. 0.0 356. O. 
17. 15. 8. 1984. 4.3 220. O. 
18. 15. 8. 1984. 2.1 233. O. 
19. 15. 8. 1984. 2.6 177. O. 
20. 15. 8. 1984. 2.0 189. O. 
21. 15. 8. 1984. 5.6 80. O. 
22. 15 8. 1984. 2.3 244. O. 
23. 15. 8. 1984. 4.6 277. O. 
O. 16. 8. 1984. 4.7 274. O. 
1. 16. 8. 1984. 3.9 270. O. 
2. 16. 8. 1984. 0.6 188. O. 
3. 16. 8. 1984. 0.2 47. O. 
4. 16. 8. 1984. 0.9 196. O. 
5. 16. 8. 1984. 0.9 147. O. 
6. 16. 8. 1984. 0.9 154. O. 
7. 16. 8. 1984. 1.6 151. O. 
8. 16. 8. 1984. 1.3 144. O. 
9. 16. 8. 1984. 1.7 160. O. 
-1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 
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Station No.5. Krie1. File METD+4 (logical unit 24) 
9. 15. 8. 1984. 1.7 352. O. 
10. 15. 8. 1984. 3.5 355. O. 
11. 15. 8. 1984. 0.4 285. O. 
12. 15. 8. 1984. 2.6 270. O. 
13. 15. 8. 1984. 4.0 267. O. 
14. 15. 8. 1984. 3.9 267. O. 
15. 15. 8. 1984. 4.2 183. O. 
16. 15. 8. 1984. 4.3 195. O. 
17. 15. 8. 1984. 4.8 208. O. 
18. 15. 8. 1984. 4.5 198. O. 
19. 15. 8. 1984. 4.8 181. O. 
20. 15. 8. 1984. 3.5 186. O. 
21. 15. 8. 1984. 2.5 198. O. 
22. 15. 8. 1984. 2.4 205. O. 
23. 15. 8. 1984. 4.1 187. O. 
O. 16. 8. 1984. 2.7 198. O. 
1. 16. 8. 1984. 2.0 29. O. 
2. 16. 8. 1984. 0.8 25. O. 
3. 16. 8. 1984. 0.9 79. O. 
4. 16. 8. 1984. 1.2 216. O. 
5. 16. 8. 1984. 1.8 189. O. 
6. 16. 8. 1984. 0.7 153. O. 
7. 16. 8. 1984. 0.8 81. O. 
8. 16. 8. 1984. 1.4 136. O. 
9. 16. 8. 1984. 0.9 194. O. 
-1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 
Station No.6. Komati. File METD+5 (logical unit 25) 
9. 15. 8. 1984. 6.1 47. O. 
10. 15. 8. 1984. 3.9 4.9 O. 
11. 15. 8. 1984. 0.6 250. O. 
12. 15. 8. 1984. 2.7 271. O. 
13. 15. 8. 1984. 5.5 268. O. 
14. 15. 8. 1984. 1.7 244. O. 
15. 15. 8. 1984. 1.0 225. O. 
16. 15. 8. 1984. 0.6 277. O. 
17. 15. 8. 1984. 2.3 200. O. 
18. 15. 8. 1984. 2.1 195. O. 
19. 15. 8. 1984. 2.5 298. O. 
20. 15. 8. 1984. 0.2 141. O. 
21. 15. 8. 1984. 0.1 298. O. 
22. 15. 8. 1984. 0.2 334. O. 
23. 15. 8. 1984. 0.4 81. O. 
O. 16. 8. 1984. 0.7 88. O. 
1. 16. 8. 1984. 0.1 95. O. 
2. 16. 8. 1984. 0.8 93. O. 
3. 16. 8. 1984. 0.7 124. O. 
4. 16. 8. 1984. 0.4 114. O. 
5. 16. 8. 1984. 0.4 69.0 O. 
6. 16. 8. 1984. 0.7 87.0 O. 
7. 16. 8. 1984. 0.1 137. O. 
8. 16. 8. 1984. 0.1 61.0 O. 
9. 16. 8. 1984. 0.7 206. O. 
-1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 
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Station No.7. E1andsfontein. File METD+6 ( logical unit 26 ) 
9. 15. 8. 1984. 7.2 91. o. 
10. 15. 8. 1984. 3.5 358. O. 
11. 15. 8. 1984. 3.5 357. O. 
12. 15. 8. 1984. 1.2 279. O. 
13. 15. 8. 1984. 0.2 250. O. 
14. 15. 8. 1984. 1.6 274. O. 
15. 15. 8. 1984. 3.9 269. O. 
16. 15. 8. 1984. 1.8 263. O. 
17. 15. 8. 1984. 7.7 232. O. 
18. 15. 8. 1984. 7.3 221. O. 
19. 15. 8. 1984. 7.9 225. O. 
20. 15. 8. 1984. 5.8 235. O. 
21. 15. 8. 1984. 4.4 259. O. 
22. 15. 8. 1984. 4.6 261. O. 
23. 15. 8. 1984. 6.0 251. O. 
O. 16. 8. 1984. 5.9 248. O. 
1. 16. 8. 1984. 0.5 281. O. 
2. 16. 8. 1984. 1.6 144. O. 
3. 16. 8. 1984. 2.0 337. O. 
4. 16. 8. 1984. 3.1 352. O. 
5. 16. 8. 1984. 3.4 271. O. 
6. 16. 8. 1984. 1.8 270. O. 
7. 16. 8. 1984. 3.6 269. O. 
8. 16. 8. 1984. 3.6 243. O. 
9. 16. 8. 1984. 4.7 240. O. 
-1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 
Station No.8. Arnot. File METD+7 (logical unit 27) 
9. 15. 8. 1984. 5.1 SO. O. 
10. 15. 8. 1984 •• 4 127. O. 
11. 15. 8. 1984. 1.2 339. O. 
12. 15. 8. 1984. 2.0 267. O. 
13. 15. 8. 1984. 0.4 235. O. 
14. 15. 8. 1984. 0.4 277. O. 
15. 15. 8. 1984. 2.2 261. O. 
16. 15. 8. 1984. 3.3 186. O. 
17. 15. 8. 1984. 3.7 196. O. 
18. 15. 8. 1984. 3.0 215. O. 
19. 15. 8. 1984. 1.6 207. O. 
20. 15. 8. 1984. 1.3 294. O. 
21. 15. 8'- 1984. 3.2 331. O. 
22. 15. 8. 1984. 4.2 345. O. 
23. 15. 8. 1984. 4.4 341. O. 
O. 16. 8. 1984. 3.8 336. O. 
1. 16. 8. 1984. 2.2 287. O. 
2. 16. 8. 1984. 4.4 309. O. 
3. 16. 8. 1984. 3.2 306. O. 
4. 16. 8. 1984. 3.0 316. O. 
5. 16. 8. 1984. 2.9 304. O. 
6. 16. 8. 1984. 3.0 307. O. 
7. 16. 8. 1984. 2.7 330. O. 
8. 16. 8. 1984. 1.6 321. O. 
9. 16. 8. 1984. 1.1 193. O. 
-1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 
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Outer layer measurement 
Only one option is used (option 3) 
Option 3: Format - line 1 : TIME, DAY, MONTH, YEAR 
line 2 :wind speed ,wind bearing 
Fixed heights: starting at 90m and ends at 75Om, at 30m intervals 
Station No.1. Elandsfontein. File METD+8 (logical unit 28 ) 
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Boundary layer height estimate 
Only one option is used (option 4, Doppler Acoustic Sounder ) 
Option 4 : Format - line 1: TIME, DAY, MONTH, YEAR 
line 2: intensity of vertical signal 
Fixed heights: starting at 60m and ends at 750m with 30m intervals. 
Station No.1. Elandsfontein. Fi le METD+9 ( logical unit 29) 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































= coefficient used in the limiting value 
method (equation 3.79) 
= total plan area when determining 
roughness length 
= similarity functions used in equations 
(2.36), (2.37 ), and (2.38 ) 
= angle correction of the average height 
above sea level 
= obstacle plan area when determining 
roughness length 
= Fourier coefficients in equation (3.75) 
= random acceleration (equation 3.130) 
= coefficient used in the limiting value 
method (equation 3.79) 
= similarity functions used in equations 
(2.36), (2.37), and (2.38) 
= surface transfer coefficient 
(equation 3.95) 
= coefficient used in the modified 
limiting value method (equation 4.44) 
= Fourier transform of the concentration 
distribution 
= transilient coefficient (Section 3.1.2.4) 
radians 
= specific heat of air at constant pressure Jg-lK- l 
= concentration distribution g m- I 
= layer averaged concentration (equation 3.51) g m-· 
= deviation from the mean concentration 
distribution 
= mean concentration distribution 
= initial concentration 
= zero'th moment (equation 3.10) 
= first moments (equation 3.10) 
g m-· 
g m- I 
g m- I 
g m- l 
g 
C20 , CO2 ' Cll = second moments (equation 3.10) 
C , C 
Y z 
= drag coefficient for neutral conditions 







d l (k ) , d z (k) 
= zero-plane displacement distance 
= distance criterion between released puffs 
= day of the year 
= molecular diffus i vity 



















= one-dimens i onal turbulent diffusivity 
transfer function (equation 3.59) m S-l 
= Gaussian white-noise stochastic process 
= Coriolis parameter = 2nsinA where the angular 
velocity of rotation of the earth, 
n = 7,29 x 10-'s-1 and A is the latitude 
of the observation site 
= sampling period used in equation (2.56) 
= universal function used in equation (3.124) 
= flux buoyancy 
= parameter used in the modified limiting 
value method 
= state variable used in Section (3.1.2.4) 
= gravitational acceleration constant 
= gust factor used in equation (2.56) 
= soil heat flux 
= parameter used in the modified limiting 
value method 
= vegetation height 
= hour angle (equation A.l) 
= inversion height 
= mixing layer height 
= boundary layer depth 
= surface layer depth 
= sensible heat flux 
= net radiation 
= 
= 
heat flux in the absence of incoming solar 
radiation 
plume rise at distance x away from the 
source 









































= von Karmen constant 
= rate constant for oxidation of SOz 
= rate constant for oxidation of NO to 
x 
RNO and HNO x x 
= rate constant for oxidation of NO to HNO x x 
= chemical reaction rate constant 
= washout rate constant 
= eddy diffusivity for heat 
= horizontal diffusion coefficient 
= diffusion coefficient in the Lagrangian 
treatment of the advection-diffusion 
equation 
= eddy diffusivity for momentum 
= vertical diffusion coefficient 
= eddy diffusivity 
= diffusion coefficient dependent on the 
wave number K used in the spectral 
diffusivity approach (equation 3.63) 
= mixing length 
= Monin-obukhov length 
= cloud cover fraction 
= exponent used in profile relationships 
= exponent used in profile relationships 
= sensible heat flux 
= equation of time (equation A.3) 
= transitional probability density 
(equation 3.96) 
= distance away from a sparse measuring 
point,k, to a grid point, (i,j) 
= aerodynamic resistance 
= canopy resistance 
= radiation reduction factor due to the 
presence of clouds 
= earth's radius = 6,37 x 10 1 m 
= surface resistance 
= reaction rate 







RL (t ) 






















Richardson number defined in equation (2.15 ) 
bulk Richardson number defined by 
equation (2.67a) 
= Eulerian autocorrelation 
= Lagrangian autocorrelation 
= correlation function at time t with lag t, where 
i,j = 1,2,3 
= weighting funct i on (equation 3.67 ) 
= atmospheric resistance 
= the Shir and Shieh parameter to determine 
the Monin-obukhov length (equation 2.57) 
= rate of change of concentration due to source 
addition 
= airborne mass g 
= source strength 
= matrix representing the concentration at 
grid point i in Stull's transilient turbulence 
theory (Section 3.1.2.4) 
= spatial-temporal distribution of particle 
sources 
= Eulerian time scale 
= Lagrangian time scale 
= time of sunset 
= time of sunrise 
= time step 
= difference from Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) 
= the time interval between updating the 
concentration distribution output 
= the time interval between updating the 
advection-diffusion solution 
= puff release interval 
= the time interval between updating the wind 
field parameters 
= spatial mean temperature 
= ground temperature 
= absolute temperature of effluent at 
stack outlet 


































= wind speed profile 
= friction velocity 
= average wind speed for the convective 
layer 
= wind speed at the boundary layer height 
= layer averaged x-wind velocity component 
in the outer layer 
= correction to the x-wind velocity 
component in the fixed vorticity 
method of divergence reduction 
= initial estimate of the x-wind velocity 
component 
= correction to the x-wind velocity 
component due to vorticity 
= correction to the x-wind component due 
to anomalous divergence 
= wind speed at the surface layer height 
= solved surface layer averaged velocity in 
the x-direction (equation 4.28) 
= average wind speed for the moderately 
stable layer 
= average wind speed for the moderately 
unstable layer 
= average wind speed for the very stable 
layer 
= mean wind speed used in the Gaussian plume 
and puff models 
= velocity components in the x-direction at 
the stack height 
= deviation in the y-wind velocity component 
= initial estimate of the y-wind 
velocity component 
= deposition velocity 
= layer averaged y-wind velocity component 


















= correction to the y-wind velocity 
component in the fixed vorticity method 
of divergence reduction 
= correction to the y-wind velocity 
component due to vorticity 
= correction to the y-wind velocity 
component due to anomalous divergence 
= solved surface layer averaged velocity 
component in the y-direction 
= deviation in the vertical wind component 
= mean vertical wind component 
= velocity as a result of the buoyancy 
of a plume 
= sedimentation velocity 
= vertical velocity resulting from a coordinate 
transformation of the three-dimensional 
continuity equation 
= the solved surface layer averaged 
vertical velocity 
= interpolation weighting function, where 
rk,ij is the distance from a sparce point, 
k, to a grid point, (i,j) 
= distance used in Briggs' 2/3 plume rise 
equation (3.132) and (3.133) 
= mean square of the particle displacement 
= finite spatial stepsize 1n x-direction 
= finite spatial stepsize in y-direction 
= roughness length 
= reference height for evaluating deposition 
velocity 
= average height above sea level 
= reference height for the temperature 
profile 
= finite spatial stepsize in z-direction 


























= the wind direct ion at the surface 
layer height 
= constant used in the stable wind profile 
= constant used in the stable temperature 
profile 
= constant used in the unstable wind profile 
= constants used in the unstable 
temperature profi l e 
= transilient rate function defined by 
equation (3.70), where t is the separation 
distance between two levels being mixed 
= adiabatic lapse rate 
= wave number 
= potential temperature 
= mean potential temperature 
= potential temperature scale 
= longitude (equation A.l) 
= random variable used in equation (3.131) 
= washout coefficient 
= kinematic viscosity of air 
= x, y coordinates of the puff centroid 
Z L where z height above ground level = 
and L the Monin-obukhov length 
= vorticity at point x,y 
= cross-correlation coefficient 
= transformed height of the first 
outer layer in the three-dimensional 
wind field model 
= azimuth standard deviation 
= variances about the centroid of a 
distribution 
= variances of the wind components in 




time of the day 
time scale 
shear stress (Reynold stress) in z-x plane 








































a. the wind components v = -- where u and v are ay 
in x and y direct i ons 
universal function for heat 
universal function for momentum 
forcing function defined in equation 
or (2.77 ) 
integral function for heat 
integral function for momentum 
convective velocity scale (equation 
effluent emission velocity at stack 
Atmospheric Boundary Layer 
Alternating Direction Implicit 
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Random Access Memory 
Successive Over-Relaxation 
Universal Standard Time 
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